OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Blues - R&B - Reggae
- Christian - Gospel
- Classical - Opera
- Country & Western - Bluegrass
- Holiday CDs & DVDs
- Jazz - Big Bands
- Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway
- Oldies - Easy Listening
- Rock - Pop
- World - Folk

Current titles are marked with a ★

**Rock - Pop**

**CD** 68394050 LEGENDS OF ROCK ’N ROLL. In 1989, Rome played host to a concert featuring the all-time greats of rock ’n’ roll: James Brown, Bo Diddley, Ray Charles, Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, and B.B. King. This CD/CDV combo brings that performance home in 15 tracks. DVD running time: 60 minutes. Eagle Records.

- $5.95

**CD** 68491499 JOAN BAEZ: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Performing everything from rock and pop to country and gospel, here are fifty of this folk-rock singers hits including Silver Dagger; Wildwood Flower; Rake and Rambling Boy; Lonesome Road; Copper Kettle; Pretty Boy Floyd; Sail Away Ladies; Old Blue; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3.

- $9.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD** 6883184 THE BEST OF BLONDE. This CD collects 10 tracks from a pioneer band of the early American new wave and punk scene. Songs include Call Me; One Way Or Another; Hanging on the Telephone; Dreaming; Heart of Glass; Rapture; The Tide Is High; Island and punk scene. Songs include My Mind; Steppin’ Out; Make It Good; Watch That Girl; and more. PolyGram Records.

- $9.95

**CD** 68833043 QUESTION: Icon. Collects ten classic songs from this iconic rock band: Stone Cold Crazy; Another One Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; We Are The Champions; Bohemian Rhapsody; and more. Universal Music.

- $6.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD** 68839772 URIAH HEEP: Demons and Wizards. Released in 1972, these eight tracks include The Wizard; Traveller in Time; Easy Livin’; Poet’s Justice; Circle of Hands; Rainbow Demon; All My Life; Paradise; and The Spirit. PolyGram Records.

- $6.95

**CD** 688329X9 THE MOODY BLUES: Icon. Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock. Nights in White Satin; Everyday; Question; The Story In Your Eyes; Isn’t Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wildest Dreams; and more. Universal Music.

- $6.95

**CD** 68830573 BLUEBREAKERS: John Mayall with Eric Clapton. These twelve tracks feature the all-time greats of the blues including All Your Love; Hideaway; Little Girl; Another Man; Double Crossing Time; What’d I Say; Key to Love; Parchman Farm; Have You Heard; Ramblin’ on My Mind; Steppin’ Out; and It Ain’t Right. PolyGram Records.

- $9.95

**CD** 69091116 THE BEATLES. The Fab Four released this iconic album in 1968, featuring songs such as Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; The Beatles released this iconic album in 1968, featuring songs such as Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; And Any Other Way. Capitol Records.

- $14.95

**CD** 66357843 ‘60S POP ROCK REUNION LIVE! Features 19 top songs, recorded live in 2003 in Cleveland. Includes I’m Into Something Great by Herman’s Hermits; Dreaming by the Troggs; The Weight by the Rolling Stones; Black and Blue by the Doors; and more. Capitol Records.

- $7.95

**CD** 68322570 ERIC CLAPTON: The Millennium Collection. His genius changed the guitar forever. Clapton’s greatest notes come singing out in these 11 essentials: I Shot the Sheriff; After Midnight; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; Wonderful Tonight; Layla; Cocaine; Lay Down Sally; Bell Bottom Blues; Million Years by The Grass Roots. 82 minutes. Time-Life.

- $3.95

**CD** 68032571 PROMISES; LET IT RAIN; AND LET IT GROW: Universal Music.

- $6.95

**CD** 6832024 JINGO: The Santana Collection. Collects 13 tracks of one of the greatest guitarists of all-time including Black Magic Woman; Evil Ways; Jingo; Guajira; I Love You Much Too Much; Hold On; I’ll Be Waiting; and more. SONY BMG.

- $5.95

**CD** 68837790 ELTON JOHN: Goodbye Yellow Brick Road. One of the greatest musicians of our time continues his streak with this 1995 album. Seventeen tracks include Candle in the Wind; Bennie and the Jets; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road; and more. Mercury.

- $9.95

**CD** 6883812X DON MCLLEAN: American Pie & Other Hits. Ten of his best tracks, headlined by the landmark classic, American Pie. Also includes And I Love You; Babylon; Vincent; La La Love You; Everyday; Dressed; You Have Lived; If We Try; and Castles in the Air. EMI Music.

- $5.95

**CD** 68839880 THE WHO: Who’s Next. Originally released in 1971 these nine tracks include Baba O’Riley; Bargain; Love Ain’t for Keeping; My World; The Song; Goin’ Mobile; You’re Under; and more. RCA.

- $6.95

**CD** 68833386 TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever. The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including Free Fallin’; I Won’t Back Down; Runnin’ Down A Dream; Feel a Whole Lot Better; Love Is a Long Road; and more. MCA Records.

- $6.95

**CD** 66490033 DOO-WOP: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Enjoy sixty hits from the doo-wop era performed by the original artists including The Book of Love by the Monotones; In the Still of the Night by the Doo Wop Singers; Will She Know by the Sensations; It’s Too Soon To Know by the Orioles; Baby It’s You by the Spaniels; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3.

- $9.95

**CD** 68838014 THE BEACH BOYS: Greatest Surfing Songs! Listen to the sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include Surfin’ USA; Little Deuce Coupe; Don’t Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’ USA; and more. Capitol Records.

- $6.95

**CD** 68326566 INXS: The Very Best. Twenty tracks from the Australian rock band including I Need You Tonight; Mystify; Suicide Blonde; Taste It; Original Sin; Heaven Sent; Disappear; Never Tear Us Apart; The Gift; Devil Inside; and more. Universal Music.

- $3.95

**CD** 67039411 LITTLE FEAT: On the Eastern Front. Performed almost exactly one year before the untimely passing of front man Lowell George, this 1978 concert in Tokyo is a reminder of Little Feat’s best years. Fifteen tracks include Skin It Back; Walkin’ All Night; Rock and Roll Doctor; Feats; Don’t Fall Me Now; Rock; and more. Go pocket! Pocket! Pocket! Pocket! 2 CDs. Sugar Hill Records. Pub. at $14.99

- $11.95

**CD** 671630X BACHMANN & TURNER: Live at the Roseland Ballroom, NYC. Recorded on November 16, 2010 at the Roseland Ballroom in New York City, this concert features performances of 20 memorable classics like Let It Ride; Rock Is My Life; American Woman; Slave to the Rhythm; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; and Takin’ Care of Business. Two CDs. Eagle Rock.

- $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbcom/649
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**Rock - Pop**

- **CD 5878616 CANNED HEAT: Vintage.** Collects ten of the band’s earliest recordings, featuring their original line-up. Includes “Torn Between Two Worlds”, “Rag Mama Rag”, and more. CD. $21.95
- **CD 6837549 JETHRO TULL, VOL. 2: Original Album Series.** Five complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Catfish Rising; and Roots to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95
- **CD 6833249 ELTON JOHN: Duets.** Elton John joins other music legends for 16 spectacular duets. Joining him are Little Richard, Tammy Wynette, Paul Young, George Michael, Gladys Knight, Don Henley, Bonnie Raitt, and many others. Universal Music. $6.95
- **CD 6870906 ROY ORBISON: At the Rock House.** A legend of vintage rock guitar delivers 12 tracks; This Kind of Devil; Devil Doll; You’re My Baby; Trying to Get to You; It’s Too Late; Rock House; You’re Gonna Make Me Happy; Highway; Into the Great Wide Open; All or Nothing; Problem Child. CD. $7.95
- **CD 6883292 WILLIE NELSON & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium 1995.** Performing live for Farm Aid at the Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky, Young temperatures through 10 standards that showcase his folk, rock, and pop; Country: Comes a Time; The Needle and the Damned; Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; County Home; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
- **CD 688323X STEVE MILLER BAND: Living in the U.S.A. Calling all ’midnight takers!’ This CD collects 10 classics from the legendary band. Includes: ‘Take the Money and Run’; ‘You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’; ‘The Joker’; ‘Geronimo’s Prank’; ‘Evil Woman’; and more. Capitol Records. $5.95
- **CD 6837439 BREAD: Original Album Series.** Five complete classic albums by the acclaimed soft rock band, including Breathing, One of the Waters; Mama; Baby I’m-A Want You; and Guitar Man, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95
- **CD 6838022 THE BEST OF 50’s ROCK N’ ROLL, VOL. 2: 20th Century Masters.** This two-disc CD collects 12 tracks; Rock N’ Roll includes whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin On by Jerry Lee Lewis; Chantilly Lace by The Big Bopper; At the Hop by Danny and The Juniors; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, Shakin’, Rattle & Roll by Bill Haley & His Comets; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**Ilene Haines, Palos Verdes, CA**
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**Rock - Pop**

**★ CD 6703917 JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: Dallas, 1988.** Mellencamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from the State Fair of Texas. Fourteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire; Jack & Diane; Lonely Ol’ Night; Check It Out; Rain on the Scarecrow; Rumbleseat; Small Town Saturday Night; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 6637321 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular.** The lost 1968 Dutch broadcast pulling from three separate performances, finally unearthed and presented on one disc! Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crowded House; Somebody to Love; plus Plastic Fantastic Lover; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 6795714 AC/DC: Transmission Impossible.** Three CDs capture the rockers in legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Includes multiple takes of hits like Baby Please Don’t Go; Live Wire; Problem Child; and more, plus other favorites like TNT; Let There Be Rock; Kicked in the Teeth; and even a broadcast that failed the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

**★ CD 6637948 MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II.** Eleven of the singer/songwriter’s best including I’d Do Anything for Love; Life is a Lemon and I Want My Money Back; Rock and Roll Dreams come Through; It Just Won’t Quit; Out in the Looking Glass (Into the Fire); Wasted Youth; and more. MCA Records. $5.95

**★ CD 6883222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends.** You’ll love the 10 tracks collected here from these two pioneers of rock ‘n’ roll. I’m a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Rock and Roll; Runnin’; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a... $16.95

**★ CD 6677396 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1961.** Brings together over five hours of music and celebrates the genius and unparalleled talent of Pepper Adams. Contains most of important baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Includes eight complete albums with songs like Mary’s Blues; Minor Mishap; All Too Soon; and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**★ CD 6649378 ROCKABILLY REVELATION.** Features one of the earliest styles of rock ‘n’ roll that blends the sound of western musical styles with that of rhythm and blues. Sixty tracks performed by the original artists include That’s All Right by Elvis Presley; Everybody’s Lovin’ My Baby; by Charlie Feathers; Bluejean Bop; As Long As I Have You; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**★ CD 6831826 ADAM & THE ANTS: Prince Charming.** Collects ten tracks from the English rock band. Songs include Stand and Deliver; Prince Charming; Scorpios; Five Guns West; That Voodoo; Mile High Club; Ant Rap; Mowkow; S.E.X.; and Picasso Vista El Planeta De Los Simpsons. Also includes as a bonus six tracks of original 1981 demos and writing tapes. Sony Music. $5.95

**★ CD 6649956 THE JOHNNY B. GIBBS EXPLOSION/OCTOPHY SHIRT ROCK ’N’ ROLL: The First Ten Years.** Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of this alternative rock-blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock ‘n’ Roll; Love Ain’t on the Run; Blues X Man; Buscemi; Bell-bottoms; History of the Country and Rock Star. Tracks include Leave Me Alone; I Can Rock Again; and more. Out Front Factory Pub. at $13.98

**★ CD 4589090 EMERSON LAKE & PALMER: Live at the Mar Y Sol Festival ’72.** One of the greatest progressive rock groups heads to Puerto Rico for this 1972 concert event, offering up several extended live renditions of their greatest hits and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 6628518 TOM WAITS: Under the Blacklight.** Waits for No One; Give and Take; Incident at Neshawatuck; and Savor/Soul Sacrifice. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 6631680 ONE: The Best of Nilsson.** Never performing live professionally, he managed to sustain a lengthy and successful recording career. This two CD set features 36 tracks including Without You; Everybody’s Talkin’; Cuddly Toy; Good Old Desk; Many Rivers to Cross; and more. Sony BMG. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ CD 6760457 SANTANA: The Golden Child.** One of the greatest guitarists of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded at Michigan’s Rynearson Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/Time Waits for No One; Give and Take; Incident at the District House of Rock; Cabin Deep in the Woods; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

**★ CD 6674097 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Radio Chicago 1976.** Recorded live at 8 Ginnings in 1976, this live FM broadcast features 11 Seger performances: Ran Into Him; Beautiful Loser; I Feel Like Breakin’ Someone’s Home; Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; Let It Rock; Whole Lotta Love; I Like It Like That; It’s a Shame; and more. MCA Records. $7.95

**★ CD 6642721 SHAZAM! 50 Guitar Bustin’ Instrumentals.** Collects classic instrumental records featuring rock’n’roll’s wildest names on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Guitar Boogie by Chuck Berry; The Stranger by The Shadows; Teenie One by Chet Atkins; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

**★ CD 6660303 THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY AND THE CRICKETS.** Bring 54 of Holly’s best-loved songs with three CDs. The early rock pioneer gives us That’ll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Oh Boy!; Everyday; True Love Always; It’s So Easy; Raining in My Heart; She’s Not There; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

**★ CD 6674003 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Woodstock 1994.** These stalwarts of southern rock hit the stage in this live FM broadcast of the 1994 Woodstock Festival. Includes performances of Statesboro Blues; Blue Sky; The Same Thing; Soulshine; Midnight Rider; Jessic; No More Sunday Mornin’; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 663885X TED NUGENT: Kentucky State Fair 1995.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY, 1995, come these eleven tracks that include Journey to the Center of the Earth; Ten Million Miles an Hour; Walk, Don’t Run; Somebody’s Mama; Savor/Soul Sacrifice. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 6642877 FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast.** Named the “Un-Concert” by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings are a treasure trove of scenes recorded at venues ranging from the 1973 and 1974三次巡演 concerts at various settings including radio stations to private parties. The content includes all of that night’s performances. Recorded live at B’Ginnings in 1976, this live FM broadcast features 11 Seger performances: Ran Into Him; Beautiful Loser; I Feel Like Breakin’ Someone’s Home; Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; Let It Rock; Whole Lotta Love; I Like It Like That; It’s a Shame; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

**★ CD 6675272 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection 1946-66.** Fifty-seven tracks include this iconic rock pioneer’s top-ten classics like See You Later Alligator; Shake Rattle and Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don’t Knock the Rock; and of course, one of the most significant songs in pop history, Rock Around the Clock. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95
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**CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off.** A 10s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the more important bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don't Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It's No Secret; Running on the Highway; The Other Side of This Town; Up on Cripple Creek; The Shape I'm In; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 682287 THE BAND: And Then There Were Four.** This superb live recording is taken from an FM radio broadcast at the University of Chicago, during their first reunion tour in 1983. Included on 13 tracks are Up on Cripple Creek: The Shape I'm In; It Makes No Difference; Milk Cow Boogie; Zip City; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6674143 THE BYRDS: Straight for the Sun.** Roger McGuinn, Clarence White, Skip Battin and Gene Parsons bring their definitive 60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering up renditions of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Don't Look Back; Mr. Tambourine Man; Pretty Boy Floyd; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6803190 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert.** The greatest jam band of all time stages the for this 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-A-Roe; Cassidy; I've Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greatest Story Ever Told; They Love Me and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6749380 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Human Rights Broadcast.** The Boss performs the final concert of the Human Rights Broadcast tour at Amnesty International's annual playing at The River Plate Stadium in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1988. Thirteen live tracks include Born in the U.S.A.; The Promised Land; Cover Me; I'm on fire; River; Dancing in the Dark; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6674046 BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: Taking Care on the Highway.** Giants of classic rock perform in a live radio broadcast in Chicago, 1974, featuring renditions of Let It Ride; Give It Time; Roll on Down the Highway; Welcome Home; Take It Care of Business; Slow Down Boogie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6938566 AC/DC: Back Home with Brian.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sidney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, Australia in 1981, these fifteen tracks include Hells Bells; Shot Down in Flames; Sin City; Back in Black; Bad Boy Boogie; The Jack; What You Do for Money; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6837484 THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2.** A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, including The Doobie Brothers; Livin' on the Fault Line; Minute by Minute; One Step Closer; and The Doobie Brothers: Live From London. Each album is packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

**CD 6711626 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas in Connecticut.** Seger performs live at Hartford, Connecticut in this 1983 concert, with 12 tracks including None But the Lonely Heart; Life Without You; Roll Me Away; Mainstreet; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin' Thunderbirds; We've Got Tonight; Turn the Page; The Fire Down Below; and Ramblin' Gamblin' Man. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6558984 ROBIN TROWER: Time and Emotion.** The English guitarist best known for his work with Procol Harum and the Electricapeshows 11 tracks with his band Trower and the Buzz. Includes Time Out of Mind; The Land of Plenty; What I Was I Really Worth to You; I'm Gone; Bitten by the Snake; Returned in Kind; If You Believe in Me; You're the One; Can't Be Back; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5953885 THE BEATLES featuring TONY SANDERSON: In the Beginning.** Experience an early Fab Four collaboration with 12 tracks featuring The Beatles, Tony Sanderson, and The Beat Brothers: Ain't She Sweet; Cry for a Shadow; Leather; Little Richard; Milk Cow Boogie; Some Insurance on Me; Baby; What I'd Say; Sweet Georgia Brown; Why: Nobody's Child; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3573333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61.** An ecletic 33-track collection captures the collaborative early career of two of the most popular female vocal groups. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones Sincerely, Sweet Georgia Brown; Slow Dancing; Five Days; A Variety of Other Things; and more. Universal Music. $12.95

**CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE MCGUINN SISTERS, 1953-62.** Fifty-four tracks showcase the early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones Sincerely, Sweet Georgia Brown; Slow Dancing; Five Days; A Variety of Other Things; and more. Universal Music. $12.95
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 5818443 EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind.** Drawn from a live radio broadcast at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1979 performance features Harris performing To Daddy; My Songbird; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejoiced in Heaven Last Night; Satan’s Jeweled Crown; Hickory checks. Zip City. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 6709776 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged.** Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of River; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6642911 GRATEFUL DEAD: Cambodia Refugee Benefit.** Held at the Oakland Coliseum Arena in 1980, the Grateful Dead’s benefit concert performance is captured in 10 tracks. Dead Heads will love cuts of Franklin’s Tower; New Minglewood Blues; Tennessee Jed; Looks Like Rain; Don’t Ease me In; Playing in the Band; Not Fade Away; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6709368 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994.** One of the greatest metal bands of all time perform a 14-song set of their biggest hits, often in law-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; Sad But True; Enter Sandman; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Thirty collects over three 60-minute CDs. Iconography/Leftfield Media. Pub. at $17.99 $15.95

**CD 6661255 BOWIE VS. IGGY: The Broadcast Archives.** Three CDs provide an audio portrait of two of the greatest live acts in the history of rock. Iggy Pop and David Bowie perform together in two full programs from 1977, with multiple live sets from New York City, London, and more. Twenty-three tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6669498 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road.** This CD compiles nine tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manley Field House, Syracuse, New York, 1972 that includes Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; Ain’t Washin’ Time No More; One Way Out; Stony Monday; You Don’t Love Me; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Midnight Rider; and Whipping Post. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6689071 DUANE EDY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty tracks from this guitarist with a distinctively other sound. Includes We’re All Alright!; Red Hot Rouser; Forty Miles of Bad Road; Mason Dixon Lion; Along Came Linda; The Secret Seven; Theme for Moon Children; Stritchin’ For A Living; and more. Twenty-three tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6687031 JOURNEY: Transmission Impossible.** This triple CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast, captured during the early part of their career. Forty-five tracks include Mystery Mountain; In My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re on Your Own; Feeling That Way; Good Times; Chain Reaction; No More Lies; Escape; She Makes Me; Wheel in the Sky; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 668704X THE LITTLE BOX OF DAVID BOWIE.** Features three CDs: David Bowie & the Mick Ronson Band; David Bowie and Friends: The 1980 Floorshow. A total of 53 tracks include Wham Bam Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (Drugs); The Augurs of Spring; Wild Is the Wind; Raw Power; Search and Destroy; Sister Midnight; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6602398 MEAT LOAF: Icon.** Eleven tracks capture the meat man in all his glory. Includes Paradise City; And the Dead Shall Rise; and singular impact on the hard rock genre. Relive I’d Do Anything for Love (But I Won’t Do That); Rock and Roll Dreams Come Through; Runnin’ for the Red Light (I Gotta Life), Out of the Frying Pan (and into the Fire). Universal Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6674127 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: New York 1975.** Recorded live at The Bottom Line, this 21-track Greenwich Village broadcast features performances of Spirit in the Night; Then She Kissed Me; Growin’ Up; It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City; Storyteller; When You Were in the Room; She’s the One; Born to Run; and more, plus bonus interview tracks. HBO! Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6673849 JOHN FOGERTY: The Rock & Roll All Stars.** The former leader of Creedence Clearwater Revival goes solo in performances from 1985 and 1996, featuring live renditions of Mary You Don’t Understand; I Confess; Rock and Roll Girls; Born on the Bayou; Down on the Corner; Dead Man’s Curve; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6949000 THE DEL-VIKINGS COLLECTION 1956-62.** This sixty track, 2 CD collection features Come Go with Me; How Can I Find True Love; What Made Maggie Pray; Rock and Roll; along With the Night; Don’t Get Slick on Me; One River More to Cross; Face the Music; Angel in My Head; Up in Heaven; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6808772 GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged 1993.** This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different side of this Legendary Rock & Roll band. Includes a fine line collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain’t First; November Rain; You’re Crazy; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6679657 THE JACKSONS: Mexico City 1978.** An broadcast radio recording featuring a fine selection of Jackson classics, alongside newer tracks still to receive a studio release on up-coming records. Nineteen tracks include Never Can Say Goodbye; Papa Loves You; She’s Out Of My Life; The Life of the Party; and more. Universal. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6722326 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Forbidden Delights.** The rock giants light up the Glands Country Club stage in Redding, California with this 1981 concert. Thirteen live tracks include Dr. Music; E.T.I. (Extra Terrestrial Intelligence); Hot Rails to Hell; Cities on Flame with Rock and Roll; Born to Be Wild; Don’t Fear the Reaper; and more. Golden River. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6825744 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Other Band Tour.** On April 11th, 1993 the Boss, along with The Other Band, performed in Verona, Italy for a huge outdoor gig, which was subject of a live broadcast on FM radio across Europe and North America. This two CD set includes 23 tracks from the show including Thunder Road; Born to Run; Lucky Town; Born in the U.S.A.; Glory Days; I’m On Fire; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6743606 BOB SEGER AND THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Out of Detroit.** Recorded live from Ebbet’s Field in Denver, Colorado, this 1974 performance features live renditions of Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; Heavy Music; Rosalie; and more, including covers of Rolling Stones and Sheryl Crow standards. Fourteen tracks in all. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6831753 METALLICA: Rocking at the Ring.** From a live broadcast recorded at The Rock Am Ring Festival, Germany, 1999, come 24 tracks including The Ecstasy of Gold; Breadman; Master of Puppets; Of Wolf and Man; The Four Horsemen; Fight Fire with Fire; Nothing Else Matters; Wherever I May Roam; Whiskey in the Jar; and more. Two CDs. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6895553 PATTY SMYTH AND SCANDAL: Goodbye to You/Best of the ’80s Live.** This CD collects 15 songs from two performances by Patty Smyth and her band Scandal. Songs include Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of what You Say is True; Tonight; Love’s Got a Line on You; She Can’t Say No; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6785889 METALLICA: The Broadcast Archive.** Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, this three CDs capture these ferocious metal gods in adrenaline-pumping live performances from the ‘80s and ‘90s. Includes nearly 40 tracks including multiple renditions of hits like Enter Sandman and For Whom the Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6786855 CHUCK BERRY: Alive & Rock’n Roll.** The rock giant who helped give rock & roll its unique sound as well as its name. berry is celebrated with 16 of his must-have classics: Sweet Little Sixteen; Rock ‘n Roll Music; In the Wee Hours; Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Memphis Tennessee; Roll Over Beethoven; Vacation Time; Changed; and more. Javelin. Pub. at $14.99 $9.45
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**CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection**
Sixteen tracks bring together the audio of unforgettable live appearances by the fierce southern rock mavericks including performances on The Dick Cavett Show, Music Scene, The Tom Jones Show, and the Newport Folk Festival in Rhode Island. Tracks include *Try (Just a Little Bit Harder)*; To Love Somebody; Rodeo Stampede; Move Over; Place of My Heart; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6738540 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Gap Year Broadcast**
Performing live in Cleveland on April 7th, 1976, the Boss delivers 18 tracks from his early years. Springsteen has all the verve of a young rocker for Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out, Spirit in the Night, It's My Life, Thunder Road, She's the One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6799396 KISS: Fresno Broadcast 1979**
These 13 tracks are taken from a live radio broadcast recorded at the Selland Arena in Fresno, California in 1979, featuring a host of their '70s classics including *King of the Night Time World*; Let Me Go, Rock 'N' Roll; I Was Made for Lovin' You; God of Thunder; Black Diamond; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6703828 ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Night**
Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the shock rock legend in 20 tracks: No More Mr. Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; I'm Eighteen; Welcome to My Life; School's Out; Black Widow; and more. Two CDs. All Access. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6749542 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Superjam 1978**
Skyynrd rocks hard with friends at first, then at the 1978 Superstar Jam (tracks 1-9), then at the Volunteer Jam V in 1979 (tracks 11-12). Includes renditions of I Ain't No Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want to Go Down There; Another Prety Country Song; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $11.99
$9.95

**CD 6858013 THE STIEVE MILLER BAND: Shakin' Your Tree**
Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originally broadcast by KSAN-FM in San Francisco, California. Miller offers up live renditions of The Joker; Rock 'N' Roll Music; Rock Me Baby; and more. Six Classic Rock. Pub. at $11.99
$9.95

**CD 6569597 METALLICA: Live on Air–The Early Years**
Revisit Metallica's most puzzling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, other classics like One; Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99
$13.95

**CD 6751659 THE GRATEFUL DEAD: Weekend in the Covers**
In 15 live covers, The Grateful Dead put their touches on a range of classic songs: Big Railroad Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Last Time; Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues; Good Loving; Box of Rain; Blackbird; Bird on a Wire; Moon Rising (with John Fogerty); Mama Tried; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6795781 FRANK ZAPPA: Munich 1980**
Sixteen tracks capture a live broadcast in Germany from one of rock's most daring, eccentric, and fascinating performers. In addition to a pair of 1983 interviews, it includes live renditions of Chunga's Revenge; Mudd Club; The Meek Shall Inherit Nothing; Joe's Garage; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6554261 BETTY BUESCH: A Special Two Day # A**
Originally recorded live at the Coffee Pot Club. After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player from Wet Willie. Here they perform 14 tracks: *You Can Do (There Ain't)*; Whole Lotta Memories; Ramblin' Man; Rain; Let Me Ride; Southbound; and more. MDV Visual. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6868141 CAPTAIN BEETHOVEN: Transmission Impossible**
In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beethoven blends rock, blues, psychedelia, and experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the inventive brilliance of this unique artist in one of his most legendary Radio Live broadcasts: *The Bottom; Mirror Man; Paul Jones; Mary; and more*. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6848257 DAVID AXELROD'S ROCK INTERPRETATION OF HANDEL'S MESSIAH**
Owing to the most ground-breaking work of Axelrod's work, it is his Messiah that's remembered today, at least when it comes to rock interpretations of Handel's oratorio. Nine tracks include Comfort Ye My People; And the Glory of the Lord; Behold, Pastoral Symphony; Glory to God; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.98
$11.95

**CD 690890X R.E.M.: The Spirit of Radio**
This set is comprised of two superb cd's containing radio broadcast performances of concerts from 1984 and 1989, along with a third disc containing media interviews with the guys from various points across their career. Songs include Radio Free Europe; Second Guessing; Pop Song; Pale Blue Eyes; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6808588 PAT BOONE: 40 Golden Songs**
This 40 track two CD collection brings together the biggest hits and many of his best known songs, including *I'll Be Home; Don't Forbid Me; Love Letters in the Sand; Have I The Right; and many more*. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

**CD 6799434 PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible**
This collection of 48 tracks captures perfectly the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam, and even at an early stage of their career. Tracks include Given To Fly; Love & Trust; Better Man; and more broadcast from the Fox Theater, Atlanta; the Aladdin Theater, Las Vegas; and more. 3 CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6621066 AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive**
This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, 1973; Burbank, California 1974; Boston, 1978; and Worcester, Massachusetts 1986. Songs include *One Way Street; Somebody; Write Me a Letter; Walkin' the Dog; Movin' Out; Rats in the Cellar; Back in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance;* and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 5970814 AC/DC: San Francisco ’77**
Recorded live at the Old Waldorf in San Francisco, CA, this electrifying concert captures the young rockers in the midst of their meteoric rise to rock glory. They tear into nine tracks with rock operas including *Long Time; Why Baby Why; Ain't that a Shame; and* many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
$11.95

**CD 6889914 AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive**
This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, 1973; Burbank, California 1974; Boston, 1978; and Worcester, Massachusetts 1986. Songs include *One Way Street; Somebody; Write Me a Letter; Walkin' the Dog; Movin' Out; Rats in the Cellar; Back in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance;* and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

**CD 6611326 THE ELECTRIC FLAG: Live from California 1967-1968**
The two CD set collects 23 songs from one of the premiere rock bands of the sixties. Among the tracks included here are: Soul Sacrifice; Groove Is In The Heart; Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99
$17.95

**CD 6795935 BELINDA CARLISLE: The Very Best Of**
From her days with the Go-Go's to her solo hits defying stylistic boundaries, Belinda Carlisle is the voice of a generation. These 34 tracks hail her singles from the ‘80s and ‘90s, including *Heaven Is A Place On Earth; Leave A Light On; Live Your Life Be Free; and Big Scary Animal.* Two CDs. Demonz Media. Pub. at $17.99
$13.95

**CD 6861253 THE BEST OF THE BAY CITY ROLLERS: Give Somebody a Little Love**
Overnight they became a teen sensation and scored numerous hit singles as this collection confirms. Among the 36 tracks included here are hit songs such as *Give a Little Love; Saturday Night; Rock and Roll Love Letter; The Way I Feel Tonight; Yesterday's Her;* and many more. Two CDs. Demonz Music. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649
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**CD 6848230** BLUE OYSTER CULT: Imaginos. This 1988 rock opera is the most unusual project of Blue Oyster Cult. Nine tracks include I Am the One You Wanted Me Of; In Visions; In the Presence of Another World; Del Rio's Song; The Siege and Investiture of Baron Von Frankenstein's Castle at Wessendonk; Astronaut Maiden of Mutation; Blue Oyster Cult Imaginos, Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**CD 6802796** BO DIDDLEY: The 20th Anniversary of Rock 'n' Roll. A blues and rock legend collaborates with Alvin Lee, Joe Cocker, Roger McGuinn, Billy Joel, Keith Moon, Leslie West and others for this 1976 release, presented here with bonus tracks. Nine tracks in all: Ride the Water (Parts 1 & 2); Not Fade Away; Kill My Body; Drag On; Mona; Emily; and more. MG Music, Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 6686056** AC/DC: Reunion in Dallas. Recorded live in the Reunion Arena in Dallas, the rockers bring 11 classics to the stage in this 1985 FM broadcast. On the Wall; Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap; You Shook Me All Night Long; The Jack; Shot to the Heart; Highway to Hell; TNT; and more. Good Music Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.69

**CD 6650457** THE ESSENTIAL AEROSMITH: These are the songs that made Steven Tyler and his crew one of the biggest rock bands of all time. Thirty tracks on two CDs include hits like Dream On; Walk This Way; Back in the Saddle; Wonderful Crazy Love; Cryin'; Walk This Way (With Run-D.M.C.); I Don't Want to Miss a Thing; and more. Sony Music. $13.95

**CD 6700691** ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums. Three CDs bring together the entire set of six classic albums by the King of Rock 'n' Roll: A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Blue Hawaii; G.I. Blues; and Something for Everybody. Relive hits like I Forgot To Remember To Forget; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Masters of Music Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6927076** SOUTHWEST JIMMY and THE ASBURY JUKES: The Juke/Th’e Remastered Epic Recordings. From the first three albums issued on Epic Records in 1972 and 1973, this collection of forty tracks includes I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing; You Off My Mind; The Fever; Without Love; Little Girl So Fine; First Night; Sweeter Than Honey; Little by Little; When You Dance; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**CD 5567095** JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & B's, EPs & LPs 1956-62. Comprises every track released by Jerry Lee in the U.S. and U.K., whether as an A or B side of a single, or as an EP or LP track, from his 1956 debut through to 1962, by which time he had scored all his Top 30 hits on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Great Balls of Fire; Don’t Be Cruel; Frankie and Johnny; and more. Nearly 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6717663** THE RASCALS: The Complete Singles A’s & B’s. A comprehensive 47-track collection of the band’s hit singles including Good Lovin’; I Ain’t No Mama; Eat Out My Mind; Anyhow; Mustang Sally; Groovin’; A Beautiful Morning; People Got To Be Free; I Believe; and many more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

**CD 6717942** THE BEST: Loggins & Messina Stijn On Again. Over 30 years after their debut albums, A Wild Time A Round and A Mountain of Love, Johnathan Tim Sallee and Jim Messina reunite for another collection of great rock tracks. Eighteen songs include Watching the River Run; Travellin’ Blues; Your Mama Don’t Dance; Be Free; Nobody but you; Salin’ the Wind; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 6638473** THE BYRDS: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs in one box collect notable Byrds radio transmission recordings. Sunrises States (performances in Rome and Baton Rouge); Electric Ladyland 1991 (a performance in New York City); and Lee Jeans Living Rock Concert 1969 (performances in California). Includes all the singles from Turn! Turn! Turn! to Eight Miles High. Sony Boom, Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6738567** DICYCK BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Southern Jam. Ten 1970 and 1971 live concert albums at The Caldwell Concert Hall in Hempstead, New York, Betts and his band perform 13 classics: Run Gypsy Run; You Can Have Her (I Don’t Want Her); Crazy Legs; Feeling In memory of Elizabeth Reed; California Blues; and many more. Two CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 658618X** ROD STEWART: Another Country. The 2015 album by a living rock legend. Twelve tracks include Love Is; Please; Weighing the Days; The Sunshine; Love and Believe; We Can Win; Another Country; Way Back Home; Can We Stay Home Tonight?; Batman Superman Spiderman; The Drinking Song; and more. Iconography, Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6579741** THE ESSENTIAL JUDAS PRIEST: Heavy metal would cease to be without Judas Priest. Discover why with this two-CD set, piercing your eardrums with over 30 fearsome head-banger anthems: The Ripper; Breaking the Law; Metal Gods; The Hellion; You’ve Got Another Thing Coming; Love Bites; Jagwarker; Turbo Lover; Painkiller; Hell Patrol; and more. Sony Music. $14.95

**CD 5970822** AC/DC: Tokyo 1981. Hot on the heels of their record-shattering album Back in Black, these heavy metal titans continue to set the stage in a Japanese arena by performing 13 now-iconic numbers like Hells Bells; Back in Black; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; Let There Be Rock; and You Shook Me All Night Long. Zip CD. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6908649** THE BRITISH HIT PARADE 1959-62. Forty tracks collected in this two CD set are by some of music’s biggest stars, including Buddy Holly, Elvis Presley, The Everly Brothers, Eddie Cochran, Del Shannon, The Platters, Ray Charles, Petula Clark, Bobby Darin, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 6864998** HARVEY MANDEL: Live at Broadway, San Francisco, CA, June 21, 2001. One of the most distinctive and innovative guitarists of the past 50 years, this incredible performance collects 10 tracks: Blue: Shuffle; Blues; Christo Redentor; Emerald Triangle; Experimental Song; Midnight Sun; The Bud Monster; The Snake; and Wade in the Water. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6858050** AT THE HOP: The Big '50s Hits. This two CD set collects 30 hits from the '50s, including Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; Chantilly Lace by the Big Bopper; Maybellene by Chuck Berry; Ain’t That A Shame by Fats Domino; Don’t Want To Miss A Thing by The Everly Brothers; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6676111** EDGAR WINTER: The Definitive Collection. Collected onto two discs are highlights from Winter’s releases between 1970 and 1980, bringing his eclectic sound to a new age. Thirty tracks include Tobacco Road; Entrance; Hung Up; Where Have You Gone; Give It Everything You Got; Dying to Live; Keep Playin’ That Rock ‘n’ Roll; Hold the Line; A Friend for Life. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98 $16.95

**CD 6621120** THE BEACH BOYS: Live at the Fillmore East 1971. Originally broadcast live from The Fillmore East in New York, this 42-minute 1971 concert features renditions of the Boys’ best: Heroes and Villains; Do It Again; Help Me Rhonda; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Good Vibrations; California Girls; I Get Around; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6755906** CHUCK BERRY 1955-61: The Complete Chess Singles As & Bs. One of the key figures of early rock ‘n’ roll. Berry’s formative years are celebrated in this astounding 50-track set. It comprises every A- and B-side released in the period, including Maybellene; The Dowhounding; In The Time Of The Dragon; Johnny B. Goodies; Roll Over Beethoven; Let It Rock; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 6857647** LARRY CORRELL: The Archives. Features the recordings from three live FM broadcasts: Nashville Jamboree, Boston, MA 1973, and the McAlister Auditorium, New Orleans, LA 1971, together with part one and part two. Twenty-four tracks include Low-Lee-Tah; The Funky Waltz; Song for a New Woman; Big Mouth And Begonia, The York Raimaker; The Other Side: The Eyes of Love; The House Blues; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98

MACALPINE, SHERINIAN: Live in Tokyo. This collection of five albums features 95 minute live concert showcases a wide range of performances of the stage at Olympic Stadium in Stockholm Sweden Broadcast 1988. This two-CD set presents both live performances. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6837360 10,000 MANIACS: Original Album Series. Five classic albums from the alternative-rock band--The Wishing Chair, In My Tribe, Blind Man's Zoo, Our Time in Eden, and MTV Unplugged--each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

THE E STREET BAND: 1978 Foxy Night. Bruce Springsteen’s Darkness Tour is considered to be one of his greatest, largely due to the FM radio broadcasts that brought his performances live to fans all over the world. One of those shows is presented here, featuring Springsteen at his best in Fox Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia. Twenty-five tracks, plus two bonus tracks and an interview with Bob Harris. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

PORTNOY, SHEEHAN, MACALPINE, SHERINIAN: Live at the Konzerthaus in Cologne, Germany, 2001, with Roncalliplatz in Cologne, Germany, 2001, with and interviews with John Phillips and Cass Elliot, these twenty tracks include Straight! Shooter; Monday, Monday; Trip, Stumble and Get Involved; Think 73; Ain't it Funky Now; Fool's Gold; and much more. MIG Music. Pub. at $16.95.

CD 6908632 THE BRITISH HIT PARADE 1956-58. This two CD set collects 40 hit songs from a period of time when rock 'n' roll was transforming the music industry. Includes classic songs by Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, Dean Martin, Andy Williams, Johnnie Ray, Pat Boone, Jerry Lee Lewis, The Everly Brothers and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6906383 70'S Funk Classics. "Every Man's know his hits including Superfly Machine; Superfly Pt.2; Payback; Funky President; Escape-ism; Funky Drummer; Make it Funky; Get up, Get it into and Get Involved; Think 73. Ain't it Funky Now; Satisfaction; I Feel Like a Man; Can't Get Enough of Your Love Baby."$21.95


CD 6808858 PORTNOY, SHEEHAN, MACALPINE, SHERINIAN: Live in Tokyo. This CD collects three Elvis albums, including his original recordings for the Sun label, plus his first two albums with RCA. The King performs hits like "The King," "Love Me Tender," and more. RCA. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6838162 JERRY LEE LEWIS: Original Album Series. Five albums from the influential rockabilly musician, including his original recordings for Sun, Phillips/SAF and RCA. Tracks include: "Can't Take It When You Go; I Call Your Name; Dancing in the Street; Once Was a Time I Thought; and more. Twenty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6674929 DREAM THEATER: Original Album Series. This collection of five albums from the progressive metal band includes Images and Words; Awake; Falling Into Infinity; Metropolis Pt 2: Scenes from a Memory; and Train of Thought, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 6819423 RAMONES: End of the Century. This three album collection contains the best of the Ramones, including their classic album "End of the Century." Collects three albums: "End of the Century," "Road to Ruin," and "A Night on Earth." Three CDs. Rhino. $21.95


I Threw It All Away; Girl from the North Country, Hurricane, Gotta Serve Somebody; Don't Start Me Talkin'; Hurricane; Gotta Serve Somebody; Don't Start Me Talkin'; Jokerman; Country; Hurricane; Gotta Serve Somebody; Don't Start Me Talkin'; Can't Take It When You Go; I Call Your Name; Dancing in the Street; Once Was a Time I Thought; and more. Twenty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99.

Two complete classic albums from the alternative-rock band--The Wishing Chair, In My Tribe, Blind Man’s Zoo, Our Time in Eden, and MTV Unplugged--each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 68373857 KEVIN AYERS: Original Album Series. This collection of five albums includes his most influential albums on the progressive label, including "I'm Waiting for the Lion," "A Man on the Buses," and "I've Grown So Tired." Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 6806593 JOHN HIATT: Ottawa Broadcast 1988. This CD features 14 songs, including hits from Hiatt’s two most successful albums. Tracks include: "Memphis in the MeanTime; Drive South; If I Come to You; Things Called Love; Have a Little Faith In Me; Alone in the Dark; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6806593 JOHN HIATT: Ottawa Broadcast 1988. This CD features 14 songs, including hits from Hiatt’s two most successful albums. Tracks include: "Memphis in the MeanTime; Drive South; If I Come to You; Things Called Love; Have a Little Faith In Me; Alone in the Dark; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6823787 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast. Noted for his quaff, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this collection includes his concerts at the Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2004. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours of the live performances. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99


CD 6836381 POPPY, SHEEHAN, MACALPINE, SHERINIAN: Live at the Konzerthaus in Cologne, Germany, 2001, with Roncalliplatz in Cologne, Germany, 2001, with and interviews with John Phillips and Cass Elliot, these twenty tracks include Straight! Shooter; Monday, Monday; Trip, Stumble and Get Involved; Think 73; Ain't it Funky Now; Satisfaction; I Feel Like a Man; Can't Get Enough of Your Love Baby; And so Much More. MIG Music. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6819423 RAMONES: End of the Century. This three album collection contains the best of the Ramones, including their classic album "End of the Century." Collects three albums: "End of the Century," "Road to Ruin," and "A Night on Earth." Three CDs. Rhino. $21.95
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**CD 6831729** JAN GILLAN: *The Voice of Deep Purple*. Collects the entirety of three albums featuring the vocals of Ian Gillan, which include *Naked Thunder, Scarabas*, and *Accidentally on Purpose*. Forty tracks on 3 CDs. The Store For Music Pub. at $29.99 and $7.95 each.


**CD 6837506** ELVIS COSTELLO: *Original Album Series*. Five complete classic albums by this British rock legend, including *Spade*, *Mighty Like a Rose*, *Broken Hearted Boy*, and *All This Useless Beauty*, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

**CD 680280X** GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS: *Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976*. Marking the big European breakthrough for this young Canadian rocker, this concert performance puts a live spin on 11 tracks. Both the CD and the DVD feature an interview with the Jives Aces; live performance of five classic tracks including “Baby Just Cares For Me” and many more. Songs include “Teenage Love Affair; Gotta Move; A Hard Way to Go; Touche Me, Baby; Touchin’, Squeezin’; Wheel in the Sky; Any Way You Like It; and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 6802869** PAT TRAVERS: *Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976*. This two CD collection brings together 42 of the biggest and best songs from 1974-75 during which Pickett recorded for RCA Records and includes hits such as “Magic Man; Only I Can Sing This Song” by Graham Fenton’s Matchbox; “Is Beautiful; Sin Was the Blame; Never My Love; Iron It Out; I Was Too Nice; You’re the One; and much more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98.

**CD 6799469** THE SONGS & RECORDINGS OF OTIS BLACKWELL 1952-62. Sixty-two tracks comprise selected recordings of Blackwell, plus recordings by other artists of his songs featuring 24 chart entries and landmark hits like “Wish You Were Here; When I’m Gone; You Want It; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.95.

**CD 6685938** JOURNEY: *At the Summit*. One of the most electrifying bands in classic rock takes the stage at The Summit in Houston, Texas with this 1985 radio broadcast. Seventeen recordings include renditions of Where Were You; Just the Same Way; Lovin’, Touchin’, Squeezin’; Wheel in the Sky; Any Way You Want It; and more. Leather & Laces. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 6686890** IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS: *Live at Rockpalast 1978*. The boisterous energy of this live performance turns it into an unforgettable experience. Fifteen superb tracks include Sex and Drugs and Rock ‘N Roll; I’m Partial To Your Association; What a Waste; Umpire Kid; My Old Man; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.95.

**CD 6683141** THE JOHNNY BURNETTE TRIO: *Rocceyboogie Boisse*. Reissues 28 tracks by the group that epitomized the rollicking rockabilly sound. The title track is followed by Rebel Recordings; Lonely Train (on a Long, Lonely Track); Sweet Love on My Mind; All By Myself; Chains of Love; Butterfingers; Touch Me; Midnight Train; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6673995** AZTEC CAMERA: *Original Album Series*. Five essential albums from the Scottish pop band including High Land, Hard Rain; Pain; Knife; Stray; and Dreamland; five of Reed’s albums, brought together for one collectible set. Includes 73 tracks by the band’s greatest moments including “Magic and Loss; Set the Twilight Reeling; and Ecstasy.” Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group.

**CD 6897622** 1959 BRITISH HIT PARADE: *The B Sides, Part 2*. Providing the ultimate in the most covered tracks which appear in the two main 1959 British Hit Parade collections, this four CD set features 97 tracks by performers that include Perry Como, Pat Boone, Stanislaw Jackson, Elvis Presley, Frankie Vaughn, The Platters, Nat King Cole, Connie Francis and many more. Songs include *So Close; Love of a Lifetime; You’re Gonna Miss Me;* and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6896855** RON WOODS & RONNIE LANE: *Mahoney’s Last Stand*. This album collects 13 tracks and was the soundtrack for an obscure movie of the same title. Songs include Tonight’s the Night; From the Late to the Early; Chicken Wire; Car Radio; Hay Tumble; I’ll Fly Away; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 6699682** LOU REED: *Original Album Series*. Five of Reed’s albums, brought together for one collectible set. Includes over 30 tracks of New York Songs for Ommadawn; New York; Songs of Reed and John Cale); Magic and Loss; Set the Twilight Reeling; and Ecstasy. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group.

**CD 6927106** WILSON PICKETT; *Magic Man*. This two CD collection brings together 42 of the biggest and best songs from 1974-75 during which Pickett recorded for RCA Records and includes hits such as “Magic Man; Only I Can Sing This Song” by Graham Fenton’s Matchbox; “Is Beautiful; Sin Was the Blame; Never My Love; Iron It Out; I Was Too Nice; You’re the One; and much more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98.

**CD 6699237** CHUCK BERRY: *Best of the 1950s*. Seventy-three original recordings from the best of Berry’s years at the Chess label, 1955-1961. Three CDs collect Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Little Queenie; School Days (Ring, Ring Goes the Telephone); Go, Baby Go; Big Boy; Rockin’ Dog; It Done Touched Me; Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Handy Man by Jimmy Jones; and Fever by Peggy Lee. 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 6699237** CHUCK BERRY: *Best of the 1950s*. Seventy-three original recordings from the best of Berry’s years at the Chess label, 1955-1961. Three CDs collect Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Little Queenie; School Days (Ring, Ring Goes the Telephone); Go, Baby Go; Big Boy; Rockin’ Dog; It Done Touched Me; Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Handy Man by Jimmy Jones; and Fever by Peggy Lee. 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 6698338** JOURNEY: *At the Summit*. One of the most electrifying bands in classic rock takes the stage at The Summit in Houston, Texas with this 1985 radio broadcast. Seventeen recordings include renditions of Where Were You; Just the Same Way; Lovin’, Touchin’, Squeezin’; Wheel in the Sky; Any Way You Want It; and more. Leather & Laces. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 6798422** BONNIE GUITAR: *Intimate Session*. A rare female star of rock ‘n’ roll’s infancy, Bonnie Guitar showcases her remarkable prowess in 14 tracks: I’ll Step Down; Maybe; Where Was I (When We Became Strangers); Three on a Match; Broken Hearted Girl; Crocodile Tears; If My Tears Could Talk; Who Is She?, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

CDs and one DVD. The Store For Music. Pub. at $49.95.

**CD 6749372** BONNIE GUITAR: *Intimate Session*. A rare female star of rock ‘n’ roll’s infancy, Bonnie Guitar showcases her remarkable prowess in 14 tracks: I’ll Step Down; Maybe; Where Was I (When We Became Strangers); Three on a Match; Broken Hearted Girl; Crocodile Tears; If My Tears Could Talk; Who Is She?, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6929084** SURVIVOR: *The Definitive Collection*. This two CD collection brings together 35 of the biggest and best songs from the decade during which the band was a staple of FM radio for California-based Scotti Bros. Records and includes hits such as “Somewhere in America; Rockin’ into the Night; Rebel Girl; Nothing Can Shake Me (from Your Love); Promises, Promises, High On You; and much more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99.

**CD 6938037** BONNIE GUITAR: *Intimate Session*. A rare female star of rock ‘n’ roll’s infancy, Bonnie Guitar showcases her remarkable prowess in 14 tracks: I’ll Step Down; Maybe; Where Was I (When We Became Strangers); Three on a Match; Broken Hearted Girl; Crocodile Tears; If My Tears Could Talk; Who Is She?, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 680000X** GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS: *Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976*. Marking the big European breakthrough for this young Canadian rocker, this concert performance puts a live spin on 11 tracks. Both the CD and the DVD feature an interview with the Jives Aces; live performance of five classic tracks including “Baby Just Cares For Me” and many more. Songs include “Teenage Love Affair; Gotta Move; A Hard Way to Go; Touche Me, Baby; Touchin’, Squeezin’; Wheel in the Sky; Any Way You Like It; and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $14.95.
**CD 694028X** THE BILL HALEY CONNECTION. This collection of Rools and Covers shines a new and interestingly-angled spotlight on Bill Haley, in the spotlight we can see what inspired him and how he inspired other people. Twenty-nine tracks include Rock Around the Clock by Sonny & His Knights, Rock the Joint by Jimmy Preston & The Fabulous Dickens, I Love You by Dickie Thompson; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

**CD 6938647** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Acoustic Radio 1974. From two live radio broadcasts from Houston, TX and Boston, MA. Since 1974, this fifteen tracks include Satin Doll, I'll Be Seeing You, Stop at 22nd Street? Mary Queen of Arkansas; Wild Billy’s Circus Story; Sentimental Journey; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99  $13.95

**CD 6898655** CLIFF RICHARD: The Simplex & Eps Collection 1958-62. The complete A and B sides of Richard’s UK singles from the era, plus selected tracks from his EPs during these years, including Livin’ Doll. Don’t Please Don’t Leave Me; I Love You; The Young Ones; The Next Time; Travellin’ Light; Bachelor Boy; Do You Want It? You’re Gonna Get It?; The Lady; The Last Time; The Young Ones; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**CD 6749559** OOAH-EEE! The Complete Ric Carley Featuring The Jiv-A-Tones. Twenty-one tracks from the rockabilly performer, from Oooh-EEE! to My Heart Belongs to You to Mellow Down Easy, plus many bonus tracks featuring the Jiv-A-Tones with other vocalists, as well as with the Charmes and Tab Hunter. Don Johnson and John Driscoll. Pub. at $22.99  $13.95

**CD 6686303** JERRY LEWIS: Live at the Star-Club Hamburg. Fourteen tracks recorded at the German venue in 1964. Lewis brings all his trademark virility to renditions of Mean Woman Blues; High School Confidential; Money; Matchbox; Great Balls of Fire; Good Golly Miss Molly; Hound Dog; Long Tall Sally; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

**CD 6641062** EDDIE COCHRAN: The Year 1957. The year that Eddie Cochran’s too brief recording career took flight was 1957. Included on 19 tracks are Am I Blue; Mean When I’m Mad; Drive-In Show; Sitting In the Balcony; One Kiss; Completely Sweet; Mean When I’m Mad; Drive-In Show; Sitting In the Balcony; Ozone; Chennai; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

**CD 6915187** BROTHERS OF A FEATHER: Live at the Roxy. Features a live performance by original and Rich Robinson of The Black Crowes. Twelve tracks are collected here, including Someday Past the Sunset; Magic Rooster Blues; Cold Boy Smile; Horsehead; and more. Eagle Records. $5.95

**CD 6927092** WILLIE HUTCH: In Tune. Released in 1976, this album features eight tracks that include All And Hell Broke Loose; Paradise; All American Funkathon; Anything Is Possible If You Believe in Love; Come on and Dance with Me; Easy Does It; Hip Shakin’; Sexy Lady; and Nothing Lasts Forever. Real Gone Music. $19.95

**CD 6971687** BO DIIDDLEY: Six Classic Albums Bonus Singles Sessions & Live Tracks. Enjoy the sounds of singer songwriter and guitar player Bo Diddley as his amazing music transports us through 85 tracks on four CDs. Selections include Bo Diddley; I’m A Man; Bring It to Jerome; She’s Alright; Cops and Robbers; Gimmie Some; I’m A Man; Sixteen Tons; and more. Music. $17.95


**CD 679582X** IAN HUNTER FEAT. MICK RONSON: Live at Rockpalast. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99  $17.95

**CD 6201014** THE KINGS OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: My Kind of Music. Universal Music. $9.95


**CD 6812759** CAT MOTHER AND THE ALL NIGHT NEWSBOYS: The Street Giveth...and the Street Taketh Away. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98  $11.95


**CD 6749550** MEAT LOAF: Body of a Brand New Me. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

**CD 6586023** ARTFULL DOUGER: The Complete Columbia Recordings. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.99  $13.95


**CD 6628442** RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecasters & Stratocasters. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99  $13.95

**CD 6857574** EDGAR BRAUGHTON BAND: Live at Rockpalast. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99  $17.95

**CD 6602266** THE BAND: 20th Century Masters. Capital Records. $5.95

**CD 6833914** GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: 20th Century Masters. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6649386** ROY ORBISON: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3. $9.95

**CD 683809X** COVERDALE/ PAGE. Geffen. $5.95

**CD 6837964** STYX: Icon. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 5853923** THE BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY: The Millennium Collection. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 6766634** CANNED HEAT: Big Road Blues. Javelin. $4.95

**CD 6648078** BUDDY HOLLY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Big3. $9.95

**CD 5853931** THE BEST OF CREDENCE CLEARWATER REVISITED: The Millennium Collection. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 6718000** GENESIS: And Then There Were Three. Virgin. $6.95

**CD 6682956** ESSENTIAL EVERLY BROTHERS. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6639496** THE ASSOCIATION: Original Album Series. Warner Music Group. $21.95

**CD 6679082** THE VERY BEST OF HANK BALLARD & THE DOMINOES. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 668999X** ESSENTIAL ROCKABILLY: The Mercury Story. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6717950** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Darkness on the Edge of Town. Columbia. $6.95

**CD 6605343** ROY ORBISON: The Loneliest Man 1956-1961. Jasmine Records. $3.95

**CD 6718109** MEGADETH: So Far, So Good...So What! Capital Records. $6.95

**CD 6581978** BLACK SABBATH 13. Vertigo. $7.95

**CD 5853893** THE BEST OF AEROSMITH: The Millennium Collection. Universal Music. $6.95


**CD 6588171** GREATEST KISS. Mercury. $4.95

**CD 6588163** ELTON JOHN: Goodbye Yellow Brick Road. Mercury. $9.99

**CD 6689991** ESSENTIAL ROCKABILLY: The Imperial Story. One Day Music. $7.95


**CD 6662765** JERRY LEWIS: Killer Hits. Not Now Music. $5.95


**CD 654844X** EDdie MONEY: The Complete Hits and More! Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98  $11.95

**CD 683745X** CHICAGO: Original Album Series, Vol. 2. Rhino. $21.95


**CD 6716001** RELEASED! THE HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERT: 1990—An Embrace of Hope. Eagle Records. $3.95
Rock - Pop

**DVD 5700167** DEAR MR. FANTASY: A Celebration for Jim Capaldi. widescreen. On January 21st, 2007, a sensational line-up of artists gathered at the Roundhouse in London to celebrate the life and music of Traffic co-founder Jim Capaldi. the late songwriter—one of the most underestimated of his generation—is revived in performances of his top hits, including Peter Gabriel. Dear Mr. Fantasy, performed by Steve Winwood, No Face, No Name, No Number, performed by Pete Townsend; and more. 140 minutes. Eagle Rock. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

**DVD 5857015** AC/DC—NO BULL: The Directors Cut. Renowned director David Mallet captures the entirety of AC/DC's 1996 Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza de Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting stadium in Madrid, Spain. completely re-edited in HD with audio mixed in both stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; more. 120 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

**DVD 6716709** TWISTED SISTER: Live at Wacken—The Reunion. Fullscreen. Witness the resurrection of one of the greatest hard rock groups of the 1980s with their triumphant headlining performance at Germany's Wacken Open Air in 2003. and that's just the beginning in this thrilling portrait of how Twisted Sister rose from the ashes. includes a CD with 11 tracks from a range of 11 shows, 110 minutes. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**DVD 4581296** FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock's heyday with a livewire performance from their 1978 20th Century Masters: The Best of Foreigner to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**DVD 6671527** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera's best. Genie in a Bottle; Come On Over Baby (All I Want Is You); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 5707056** MUSICAiRES Presents A TRIBUTE TO BRIAN WILSON. widescreen. On February 11, 2005, a star-studded gala took place in Los Angeles, honoring Brian Wilson as the CoS performs a special tribute to the other great rock 'n' roll tracks—27 in all! Jeff Beck, Barenaked Ladies; Shelby Lynne; and others perform a number of Beach Boys favorites. 77 minutes. DTS $2.95

**DVD 6717277** JEFF BECK: Rock'n'Roll Party Honoring Les Paul. widescreen. Filmed at the Idiamond Jazz Club in New York City, this program captures the musical icon performing a selection of Les Paul songs and other great classic rock tunes, all with Jeff Beck who also gives his own convincing performance. The Red Hot Chilli Peppers; Earth, Wind & Fire; John Legend; Jeff Beck; Barenaked Ladies; Shelby Lynne; and others perform a number of Beach Boys favorites. 162 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

**DVD 6781683** PETER GABRIEL—NEW BLOOD: Live in London. widescreen. For two nights in March 2011, Peter Gabriel took the stage at Hammersmith Apollo London, in the company of the 46-strong New Blood Orchestra, performing a selection of songs completely rearranged for orchestra without guitar, bass or drums. The result with this inaugural program, featuring more than 20 refreshed Gabriel favorites. 162 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

**DVD 5700469** NAZARETH: Homecoming. widescreen. Twenty years after their last official live, Nazareth gathered on their home turf of Glasgow, teasing through a sensational set of hits and live favorites. Includes a DVD of the enthralling concert with bonus interviews of the band, plus a CD with the same live tracks. from Where The Dead Go Down to Love Hurts. 90 minutes. Eagle Rock. $3.95

**DVD 5700159** CREAM—DISRAELI GEARS: Classic Albums. widescreen. Through interviews, musical demonstration, acoustic performance and archival footage, this program tells the story behind the making of the groundbreaking 1967 album. 202 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $3.95

**DVD 6716504** NOLF LOGFREN: Cry Tough. Three live concerts, all performed for Germany's Rockpalast TV series, capture the guitarist at three different phases of his career: as a newly launched solo artist in 1976; as an established performer in 1979; and at the peak of his powers in 1991. Forty-eight performances include classics like Cry Tough; Keith Don't Go, and Moon Tears. Over 4 hours. Eagle Vision. $11.95

**DVD 6597920** AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Live at Montreux, 1977. Fullscreen. The Average White Band performs at the 1977 Montreux Festival. From the opening bars of their signature tune Pick Up the Pieces through a stormy version of I Heard It Through The Grapevine, they hold the audience in the palm of their hands. 97 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**DVD 6799256** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include sold-out versions of classic favorites, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. FasTrack. Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 1871234** FCAIS TOUR: An Evening with Peter Frampton. widescreen. Recorded from the live performance divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist's landmark live album Frampton Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights performances from throughout Frampton's career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 2685187** DEVO: Live 1980. Witness the quirky band at the top of their game in this August 17, 1980 concert, featuring performances of Whip It; Snowball; It's Not Right; Girl U Want; Secret Agent Man; Blockhead, (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction; Freedom of Choice; Tunnel of Lies; and eleven more. 75 minutes. MVD Video. Pub. at $9.97 $7.95

**DVD 682045X** JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE: Futuresex/Loveshow. Relive the hottest concert of 2007—Justin Timberlake's Futuresex/Loveshow. Experience what really went on behind the scenes in never before broadcast footage from the live HBO broadcast. Includes a bonus disc. Two DVDs. SONY BMG $2.95

**DVD 5862205** A NIGHT WITH LOU REED. Fullscreen. Offers an intimate visual record of Lou Reed's legendary sold-out engagement at The Bottom Line in New York City. the concert was a homecoming performance, whose career began in Manhattan's Greenwich Village. He performs songs from throughout his career. Sweet Jane; I'm Waiting for the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Wild Girl; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; Loose; More and more. 60 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.97 $9.95

**DVD 6671519** BRITISH ROCK SYMPHONY. A symphonic reinterpretation of masterpieces by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin, and Who. Performing live in the open air of the English countryside, stars in the world of classical, gospel and rock interpret Jumping Jack Flash; I Can't Stand Myself Anymore; more. 88 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 6785034** HIT PARADE 1952. All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars: You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Georgia Gibbs; I'm a Man of No Woman High Enough by Al Green and Let's Stay Together; Barry White and Can't Get Enough of Your Love, Babe; The Spinners and One of a Kind (Love Affair); and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 6941149** #1 LOVE SONGS OF THE '70S. Collects twenty-one tracks of popular love songs from the 1970s. Am I That Easy, Your Love Is My Religion, I'll Be Home for Christmas; Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; and many others. Reader's Digest. $7.95

Elvis Presley, Shout by Wilson; and many more. TIME LIFE.

**CD 6896162** A KISS IS STILL A KISS. This two CD set collects 62 tracks of hit songs from yesteryear, performed by Ray Charles, The Everly Brothers, The Cliffhangers, Del Shannon, Buddy Holly and the Crickets, Pat Boone, and many more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 6896375** MALT SHOP MEMORIES: Wake Up, Little Susie. This two CD set will take you back in time with 30 hit songs from yesteryear, performed by Dean Martin, The Four Lads, The Platters, The Outsiders, Frank Sinatra, The Ink Spots, Tony Bennett, Pat Boone, and many more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 6896376** LONG AGO & FAR AWAY. This two CD set collects 32 songs you’ll always remember and treasure. Tracks include Long Ago (And Far Away) by Engelbert Humperdinck; My Darlin’ by Jerry Butler; Blue Moon by Tony Bennett; Hey There by Rosemary Clooney; Let Me Be by Frankie Avalon; I’ll Be Seeing You by Perry Como; and many more. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

Mel Torme, and many more. Dynamic.

**CD 6903183** ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Icon. Features eleven classic hits like I Know Why; That Easy to Forget; The Last Waltz; Release Me (And Let Me Love Again); Quando Quando Quando; A Man without Love; My Marie; Winter World of Love; After the Lovin’; There’s a Kind of Hush (All Over the World); There Goes My Everything; There’s No Tomorrow (And Far Away); and many others. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 6908877** EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love. Fall in love with the largest collection featuring some of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the ‘30s and ‘40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star, The Second Time Around, China Boy, and many others. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 6758487** HOT ROD ROCKABILLY. Fast cars and rockin’ sounds go hand in hand with these 40 tracks from the early days of rock ‘n roll, including Hot Rod By The Benny Brothers; Dragonfly by Curtis Gordon, Pink Cadillac by Sammy Masters; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 678495X** HIT PARADE 1944. Beloved recording artists usher us back to a simpler time with this 25-track collection of music from 1944. Twenty-five live tracks include I Couldn’t Sleep a Wink Last Night by Frank Sinatra; Long Ago (And Far Away) by Jo Stafford; The Trolley Song by Judy Garland, Amor by Andy Russell; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 6784941** HIT PARADE 1943. These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly. As Time Goes By by Dooley Wilson, I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 6784933** HIT PARADE 1942. Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blues in the Night by Woody Herman; White Cliffs of Dover by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey with Artie Shaw; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 6785018** HIT PARADE 1950. These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with essentials like The Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mona Lisa by Nat “King” Cole; I Can’t Help Myself (It’s Springtime); and many more. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 6785290** THE CHARTS OF 1971. Six classic albums that have survived the years with style to spare, including Love Me Do by The Beatles; Twistin’ the Night Away by Sam Cooke; Return to Sender by Elvis Presley; Darker than a Stormy Night by The Beach Boys; Sherry by The Four Seasons; Twirl and Shout by The Isley Brothers; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 6784976** HIT PARADE 1946. Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart through decades. Twenty-five nostalgic recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Symphony in the Night by Frank Sinatra; and many more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 6785026** HIT PARADE 1951. The songs that charmed, entertained, and enthralled you in 1951 are the subject of this 25-track collection of music from the year of You Belong to Me by Tony Bennett; Come-On-A My House by Rosemary Clooney; Shrimp Boats by Jo Stafford; Jezebel by Frank Sinatra; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 6784755** AL JOLSON: Let Me Sing and I’m Happy. Twenty-five recordings from one of the most popular entertainers of the early 20th century. Tracks include Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; April Showers; California, Here I Come!; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; Swannee; and many others. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 683793X** MARVIN GAYE: Ballads. Comprises twelve tracks of Gaye’s emotional ballads including The Shadow of Your Smile; My Funny Valentine; Piece of Clay; Yesterday; You’ve Changed; I’m Afraid The Masquerade Is Over; Too Young; and I Remember My Baby. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 6838030** THE BEST OF CHUCK MANGIONE: 20th Century Masters. Illustrating his prowess on the flugelhorn, here are some of Mangione’s most remarkable hits including Land of Make Believe; Bellavia; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away; Feels So Good; Hide and Seek; Children of Sanchez; Hills Where the Lord Hides; Fun and Games; and Give It All You Got. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 6927394** I GOT RHYTHM. A wonderful two CD set collection of 20 tracks, including You’re the One by the Vogues; Pennies from Heaven by the Skyliners; Tell Me Why by the Beatles; So Bad by Little Anthony & the Imperials; You Belong to Me by the Ventures; and more. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 6642810** THE VERY BEST OF BRENDA LEE. The woman John Lennon credited with having “the greatest rock and roll voice of all time” comes with her finest recordings ever. Twenty-five tracks include Sweet Nothin’s; Emotions; Speak to Me Pretty; Heart in Hand; You Always Hurt the One You Love; Ring-A-My-Phone; and many more. Universal Music. $7.95

**CD 6784992** HIT PARADE 1948. Twenty tracks of classic hits from the original artists, representing the best that 1948 had to offer! Includes It’s Magic by Doris Day; Nature Boy by Nat King Cole; Buttons and Bows by Dinah Shore; Some More of These by Frankie Avalon; It’s Only Love by Perry Como; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ **CD 5923093** INSTRUMENTAL EAGLES. Hear all your favorite Eagles hits like never before with 16 toe-tapping instrumental adaptations. Includes rendition of Hotel California; Life in the Fast Lane; Lyin’ Eyes; Peaceful Easy Feeling; Best of My Life; Desperado; One of These Nights; Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; and more. Acapulco. $4.95
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CD 6785174 JONI JAMES: Have You Heard. James brings her glinting vocals to bear on 25 tracks in this assembly of essentials. Includes her take on "Don't You Believe Me; Have You Heard? How Important Can It Be; Your Cheatin' Heart; Is It Any Wonder; You Are My Love; There Goes My Baby. \[3.95


CD 6601656 THE FOUR SEASONS: Valli's Peaks. From the vocal group's prolific first year comes a varied assembly of 31 hits. Disc One collects memorable favorites and bonus tracks including Sherry; Big Girls Don't Cry; and Walk Like a Man. Disc Two presents the holiday album The Four Seasons Greeting, filled with carol medleys, holiday classics and more. Jasmine Records. \[5.95

CD 6785069 HIT PARADE 1955. Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with 25 original recordings in a range of genres. Includes 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat "King" Cole; Only You by The Platters; Ain't That a Shame by Fats Domino; I'll Never Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. \[5.95

CD 6585020 HIT PARADE 1953. Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings! Includes Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett; Pretend by Nat "King" Cole; Thank Heaven by Dean Martin; Les Paul and Mary Ford, and more. Dynamic. \[5.95

CD 5908590 JO STAFFORD: I Remember You. Stafford performs with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey and Paul Weston in 16 tracks. The title song joins retrospectives You, The Trolley Song; Blues in the Night; Let's Just Pretend; This Is Always; Love You; Long Ago (and Far Away); and more. Acrobat. \[4.95

CD 6749296 HIT PARADE 1941. Some of the biggest names in 20th century music live again on this 18-track collection, bringing together only the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw, Take the A Train by Duke Ellington, Dolores by Bing Crosby; Yes, My Darling Daughter by Dinah Shore; and more. Dynamic. \[5.95

CD 5923055 INSTRUMENTAL BEATLES. Sixteen of the best Fab Four tracks from their first new hit era in these charming instrumental adaptations. Includes And I Love Her; Blackbird; Free as a Bird; Here There and Everywhere; Hey Jude; If I Fell; In My Life; Lady Madonna; Let It Be; Paperback Writer; and more. Acrobat. \[4.95

CD 5878888 JIM REEVES: I've Lived a Lot in My Time. Eighteen tracks by a legend: I Love You More; Everywhere You Go; The Wind Up Doll; I've Lived a Lot in My Time; Home; Making Believe; If Heartsaches Are the Fashion; The Highway to Nowhere; The Oklahoma Hills; Till the End of the World; Your Old Love Letters; Just Call Me Lonesome. \[3.95

CD 6765181 ISLAND IN THE SUN: The Harry Belafonte Hits Collection 1953-1968. From the world's most popular entertainer comes 18 of the most successful black artists of the mid-20th-century. Includes his take on Unchained Melody; Banana Boat Song (Day-O); Eden Was Just Like This; Island in the Sun; Ain't That Love; Another Man Done Gone; Midnight Special; and more. Jasmine Records. \[5.95

CD 6691764 THE FOUR ACES: Love is a Many Splendored Thing. From 1955 comes 18 of the group's most popular love songs by one of the most popular quartets of the 1950s. The title track joins hits like Three Coins in the Fountain; Heart of My Heart; Tell Me Why; Sin; A Change in the Rain; Stranger in Paradise; Mister Sandman; and more. IMC Music Ltd. \[5.95

CD 6828558 THE GREATEST HITS OF THE ARCHIES. This fictional pop band became one of the biggest bands in pop from 1968 to 1973. Join the gang as they play their greatest hits including Sugar, Sugar; Who's Your Baby, Over and Over; Wada P Emerson; Bang-Shang-A-Lang; Jingle Jangle; Feel So Good; Sugar and Spice; Seventeen Ain't Young; and Sunshine. Ten tracks. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 \[7.95

CD 580858X MALP SHT MEMORIES. Visit a bygone era with an arrangement of 21 pop and rock classics. Includes Eyes Like a Lover by Everyly Brothers; Why Do Fools Fall in Love by Frankie Lyman & the Teenagers; Stupid Cupid by Connie Francis; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters, and more. Two CDs. Legacy. \[3.95

CD 6691714 GENE PITNEY: The Many Sides of Gene Pitney. Thirty tracks comprise all of two classic albums, plus bonus tracks. Includes the entirety of Only Love Can Break a Heart and The Many Sides of Gene Pitney. Includes dozens of songs like True Love Never Runs Smooth; Cry Your Eyes Out; I Should Try to Forget; Town Without Pity; and more. IMC Music Ltd. \[5.95

CD 678500X HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the group's biggest hits released in 1949, all recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It's Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Mule Train by Franky Laine; You're Breaking My Heart by Vic Damone; Careless Love; and more. Dynamic. \[5.95

CD 5878705 DEAN MARTIN: Some Enchanted Evening. Eighteen tracks from a voice like no other: Someday (You'll Want Me to Want You); You're So Far Away; Room Full of Roses; Just For Fun; Some Enchanted Evening; Through a Long and Sleepless Night; Let's Take An Old Fashioned Walk; Anything You Can Do; Baby, It's Cold Outside; and more. Acrobat. \[4.95

CD 6682251 AMERICAN JAZZAFFITI. Rediscover 175 nostalgic classics that informed the film. Includes original artist recordings like Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; At the Hop by Danny & the Juniors; Wake Up Little Sue by The Everly Brothers; That's All; Shame by Fats Domino; and much more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. \[11.95

CD 5854199 JIMMY BUFFETT: Take a trip with paradise with its easy-going musical ambassador. This greatest hits collection includes Cheeseburger in Paradise; He Went to Paris, Fins, Son of a Sailor; A Pirate Looks at Forty; Margaritaville; Come Monday; Why Don't We Get Drunk Boat Drinks; and more. MCA. \[6.55

CD 6692974 THE VENTURES: Walk, Don't Run. The all-American quartet bring their guitars to 50 instrumental tracks on two CD's, including Perifide; Walk, Don't Run, No Reservations; (Ghost) Riders in the Sky; Detour; Raunchy; Ram Bunk Shush; Rawhide; and many more. One Day Music. \[7.95

CD 4467655 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: Golden Memories. Fatty, LaVerne and Maxene were the most popular female vocalists of the 1930s and '40s, and are noted for their devotion to entertaining the troops. Here are twenty tracks of many of their best songs, including Rum and Coca Cola; Tiger Rag; Back Home in San Antonio; and more. Acrobat. \[6.95

CD 6601680 MARGARET WHITING & JIMMY WALKER: Till We Meet Again. Together, vocalists Margaret Whiting and Jimmy Walker created a magic that captured the American public during the postwar years. These 32 tracks collect their duets, as well as some solo performances, on standards like I'll Be Seeing You, I'll Walk With You, and many more. IMC Music Ltd. \[7.95

CD 6758401 FRANK SINATRA: Songs for Swinging Lovers. This two CD set features two of Sinatra's finest albums Songs for Lovers and Songs for Young Lovers with such hits as: You Make Me Feel So Young; I've Got You Under My Skin; I Get a Kick Out of You; I Got Along Without You Very Well; Too Marvelous for Words; and more. Includes 27 tracks plus six bonus tracks. Not Now Music. \[7.95

CD 3620050 TONY BENNETT: Best Of. Gather in this two CD collection, including Swinging at the Tower; Rags to Riches; Since My Love Has Gone; While We're Young; Here Comes That Heartache Again; Congratulations to Someone; I'll Go; I'm Lost Again; Have a Good Time; Please; and more. \[3.95
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CD 6628624 SILKA: THE PLATINUM COLLECTION. These are 75 unforgettable songs that made O! Blue Eyes one of America's favorite 20th-century performers. Includes classics like "Come Fly with Me," "Volare," "My Way." These are the hits that made Ol' Blue Eyes one of America's greatest. All 50s. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6642276 THE CHORDETTES: GREATEST HITS. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance. The Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 belted hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century--Mr. Sandman--it also features "Never on a Sunday," "Pink Shoe Laces," "Lollipop," "For Me and My Gal." The Hucklebuck; and more. Two CDs. Union Square Music. $7.95

CD 6689295 THE SMOOTH VOICE OF AL MARTINO. The Italian-American pop crooner offers 50 tracks including "Here in My Heart; Wanted; The Man From Laramie; Because You're Mine; No More; The Loveliest Night of the Year; Take My Heart; Nessun Dorma; Love Is Eternal; Wanted; The Man from Laramie; Because You're Mine; No More." Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6701987 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: ROCK STEADY. Fill your Saturday night with these 33 dance hits on two CDs. Aretha Franklin performs the title track, followed by Curtis Mayfield’s Superfly; Chaka Khan; I’m Every Woman; George Benson’s Give Me the Night; En Vogue’s My Lovin’ (You’re Never Gonna Get It); and more. TIME. LIFE. $5.95

CD 6582079 THE SHANGRI-LAS: Leader of the Pack. Twenty popular favorites from the female vocal trio. This 18-track collection features "Remember (Walking in the Sand); Do You Love Me; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6605435 MANTOVANI & HIS ORCHESTRA: Cascading Strings. Nearly 100 original recordings from 1951-1954 feature Mantovani recording two complete suites--Victor Herbert Parts 1 & 2 and Signum Recordings Suite Parts 1 & 2--plus a number of individual compositions like Under the Roof of Paris; and Suddenly; Jasmine Records. $11.95

CD 6648516 ANDY WILLIAMS: The House of Bamboo. Williams was immortalized as the "King of Easy Listening," and you’ll see why with this impressive collection of his best-loved hits: Moon River; Bye Bye Baby; It’s Easy, Baby; I'm Glad There Is You; It Never Entered My Mind; Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man; Easy Street. Includes classics like Blue Velvet; Lips of Wine; Canadian Sunset; Are You Sincere; House of Bamboo; and many others. Fifty tracks on 2 CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6648613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This 3-CD set contains 100 songs--half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as "Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; Under the Roof of Paris; To Know Him Is to Love Him." The Bucklehead; and more. TEC Recording Company. $4.95

CD 664287X THE VERY BEST OF JACK SCOTT. An early rocker who mixed the sounds of country, rockabilly and gospel, Jack Scott’s style is captured in these 50 vintage recordings. Includes What in the World Comes Over You; Leroy; Burning Bridges; My True Love; Goodbye Baby; Cry, Cry; Crazy Heart and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6628087 THE BEST OF JAN & DEAN. Forty digitally remastered tracks, drawn from the entire discography of this summertime pop-rock duo. Includes classics like Who Put the Bomp; We Go Together; Queen of My Heart; The Bomp; We Go Together; Queen of My Heart; You’re on My Mind; Jeannette, Get Your Hair Done; and more. Also includes recordings by the Drifters and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6653164 THE BEST OF THE DRIFTERS. This CD showcases the Drifters’ greatest hits. Includes classics like "I'll Remember You; Save the Last Dance for Me; My Girl." $14.95

CD 6738842 VIC DAMONE: The Hits Collection 1947-62. One of the significant vocalists of the Italian-American crooners. Songs that have stood the test of time. This collection features over 30 top hits from the 1940s to the 1960s. A must-have for fans of music from the golden era. $12.95

CD 6837956 THE RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS: Soul and Inspiration. Enjoy eleven tracks of this duo’s best including (You’re My) Soul and Inspiration; He Will Break Your Heart; Your Love Is Mine; Little Lupe Lu; Go Ahead and Cry; My Babe; Stranded in the Middle of Nowhere; He; Melancholy Music. Man; and On This Side of Goodbye. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 6604755 DINAH: The One and Only Dinah Shore. For the first time on CD are the 20 hit recordings from Dinah Shore’s award-winning television appearances. Disc One assemblies 22 performances, with numbers like These Foolish Things and It’s Been a Long, Long Time. Disc Two is Dinah’s one-woman show from the CBS special The Honeymoon Suite Parts 1 & 2. Includes "My One and Only Love; Loveliest Night of the Year; Take My Heart; Nessun Dorma; Love Is Eternal; Wanted; The Man from Laramie; Because You're Mine; No More; The CD Make Me Feel So Young; Reynolds; Venus by Fidelio; It’s Late by Ricky Nelson; and more. Two CDs. Acoustic Pubs. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 6758339 DUANE EDDY: $1,000,000 Worth of Twang. This compilation pulls together 28 tracks on two CDs plus eight bonus tracks featuring his most legendary instrumental recordings, including Reeler Rouser; Forty Miles of Bad Road; Cannonball; Moovin’ n’ Groovin’; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6605441 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This 3-CD set contains 100 songs--half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as "Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; Under the Roof of Paris; To Know Him Is to Love Him." The Bucklehead; and more. TEC Recording Company. $4.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 6683061** THE VERY BEST OF CONNIE FRANCIS. Forty remastered tracks showcase the hits that made Francis a star. Includes the favorites you know well on two CDs; Cover on Your Collar; Stupid Cupid; Among My Souvenirs; Who's Sorry Now; Tennessee Waltz; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 679310** DOC WATSON: Sitlin' on Top of the World. Doc Watson’s folkplaying skills and knowledge of traditional American music were highly regarded and he often performed with his son guitarist Merle Watson. Here is a collection of 21 tracks including Six Thousand Years Ago; Turn Dooley; Blue Smoke; Intoxicated Rat; Greensleeves; Farewell Blues; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6758436** GLENN MILLER: The Definitive Collection. A wonderful collection of 75 original top ten hits on three CDs including Little Brown Jug; In the Mood; Moonlight Serenade; Chataanooga Choo Choo; Pennsylvania 6-5000; A String of Pearls; Ruxedo Junction; The Woodpecker Song; Juke Box Saturday Night; and many more. £11.99

**CD 6675107** LES PAUL & MARY FORD SHOWS: May & June 1950. One of early rock 'n' roll's most enduring duos is presented in 25 radio show recordings: Brazil; Cryin'; There's No Place Like Home; Lover; Nola; Summertime; Jeanie With the Light Brown Hair; The Beer Barrel Polka, for Two; and many more. Flyright Records. $5.95

**CD 8867243** WHERE TIME STANDS STILL: The Ultimate Romance Collection. Eighteen tracks of beautiful romantic music include Going to the Moon; Love Me Tender; I'll Walk with You; Avalon; I Can't Give You Anything But Love; Tell Me That You Love Me; I Hope This is the Start of Something Good; Because of You; Fading Yellow Rose of Texas; Lucky Me; Little Brown Jug; In the Mood; Nothing But Time; and many more. Seventy-five tracks. One Day Music.

**CD 6758843** LYNN VERNON: The Forces’ Sweetheart. She has forged a career of more than 70 years and this three CD collection features some of her biggest hits including We’ll Meet Again; Auf Wiedersehen; Sweetheart; Yours; The White Cliffs of Dover; A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6701884** UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Jump to the Beat. Thirty tracks to keep your night bopping 'til the sun comes up! Includes I’ll Take You There by The Staple Singers; The Wanderer; Palace at 1300; Somebody Loves Me; How Much I Miss You; I Want Your Love by Chic; I Can’t Wait by Nu Shooz; Turn Your Love Around by Emotions; and many more. Seventy-five tracks. One Day Music.

**CD 6758357** KEELY SMITH: Little Girl Blue/ Little Girl New. Expanded edition of Smith’s classic album, offering 12 tracks and two bonus recordings including Little Girl Blue; Here’s That Rainy Day; Gone with the Wind; I’m Gonna Live Till I Die; It’s Good to Be Alive; New Sun in the Sky; Blue Skies; Going Places; the Meditation; Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98 $9.95

**CD 6788355** TWISTIN’ THE NIGHT AWAY. Collects 50 songs that defined the twist craze of the 60s. This music is that bad it could be danced to! Includes Twistin’ the Night Away by Sam Cooke; Twist and Shout by The Isley Brothers; Let’s Twist Again by Chubby Checker; The Twist by Mr. Dridgley; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6786553** 1950’S PARTY. Fill your next get-together with 18 timeless hits, including At the Hop (Live) by The Original Juniors; Rama Lama Ding Dong by The Edsels; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; Only You Believe by Conway Twitty; Chantilly Lace by Big Bopper; Latchin’ on the Coasters; and more. Javelin. $4.95

**CD 6689906** CHILLS & FEVER: The Dot Records Story. One of the many independent American labels that flourished in the 1950s, Dot Records is paid in tribute with 75 of their releases. Three CDs include notable recordings by Leroy Van Dyke, Ned Miller, Wink Martindale, Tommy Boyce, Dorsey Burnette, The Del-Vikings, and others. One Day Music.

**CD 6627382** THE BEST OF CONWAY TWITTY. A country star who also found success in other genres, Twitty’s talent and versatility resulted in hit after hit. These two CDs collect the 50 songs you remember most fondly: It’s Only Make Believe; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; Poor Boy; The Story of My Life; You’ll Never Know. The Stars for Defense Show in 1960. Flyright Records. $7.95

**CD 6675204** TEX BENEKE: 1964 Live Guard Sessions. Featuring The Modernaires, Ray Eberle, and a number of ex-Glenn Miller alumni, 20 recordings feature Beneke’s vocals of songs like Rhythm in Blue; Lucky: Little Brown Jug; Georgia on My Mind. More. Also included are five bonus tracks, wherein Beneke sings at the stores that were important but were abandoned. Two CDs. $12.95

**CD 6690386** THIS IS THE NIGHT: The End Records Story. End Records’ lifespan as an independent record label was short, but it certainly made its mark. These 50 tracks are as good as, with songs like I Only Have Eyes for You by The Flamingos; Tears on My Pillow by Little Anthony & The Imperials; Milky White by Baby Huey; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6643537** GENE PITNEY: The Collection 1959-1962. Two CDs compile the early musings of a great singer/songwriter of the 20th century. Thirty-seven remastered tracks include hits like Smithereens; The Happy Prince; Break a Heart; Mr. Moon, Mr. Cupid & I; Cry Your Heart Out; Town Without Pity; and Sure Fire Hit; plus bonus tracks from other Pitney efforts. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 435074X** HERETHE NAT KING COLE. Nat King Cole performs on twenty-one tracks, including Pillow Talk; Let’s Get Away From It All; Come Back to Me; Too Young; Smile; Autumn Leaves; Forgettable; Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Forget My Heart; Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup; The Sand & the Sea; An Affair To Remember; The Magic Touch; My Love; and Somebody Loves You. Doxy Communications. $6.95

**CD 6690289** RIDERS IN THE SKY: The Amy Records Story. Instrumentals, dance crazes, and novelty songs all found a home at Amy Records in the 1960s. Drawn from two years of the label’s library, this 50-track collection features their best, including numbers by The Ramrods, Chuck Jackson, Al Brown, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $14.95

**CD 6627069** SONNY AND CHER: The Collection. Remembered as the duo that gave us the summer sound of 1966, Sonny and Cher give us 40 pop classics in this two-CD set. Includes I Got You Babe; You’ve Really Got a Hold on Me; Let It Be Me; Unchained Melody; The Beat Goes On; Groovy Kind of Love; Summertime; Stand By Me; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5880939** THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. Over with 30 chart entries to his name, Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could match. Presented here are 51 recordings, including several of those hits—from Near You to Autumn Leaves—plus the albums The War of the Conco ts, Outside; Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95
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**CD 6690149** I DIG 'EM ALL: The Swan Records Story. Covering 1957 to 1962, when Swan Records made its ascent to the summit of pop rock. Includes 40 tracks focusing on the label's most popular vocal groups to emerge just before the forerunner to rock 'n roll, Ray's talent is on full display in 50 original recordings. Two CDs. One Day Music. $11.95

**CD 599070X** THE CRUSAISING STORY 1960. Cruise around town with the top down as you enjoy these 50 nostalgic classics from 1960. Two CDs include You Talk Too Much by Joe Jones; Running Bear by Johnny Preston; Because They're Young by Duane Eddy; Bye Bye Johnny by Chuck Berry; Puppy Love by Paul Anka; and more. One Day Music. $9.95

**CD 6692907** THE SONGS OF CAROLE KING. Seventy-five tracks by the pop songwriter. Carole performs many of her own works--and so do The Drifters, Tiny Orlando, Barbara Lyons, Eydie Gorme and others--including hits like It Might As Well Rain Until September; Up on the Roof; Will You Love me Tomorrow; Loco-Motion and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6689327** SOLDIER BOY: The Scepter Records Story. A label that introduced America to some of its greatest R&B artists of the 20th century, Scepter Records is highlighted in 40 tracks, including Soldier Boy by The Shirelles; Don't Make Me Over by Dionne Warwick; and more from The Imps, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 664071O** THE LITTLE BOX OF HALLOWEEN. Rediscover 11 recordings that made you fall in love with Halloween. The Titones, Del Marino Band, and much more. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6689922** GOODBYE CRUEL WORLD. The Colpix Story. Originally established to release soundtracks for Columbia Pictures movies, Colpix Records now boasts a legacy all its own. These 50 tracks provide a lens through which we can see the label's greatest years--songs by James Darren, The Ronettes, Nina Simone, The Skyliners and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6690709** THE BRENDA LEE STORY. Seventy-five original recordings from the baby face performer best known for giving us Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree. That hit joins many more of Lee's greatest recordings on three CDs, including Sweet Nothin's; I'm Sorry; I Want You to Be Mine. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6690327** SOLDIER BOY: The Scepter Records Story. A label that introduced America to some of its greatest R&B artists of the 20th century, Scepter Records is highlighted in 40 tracks, including Soldier Boy by The Shirelles; Don't Make Me Over by Dionne Warwick; and more from The Imps, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6705855** THE FABULOUS FIFTIES: Those Wonderful Years. Rediscover the magic of a decade in great music with 15 timeless songs. Includes Venus by Frankie Avalon, Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing by The Four Aces, Love Letters in the Sand by Fats Waller; and more. One Day Music. $14.95

**CD 6580823** THE AMES BROTHERS HITS COLLECTION 1948-60. One of the most popular vocal groups to emerge just before the rock 'n roll explosion, the Ames Brothers give us their best with more than 50 tracks, including all their Billboard Top 100 entries like Music, Music, Music; Can Anyone Explain; Undecided; Tammy; Melodie D'Amour; and much more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

**CD 6682405** CHANSON D'AMOUR. Seventy-five classic love songs on three CDs, including such romantic numbers as When I Fall in Love by Nat King Cole; Devoted to You by The Everly Brothers; Misry by Johnny Mathis, Dream Lover by Bobby Darin; Can't Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley; and more. One Day Music. $9.95

**CD 656754X** THE CLEFTONES: The Complete Releases 1955-62. Features 45 tracks of this talented doowop group's hits from the fifties and sixties including You Baby You; I Was Dreaming; Little Girl of Mine; You're Driving Me Mad; Sing Around My Heart; and many others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 660451X** BILLIE HOLIDAY: Happy Birthday. More than 50 tracks focusing on a brighter side of Holiday's musical output, featuring more upbeat recordings like Let's Do It; Nice Work If You Can Get It; Pennies from Heaven; Crazy He Calls Me; The Mood I'm In. Featuring: Brother, Swing You; I'm Gonna Be a Sweetheart of Mine; My Man; I'm a rooted Singer; A Tree; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $12.95

**CD 6683088** THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNIE RAY. A lively performer that many consider to be the forerunner to rock 'n roll, Ray's talent is on full display in 50 original recordings. Two CDs include hits like Just Walking in the Rain; The Little White Cloud that Cried; Such a Night, Yeah; Tonight Josephine and more. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6545839** ROBERT GOULET: The Definitive Collection. Thirty-six tracks by the lounge-singing legend: If I Ever I Would Leave You; If I Ruled the World; Call Me Irresponsible; On a Clear Day; What Kind of Fool Am I?; Sunrise; Sonnete; Summertime; Daydreams; Re-You Baby; I'm Sorry; I Want to Be Wanted; All Alone You; I Was Dreaming; Little Girl of Mine; You're Driving Me Mad; Sing Around My Heart; and many others. Two CDs. ONE Day Music. $7.95

**CD 669199X** JUNIOR: The Del-Fi Records Story. The label that launched “Chicano” star Ritchie Valens, Del-Fi Records also boasted notable recordings from Bobby Curtola, Chan Romero, Johnny Crawford, Little Caesar & the Romans, and many others. Here their most notable recordings come together in a 50-track, two CD set. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6701639** MAURICE CHEVALIER: Oh Come Be Sociable. France's premier cabaret singer charms with 20 great recordings: I'm Lucky If You Don't Love Me; Livin' in the Sunlight, Lovin' in the Moonlight; Oh Come on Be Sociable; Singing a Happy Song; Valentine; You Look So Sweet Madame; Rhythm of the Rain; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $9.95

**CD 5995416** THE BEST OF PEGGY LEE: The Paramount Collection. Twelve tracks carry us through her wondrous career. Rediscover favorites like Lover; Be Anything (But Be Mine); Just One of Those Things; San Francisco; Somebody Loves Me; Let Me Go, Lover; Johnny Guitar; Mr. Wonderful; He Needs Me and more. Universal Music. $4.95

**CD 599968X** THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1955. Fifty favorites from the best years of the postwar period, including Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & The Comets; I Got a Woman by Ray Charles; Mystery Train by Chuck Berry; Only You by Dinah Washington; The Platters; Cry! Cry! Cry! by Johnny Cash; Blue Velvet by The Clovers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

**CD 5959012** THE DEFINITIVE BILL EVANS ON RIVERSIDE AND FANTASY. Two CDs assemble 25 essential Bill Evans recordings, featuring appearances by Cannonball Adderley, Tony Bennett, Scott LaFaro, Eddie Gomez, and Paul Motian. Includes Speak Low; Peace Piece; Wooden Nature; Shelter Blues; What Is This? Beautiful Day; My Foolish Heart; and much more. Concord Music Group. $3.95

**CD 669327X** DORIS DAY: Greatest Hits. The most successful female singer of the 1950s is at her best in this 75 classic tracks, presented on three CDs. Includes Secret Love, Que Sera, Sera; If I Give My Heart to You; Deadwood Stage; Everybody Loves a Loon; Love Magic; Sentimental Journey; and more. Not Now Music. $11.95
**CD 6627919 THE SONGS OF BURT BACHARACH.** Giant stars perform songs by one of the most renowned songwriters of the 20th century. Sixty tracks include recordings by Dionne Warwick, Gene Pitney, The Shirelles, Del Shannon, Andy Williams, Peggy Lee, Jack Jones, Dick Van Dyke, Mary Robbins, and of course, Bacharach himself. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

$11.95

**CD 589084X THE COASTERS: The Complete Single As & Bs 1954-62.** One of the vocal groups to bridge the gap between the doowop and R&B eras of the early ’50s, the Coasters remain one of the most recognizable names in their genre. Here are 56 recordings from nearly a decade of their career, including hits like “Searchin’,” “Yakety Yak,” “Charlie Brown,” “Poison Ivy,” “Smokey Joe’s Cafe,” and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$13.95

**CD 6675408 PETULA CLARK: Tender Love.** Over 100 tracks bring us back to the early ’60s, a critical period for Petula Clark’s inimitable career. Representing her full recording output across 1960-1961, these four CDs include classics like “Day in Day Out; Too Darn Hot; In Other Words (Fly me to the Moon); and much more. Jasmine Records.

$11.95

**CD 6820880 HERE COME THE GIRLS! The Original Great Girl Singers.** Forty original songs by the great girl singers from the ’40s on up feature 44 entries in the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including the Sisters’ two number-one releases with Perry Como, “If You’re Adorable” and “Hoop-De-Doo,” as well as select A and B sides from among their other hits on the Majestic, RCA Victor, and Vee-Jay labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 662796X THE ULTIMATE DOO-WOP COLLECTION.** Sixty original classics represent the pinnacle of must-hear doowop music, including “You Don’t Fool in Love;” by Frankie Lyman & The Teenagers; “Earth Angel” by Bobby Bland; and much more. Three CDs. One Day Music.

$14.99

**CD 6693593 JULIE LONDON: The Ultimate Collection.** Seventy-five original recordings featuring the smoky and intimate voice of a performer best known for Crying” and “High Hopes” by The Ventures; “Younger Than Springtime” by Prima; Ave Maria; Pagliacci: Un Tal Gioco; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$12.95

**CD 6693594 MARIO LANZA: Poetry and Passion.** A compilation that showcases the famously versatile tenor in all of the genres in which he excelled: opera, operetta, Neapolitan song, and pop. Thirty-three tracks include Earthbound; The Song Angels Sing; I Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$11.95

**CD 671994X PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits Volumes 1-10.** Presents a comprehensive collection of Como’s pre-rock ’n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away); Lili Marlene; I Dream of You; I’m A Fool to Feel This Way; Because You Belong; Runaway with The Poodles; Who’s Kissing Her Now; A Bushel and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$12.95

**CD 686985X HIGH VOLTAGE: The Big Top Records Story.** Extracting from the productive years of 1958 to 1962, this two-CD set highlights the legacy of the bygone label. Fifty tracks include notable recordings like Runaway by Del Shannon; Rocket by Johnny & The Hurricanes; Midnight by Johnny Gibson; Let’s Make Up by The Downtowners; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$11.95

**CD 6746967 BING CROSBY: Going Hollywood, Vol. 1, 1930-1936.** Traverse six years in the crooner’s luminous career with two jam-packed CDs. Nearly 50 tracks in all, this collection includes number-one records like “Swing keer; Just an Echo in the Valley;Temptation; She Reminds Me of You; Once in a Blue Moon; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$9.95

**CD 6689899 ALL NIGHT LONG: The Crown Records Story.** Explore the diverse library of a legendary independent company with 50 of its finest releases; “Bad Luck” by B.B. King; “Ridin’ in the Moonlight” by Howlin’ Wolf; “The Girl I Left Behind Me” by The Princeton Trio; “Good Rockin’ Daddy” by The Clovers; “Magic Chilly” by Johnny Cash; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$5.95

**CD 6795846 JO STAFFORD: The Centenary Hits Collection 1944-59.** Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries, including number-one hits: Candy; Temptation; Darling My Darling; You Belong to Me; and Make Love to Me. Features collaborations with The Pied Pipers, Johnny Mercer, Frank Laine and Gordon MacRae. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

**CD 6687210 GENE PITNEY: Collection.** One of the most consistent hit makers of the ’60s, Gene Pitney established an idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all of his biggest hits, including “Something’s Gotten Hold of My Heart;” (The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I’m Gonna Be Strong; and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 6690068 GOOD FOR NOTHING: The Vogue Records Story.** Created in France in 1952 by the release jazz records. Vogue mid-’50s and early-’60s library is highlighted in 75 tracks, including Little Betty Pretty One by Thurston Harris. I Wish I Could Shimmie Like She Does by The Doylers. This two-CD collection includes collaborations from Bobby Bland; and much more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6690394 THE TOP RANK STORY 1960.** For Top Rank Records, 1960 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 50 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from The Temptations, Dee Clark, Dion, The Ventures, David Gates, The Fenders, Jack Scott, and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$9.95

**CD 6699830 WEREWOLF: The Dolton Records Story.** Created in Seattle, Dolton Records delivers 40 of their best releases from between 1959 and 1962: Werewolf by The Frantics; Born to Be With You by The Echoes; Candy Apple Red by Bonnie Guitar; Confident by The Freddie King Five; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$7.95
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**CD 6666352 LEONARD COHEN: Once More For Marianne.** In a 1976 broadcast from Switzerland's Casino Barock, the renowned singer-songwriter performs 25 tracks live: Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts); So Long, Marianne; Who By Fire; There Is A War; The Skys So Blue; Sisters of Mercy; The coloring of the Sound. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5908728 FRANKIE LAINE: The Hits Collection 1947-61.** Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 50 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of 15 years, including duets with artists from Dorothy Day to Johnnie Ray. Includes landmark classics like "That Lucky Old Sun," "Mule Train," "The Cry of the Wild Goose," and "I Believe." Fifty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6690459 UP ON THE ROOF: Gems from the Atlantic Vaults.** Seventy-five original recordings on three CDs, shining a spotlight on the early-60s releases of this important record label giant. Includes "Stranger on the Shore" by The Hilltoppers, "Comin' Home Baby" by Mel Torme, "I Wanna Walk With Ray Charles," "Drive It Home" by The Clovers, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $16.99


**CD 6711634 THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION, 1959-62.** A prolific hitmaker who bridged the gap between rock ‘n roll and teen pop, Bobby Vee delivered such hits as "Take Good Care of My Baby," "More Than I Can Say," and "Hey Joe." More than 110 tracks are included, as well as many of his A and B sides from the era, including hits like "Pretty Baby," "Sooner or Later," and "Marianne." Fifty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 663854X LINDA CLAYTON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-60.** A noted doowopper, with every A and B side the hitmaker released with every label giant. Includes "Stranger on the Shore" by The Hilltoppers, "Comin' Home Baby" by Mel Torme, "I Wanna Walk With Ray Charles," "Drive It Home" by The Clovers, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6675419 SHEET MEADOWS: The Complete RCA Singles As & Bs 1956-62.** This 50-track compilation of her work with RCA includes all the Top 10 hits of this widely popular vocalist, many of which were released as bonus A sides. All their landmark number one hits are here, including "It's No Sin," "Stranger in Paradise," Three Coins in the Fountain," "Mister Sandman," "Melody of Love," "Love Is a Many Splendored Thing," and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6690270 RAVE ON: The Coral Story.** For music lovers of a certain age, Coral Records is synonymous with Bill Haley & the Comets. This 50-track journey through the label’s classic library features a few Holly hits, plus more by Moon Mullican, Johnny Burnette, The McGuire Sisters, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6690442 TURN ME LOOSE: The Chancellors Records Story.** Chancellor Records made its mark on music history with these 50 tracks from 1957-1962. In a range of genres, from "Just Ask Your Heart" by Frankie Avalon. Goodness, If It's Gladys!" by Eddie Fontaine; "That Someone Should Be Me" by Johnny Rivers and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

**CD 6690475 WAR PAINT: The Gone Records Story.** Three CDs dig into Gone Records’ library to present 75 of their best, recorded between 1957 and 1961. Includes tracks from Bill Haley & the Comets, joined by Bermuda for The Four Seasons; Baby Come Back by Johnny Rivers; The Dray for The Isley Brothers; King of Fools by Sam Hawkins and more. One Day Music.


**CD 6642098 AMERICAN HEARTBEAT.** Fifty tracks come straight from the heart of classic American music. Includes Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Mineral Spring; Buddy Holly; Splitz; Spanky & The2Rays; Bobby Darin; Return to Me by Dean Martin; Lollipop by The Chordettes; At the Hop by Danny & The Juniors; Catch a Falling Star by The Orioles. Two CDs. One Day Music.

**CD 6690365 THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION, 1959-62.** Fourteen-nine tracks comprise a significant portion of the A and B sides of the 78s the Bobby Vee Records released during their active years. The greatest vocal harmony trio of them all performs "Sister, Sister, Shout;" The Object of My Affection; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


**CD 6927068 THE NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS: A Retrospective 1962-1970.** This compilation of twenty-five tracks from the notable and beloved folk group includes This Land Is Your Land; Susanna; Jimmy Grove and Barbara Ellen; Beautiful City; Blacksmith of Brandywine; Company of Cowards; Chim Chim Chee-er; The Girl From Ipanema; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6711669 THE CREW CUTS: The Single Collection 1954-60.** Brings together 78 A and B sides from the Crew Cut Records group’s Mercury and RCA singles from the period, including hits like Sh-Boom; Earth Angel; Gum Drop; Ko Ko Mo (I Love You So); and Crazy 'Bout Ya Baby. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6684829 DINAH SHORE: All the Hits and More 1939-60.** This 100-track collection features all of Shore’s U.S. chart entries, plus other selected singles, including the number-one hits I’ll Walk Alone; The Gypsy, *You'll Never Know Me;* Baby, Baby, Baby; and more. Features the starlet’s work with the orchestras of Xavier Cugat, Dick Todd, and Woody Herman, as well duets with Tony Martin and Buddy Clark. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6690491 WILD CHILD: The Warwick Records Story.** Despite being around for just five years, the label produced vocal groups and individual performers who left an impressive stable of music in rockabilly, doowop and pop. These 75 tracks encompasses some of their best releases, including tracks by Link Wray, Little Esther Phillips, Johnny, & The Hurricanes, Petula Clark and others. Three CDs. One Day Music.
**6653059 WATCH YOUR MOUTH: Gems from the Warner Brothers Vaults.** Recorded between 1952 and 1962, these three CDs classics represent the early days of Warner’s musical offerings. Includes several notable recordings by The Everly Brothers, Johnny Nash; Tab Hunter; Ronnie Stevens; Peter, Paul & Mary, and many more. Jackpot Records. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95

**665281X NO. 1 HITS of the ’50S.** Add 75 chart-topping hits to your library—with just one collection! Relive nostalgic gems like It’s Now or Never by Tom Jones; Chapel of the Flowers by The Everly Brothers; Dream Lover by Bobby Darin. It’s Only Make Believe by Conway Twitty; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $11.95

**6697925 ANDY WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1954-62.** With a career spanning six decades, Williams’ unique ability to transcend the genres and appeal to different tastes and generations is revealed through this collection of 56 favorites. Includes such notable numbers by Chuck Jackson, The Crests; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**6699041 THE TOP RANK STORY 1959.** For Top Rank Records, 1959 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 50 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Frankie Ford, Bobby Rydell, Toni Fisher, Dee Clark, Wilbert Harrison, Bert Weed, and many others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

**670100X OLDIES – EASY LISTENING.** Bob Luman, and many other artists. Three CDs. One Day Music. $11.95

**6699329 THE FOUR LADS: The Singles Collection, 1952-62.** One of several male vocal quartets who enjoyed their heyday in the early years of the ’50s, The Four Lads epitomized the musical spirit of their time and this collection of 57 tracks is an entertaining cross section of their work. Hits include Thanks to You; No, Not Much; Pleading My Love; The Mocking Bird; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**6690355 STEP BY STEP: The Coed Records Story.** Two CDs collect 40 gems from some of the label’s 1950s & 60s hits. Includes Answer Me, My Love by The Harptones; What a Surprise by Johnny Maestro; You’re Too Fast by The Cadillacs; 16 Candles by The Coeds; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**6700917 ANY DAY NOW: The Quality Records Story.** Seventy-five tracks comprise the Quality Records label’s best releases from both sides of the North American divide, including notable numbers by Chuck Jackson, Curtis Lee, Barbara Lynn, The Isley Brothers, The Satellites, The Cowsills, The Lads, Del Shannon, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**6692704 LAURA NYRO: A Little Magic, a Little Kindness.** Featuring the first two albums of this pop, R&B, gospel, jazz, rock, and soul vocalist together with a selection of bonus tracks, these 28 songs include Goodbye Joe; Billy’s Blues; And When I Die; Stoney End; Lazy Susan; Lucky; Sweet Bonnies; Take It Off; Out of Time; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**6705285 DEAN MARTIN: Classic Album Collection, Dino delivers in this three-CD set, collecting six original LPs. Includes every classic recording from Dino–Italian Love Songs; French Style; Dino Latino; Cha Cha De Amor, This Time I’m Swinging; and Sleep Warm. Includes favorites like I Love You, Not For Money; When I Get Back Home; and Golden Stand By Me. Three CDs. One Day Music. $16.95

**6704323 WAR: The Paragons vs. the Jesters.** Which classic 1950s group is better? You decide with this 25-track set, presenting alternating recordings by these battling bands. The Paragons throw down the gauntlet with Two Hearts Are Better Than One and Black Gold, while the Jesters respond with Hey With Come Let Me Show You and Tutti Frutti. Sting Music. $3.95

**665529X THE KILTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62.** Fifty-one tracks feature Kilty’s solo A and B sides, plus performances with Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orchestras. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like Besame Mucho; Mood Indigo; I’ve Got a Crush on You; and Things Mean a Lot. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

**6785378 OTIS WILLIAMS & THE CHARMS: Ivory Tower and Other Great Hits.** Over 60 tracks from the popular vocal group, performing in a range of music genres, while the Jesters return the volley with Hearts Are Better Than One and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**671610X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1943.** Ninety-eight tracks comprise the Billboard Top 20 listings of 1943–a period when the American Federation of Musicians’ recording ban resulted in a cappella hits. Includes gems by Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Dina Shore, Sammy Kaye and others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**6705254 OH BOY! THE Brunswick Records Story, between 1955 and 1964! Brunswick Records earned their place in music history with the 50 original recordings collected on this set. Includes That’ll Be the Day by Buddy Holly & the Crickets; Reet Petite by Jackie Wilson; and much more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

**6699122 HIT THE ROAD JACK: The ABC-Paramount Story.** The story of the ABC-Paramount label is populated with some of the most recognizable figures in 20th century music. Here their greatest creations for the company are highlighted in a 50-track set. Two CDs include songs by Ray Charles, Paul Anka, Bobby Vee, and other musical giants. One Day Music. $7.95

**6684433 THE GREATEST MISSES.** Sixty tracks collect the original recordings that should have been giant hits. You’ll be shocked when you hear little-known gems like Curtis Lee’s Under the Moon of Love; Sue Proctor’s All Right; Carole King’s Oh, Neat!; and more. Oliver Reed, and others. One Day Music. $7.95

**6698805 DEAN MARTIN: 100 Hits.** One hundred songs that fill this four CD set have captivated listeners for generations, including That’s Amore; Volare; Memories Are Made Of This; Mamma Italiana; Sway; When You’re Smiling; What a Difference a Day Makes; Ain’t That a Kick in the Head; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95.
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CD 6682464 CONNIE FRANCIS: THE Singles Collection. Sixty original recordings by the female vocalist who wrote the rulebook for tug-at-the-heartstrings songs that would follow in her steps. Includes: ‘Who’s Sorry Now?’ Lipstick on Your Collar; Where the Boys Are; Heartaches; Frankie; Everybody’s Somebody’s Fool; Little Boy; How Much Longing. New Music. $19.95.


CD 6692976 NICE ‘N’ EASY: 75 Original Easy Listening Classics are the very best of a better musical age. Frank Sinatra sings the title track, joined by Billie Holiday’s That Old Devil Called Love; Ray Charles: ‘You Don’t Know Me; Dina Washington’s September in the Rain; Doris Day’s Dream a Little Dream of Me; and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $9.95.

CD 6690424 THE TOP RANK STORY 1962. For Top Rank Records, 1962 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 42-track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Gary U.S. Bonds, The Originals, Andy Stewart, The Shirrells, Lee Dorsey, Danny & the Juniors, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

★ CD 6675280 WOODY HERMAN: THE THINKING HERD. Nine tracks from two 1972 broadcast recordings–first from the Newport Jazz Festival in the Philharmonic Hall, then from the Roseland Ballroom, both in New York City. Featuring appearances by Zoot Sims; Al Cohn; and Flip Phillips, eight tracks include Variations on a Scene; Four Brothers; Caldron; and more. Flyright Records. $9.95.

CD 6690319 RUNNING SCARED: THE Monument Records Story. To ‘60s music fans, Monument Records is synonymous with one name: Roy Orbison. In this 40-track showcase, he delivers seven of his best, joined by many of the label’s lesser-known stars including Paul Clayton; The Quarrymen; Jerry Byrd; Grandpa Jones, The Hillbilly Hobos, Scotty waitress, the female vocalist who wrote the rulebook for tug-at-the-heartstrings songs that would follow in her steps. Includes Crazy Rhythm by Harry James; ‘Why Don’t You Do Right?’ by Peggy Lee (with Benny Goodman); A Be Boplin by Cab Calloway; Hawk’s Boogie by Erskine Hawkins; Buzz Me by Louis Jordan; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95.

CD 6681016 HARD TO GET: THE Challenge Story. Created by Gene Autry and inspired by A&R man’s 100 classics from this beloved singer of the mid-20th century. Spanning five decades, this collection features collaborative performances with The Pied Pipers, The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Duke Ellington, Jerry Lewis, Anita D’Oro, and Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in this time, and his 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-loved Top 40 hits. Includes: Strange Paradise; Walk Hand in Hand; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own; There’s No Tomorrow; I Get Ideas; Here; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

★ CD 4578151 THE JO STAFFORD COLLECTION. A collection of 65 exclusive masters from this hit-making musician, including ‘I've Got a Heaven-Bound Love Affair; I'll Love You Tonight; I Want To Be Loved By You; I Love You More; I'll Love You Always; I Remember You; When You Get Older; I'll Know When I Love You; I've Got a Heaven-Bound Love Affair; Do You Love Me; and more. GL Music. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95.

★ CD 6896839 JOHNNY MATHIS: Raindrops Keep Fallin’ on My Head. A collection of 16 songs from the ever smooth Johnny Mathis. Includes renditions of This Guy’s in Love With You; Autumn Leaves; Too Marvelous for Words; Amor; Moonlight and Soul; It’s the Talk of the Town; Dancing in the Dark; You Made Me Feel; Lonely Tonight; Would You Believe; Get to Phoenix; Like Someone In Love; Don’t Let Me Be Lonely Tonight; ‘I’ll Be Home; I Can Help You: and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. $13.95.

★ CD 5981166 THE TONY MARTIN HIT COLLECTION, 1936-57. Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in this time, and his 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-loved Top 40 hits. Includes: Strange Paradise; Walk Hand in Hand; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own; There’s No Tomorrow; I Get Ideas; Here; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

CD 4571510 THE CADILLACS: ROCK & ROLL. A collection of 65 exclusive masters from this great band vocalist and pop-singer including ‘Since I Fell For You; Breaking up Is Hard to Do; What’ll I do; The First Time; By the I Get In Phoenix; Like Someone In Love; Don’t Let Me Be Lonely Tonight; ‘I’ll Be Home; I Can Help You: and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. $13.95.

★ CD 6683032 THE VERY BEST OF BRIAN HYLAND. Two CDs offer up 36 original recordings that made Brian Hyland a heartthrob star. Rediscovers classics like Sealed with a Kiss; If I Bites Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka Out Bikini; Warmed Over Kisses (Over Love); Let Me Belong to You; Ginny Come Lately; and more. One Day Music. $5.95.

CD 6689949 DON’T DO IT: The Smash Records Story. Collected from the label’s output between 1961 and 1962, these 50 tracks include some of Smash’s best: ‘What You Bet by The Cadillacs; Busy by Chuck Sedacca; Just Because by Joe Barry; Too Late by The Delrays; by Lee Hazlewood; Ain’t Nobody’s Fault by The Righteous Brothers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

CD 6685765 LENNY DEE IN HOLLYWOOD/LENNY DEE DOWN SOUTH. Includes the entirety of Dee’s two albums released together with these songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Abalene Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

★ CD 6675182 SWINGDANCE, VOLUME 3. Twenty-two swing dance classics, digitally remastered for today’s dance-floor dynamics. Includes Crazy Rhythm by Harry James; ‘Why Don’t You Do Right?’ by Peggy Lee (with Benny Goodman); A Be Boplin by Cab Calloway; Hawk’s Boogie by Erskine Hawkins; Buzz Me by Louis Jordan; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95.

CD 6683327 SCATMAN CRACKERS: Croonin’ CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

CD 6688327 THE SHEEP & FUNKY WINGS: The Making of a Legend, 1926-1969. Eighty gems are included in this collection, which contains nearly every 78 rpm and 45 rpm record of The Sheep and Funky Wings from the years of their greatest fame, and traces their path from Chicago to Washington, DC to New York City. Includes renditions of Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; M oon over Miam i; Alabama Bound; Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Midnight Cowboy; A Man in the Rain; Bridge Over Troubled Water; Mississippi Mud; Somebody Loves Me; and more. Real Gone Music. $7.95.

CD 6690181 NIGHT AND DAY: THE Jubilee Records Story. Forty tracks on two CDs encompass Jubilee’s eclectic and impressive library, including Night and Day by Sunglow; Hey Now by Pat Kelly; *Johnson* by The Royaltones; Your Big Brown Eyes by Bobbi Comstock; and more by Vinnie Monte, The Royal Teens, The Bobbetttes and others. One Day Music. $5.95.

★ CD 6620995 THE VERY BEST OF JERRY LEE LEWIS. Jerry is back to the roots of rock ‘n’ roll at the age of 78. The six albums that made Jerry Lewis a legend. Kicking off with the smash Great Balls of Fire, these three CDs then offer Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; Sweet Little Sixteen; Dim Lights; Dimly Lit Room; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95.

CD 6687713 RAY CHARLES SINGERS: Six Classic Albums. Eight gems are included in this collection, each digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Includes: Winter Wonderland; Lovin’ You; Marriage; In the Evening by the Moonlight; Deep Night; Something Wonderful; and Romy and more. Revisited. Real Gone Music. $7.95.

CD 6691920 THE TONY MARTIN HIT COLLECTION, 1936-57. Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in this time, and his 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-loved Top 40 hits. Includes: Strange Paradise; Walk Hand in Hand; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own; There’s No Tomorrow; I Get Ideas; Here; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

CD 6689949 DON’T DO IT: The Smash Records Story. Collected from the label’s output between 1961 and 1962, these 50 tracks include some of Smash’s best: ‘What You Bet by The Cadillacs; Busy by Chuck Sedacca; Just Because by Joe Barry; Too Late by The Delrays; by Lee Hazlewood; Ain’t Nobody’s Fault by The Righteous Brothers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

CD 6685765 LENNY DEE IN HOLLYWOOD/LENNY DEE DOWN SOUTH. Includes the entirety of Dee’s two albums released together with these songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Abalene Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 6675271 WOODY HERMAN: Heard with Friends. Herman’s Orchestra Backs such stars as Steve Allen, Mildred Bailey, Nat King Cole, Duke Ellington, Jerry Lewis, Anita D’Oro, and Jo Stafford in these 17 vintage tracks. Includes renditions of California; Rain or Come, Shine; Oh, Lady Be Good; My Funny Valentine; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95.
CD 6690351 STRANGE FEELING: The Kapp Records Story. Fifty Kapp Records classics represent the years of 1958 to 1964, the label’s most important period. Jerry Mason performs the title track, joined by When a Man Cries by Jack Jones; Willingly by Carmen McRae; Bathing Beauty by The Beach Boys; and more. Two CDs. Day One Music. $9.95

CD 6758399 FOREVER ROCK ‘N’ ROLL. This collection features 75 classics from many of the legendary artists of the 1950s, including Hound Dog by Elvis Presley, Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis, Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6690408 THE TOP RANK STORY 1961. For Top Rank Records, 1961 brought a year of great music from a range of performers and genres. This 50 track set collects the best, including memorable contributions from Glen Campbell, Bobby Day, Jerry Butler, Craig Douglas, The Shirriles, Freddy Cannon, and many others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $9.95

CD 6690884 CHECK OUT TIME: The Crest Records Story. Despite operating for less than ten years, this Hollywood-based label made an undeniable impact on 20th-century music. This collection features songs by Eddie Cochran, Glen Campbell, Tony Casanova, Tommy Dee, The Classics, Jimmy Bowen, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $11.95

CD 6701663 NEIL SEDAKA: Heroes Collection. A legendary performer shows us why he’s a musical hero with 50 of his most loved recordings; I Go Ape; Stupid Cupid; The Diary; Coming Home to Mary Lou; Another Sleepless Night; No Vacancy; As Long as I Live; Ring a Rocker; I Must Be Dreaming; Calendar Girl; Smile; That Same Old Feeling and much more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6626776 HEY! THAT’S MY SONG. Giant stars put their own twist on beloved songs in this collection of 60 great covers. Ben E. King covers Dream Lover; Roy Orbison covers Love Hurts; Connie Francis covers I Walk the Line; Patti Page covers Mack the Knife; Gene Vincent covers Maybellene; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6693113 AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1959. The greatest artists of the 1950s offer a listen to a simpler time. Hits from the original artists represent a slice of 50s Americana. Tracks include A Fool So True by Fats Domino; Guardian Angels by The Camerons; Singing Tramps by The True Lovers; High Noon by Salt & Pepper; and many more. Two CDs. Acorda. $7.95

CD 6651714 SWINGDANCE, VOLUME 2. Presents 22 swing dance classics, digitally remastered for today’s dance-floor dynamics. Includes Well, Git’ It by Tommy Dorsey; Stealin’ Apples by Benny Goodman; Shortnin’ Bread by Fats Waller; Little Jazz by Artie Shaw; Pedal by Duke Ellington; Live by Cab Calloway; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

CD 6771122 HIGH SCHOOL ROCK: Teenage Ballads. Pay a visit to a simpler time with nostalgic treasures from your youth. Ten CDs collect all the musical treasures you remember best, including high school hits by Jerry Lee Lewis, Conway Twitty, Chuck Berry, Guy Mitchell, Johnnie Ray, Conway Francs, Sam Cooke, Gene Vincent, Frankie Laine, Larry Williams, and many others. Two CDs. Union Square Music. $24.99

CD 6753586 PATI PAGE: There Is No Greater Love. Jasmine’s third box set of the works of Patti Page brings together four CDs of classic recordings, including the complete Lang-Worth Transcriptions. Also included in more than 100 tracks is Patti Page’s version of I’m in the Mood for Love, You Are My Sunshine; and more. Jasmine Records. $11.95

CD 5943078 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Ballads, Blue Songs, Hits and Jazz 1949-1956. The beloved performer makes us feel like we’re in a love-sick state as she sings over 60 songs, both rags and romances. From nearly a decade of great music. Over 100 remastered tracks include The Four Winds and the Seven Seas, Tenderly, My Baby Rocks Me, The Lady Is a Tramp, The Kid’s Dream, I’m in the Mood for Love, You Are My Sunshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $15.95

CD 6758554 LIGHTS OUT: The Dave Dudley Records. A luminous 60 track collection of Dave Dudley recordings from 1958 to 1962. This three CD set includes Lights Out by Johnny Day; Baby Talk by Jan & Dean; Boogie Woogie Feeling by Tony Casanova; To Please Him Is to Love Him by The Teddies; and many more. One Day Music. $11.95

CD 6690238 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: The Oriole Records Story. The first British record label, Oriole holds a special place in music history. These 50 tracks from their greatest years feature all the label’s most important artists; Mary Wells, Billy Joe Royal, Hugo Montenegro, Lonnie Donegan, Clinton Ford, The Marvelettes and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

CD 6698520 STAY AT HOME: Complete 1955-61 Chess Singles. More than 50 brilliantly remastered tracks capture the finest moments in the output of this rock ‘n roll founding father. Includes essentials like Maybellene; Roll Over Beethoven; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; You’re Sixteen by Johnny Burnette; Bambina by Ritchie Valens; Sunrise Barbecue by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 6821154 AMERICAN DREAM: A Slice of 50s Americana. Forty fabulously inspired artists representing a slice of US America. Tracks include Maybellene; Roll Over Beethoven; Brown Eyed Handsome Man by Johnny B. Goode; by Chuck Berry; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; You’re Sixteen by Johnny Burnette; Bambina by Ritchie Valens; Sunrise Barbecue by Tennessee Ernie Ford; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99

CD 6558828 CHUCK BERRY: The Complete 1955-61 Chess Singles. More than 50 brilliantly remastered tracks capture the finest moments in the output of this rock ‘n roll founding father. Includes essentials like Maybellene; Roll Over Beethoven; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Johnny B. Goode; Joe Joe Gun; Let It Rock; Little Star; I Got to Find My Baby; and more. Two CDs. Houndog Records. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

CD 6653029 THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY DAWN. Thirty live original recordings by the represent their quintessential performance on vinyl. From nearly a decade of great music. Over 100 remastered tracks include That’s All Right Mama; Rock and Roll Music; 50 Blues; You Can’t Sit Down; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Johnny B. Goode; Joe Joe Gun; Let It Rock; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; You’re Sixteen by Johnny Burnette; Bambina by Ritchie Valens; and more. Two CDs. Houndog Records. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649

**CD 6690300 RUNNIN’ WILD: The Everest Records Story.** Fifty tracks highlight the many facets of this forgotten record label, featuring an eclectic mix of greasy rockers, raving R&B and doo-wop, including Runnin’ Wild by Dolly Dawn, No One But You by The Lions, I Can’t Forget by Patsy Cline; I Say Goodbye to My Love by Kitty Lester, So Tired by Russ Morgan and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $25.50.

**CD 6690303 GANGSTER OF LOVE: The Apt Records Story.** One of many mid-century labels whose short existence belies their amazing output, Apt Records is celebrated with this collection of 50 of their favorites. Dance, Dance, Dance by The Cavalcade of Stars; The Beatles, Another Chance to Love by The Supremes; Daddy Needs Baby by The Pretenders; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $19.50.

**CD 6701701 YESTERDAY’S GOLD: Wartime Anthems.** The greatest performers of the wartime era remind us of a golden age in music with 20 classic tracks: Mad Dogs and Englishmen by Noel Coward; We’ll Meet Again by Vera Lynn; Counting the Days by Dinah Shore and more by Bing Crosby, Deanna Durbin, Perry Como and others. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95.

**★ CD 5925142 TERESA BREWER’S GREATEST HITS IN STEREO/DON’T MESS WITH TESS.** Two charming collections in one set, offering 24 tracks (plus four bonus tracks) by the 1950s starlet: *Teresa Brewer’s Greatest Hits* and *Tess: The Lost Years*. Includes Hello Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Fleetwoods; Twilight Time by The Platters; Mr. Wonderful by Peggy Lee; That’s Amore by Dean Martin and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**CD 6585856 POP MEMORIES.** This two CD set compiles 30 hits from some of music’s biggest stars from yesterday to today. Includes Hello Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Fleetwoods; Twilight Time by The Platters; Mr. Wonderful by Peggy Lee; That’s Amore by Dean Martin and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**★ CD 6837417 BOBBY DARIN: Original Album Series.** Five complete albums from the legendary Bobby Darin, including Darin at the Copa; For Teenagers Only, Two of a Kind; Live and Swing; and Twist with Bobby Darin, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

**CD 6755450 TREAT ME NICE: The Songs of Leiber & Stoller.** One of the most important songwriting duos of 20th-century rock and R&B get the tribute they deserve with more than 60 recordings. Includes Yakety Yak performed by The Coasters; Jailhouse Rock performed by Jerry Lee Lewis; Dirty Feeling performed by Two Johnny’s: Mr. D. and Mr. J. and others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 6642519 KLAUS WUNDERLICH: Absolutely Wunderlich.** Two CDs compile over 70 beautiful melodies by a legend of the electric organ. Klaus performs medleys themed around showtunes, ABBA, film themes, the Beatles and much more. Not Now Music. $7.95.

**CD 3553647 I’LL BE SEEING YOU: World War II/ The Road to Victory.** Two CDs offer up a nostalgic collection of 50 wartime gems, country, and big band, and many more. From Artie Shaw’s Frenesi to Glenn Miller’s Chattanooga Choo Choo, it also includes classics by Jimmy Dorsey, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**CD 6586264 FOOLIN’ AROUND: Gems from the Capitol UK Vaults.** Dive into Capitol Records’ illustrious archives for hit songs from a range of genres. Seventy-five tracks from Capitol CDs and more. Includes the 1958 hit native King Cole; Sullen’ Safari by The Beach Boys; Sparklin’ Eyes by Dean Martin; I’m a man and more. One Day Music. $17.95.

**CD 6699933 BAD BAD WOMAN: Gems from the Philips Record Vaults.** Explore this record label’s legacy with 50 of the most notable releases from the Philips: Bad Bad Woman by Bob Corso; Come Running by Marty Wilde; Hey Little Girl by Johnny Holiday; Aunt Rhody by The Springfields; Bobby is the One by The Paul Ps CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

**CD 6815049 SAMMY DAVIS JR.: The 1961-62 Marty Paich Sessions.** This two-CD set presents Davis’s complete sessions with bands conducted and arranged by Marty Paich featuring such outstanding jazz musicians as Bud Shank, Bill Perkins, Bob Cooper, Mel Lewis, among others. Includes 50 songs (12 bonus tracks) with classic tracks like I’ve Got a Feeling; One; Everybody Loves Me; Joe; Let There Be Love; Here’s a Kiss For Christmas; and many more. Jackpot Records. Pub. at $23.99.

**★ CD 364345X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1959, VOLUME 10.** Collects every record released in the Billboard Hot 100 during 1959, including those which had entered in late 1958. A fascinating and entertaining poppump of pop, it features hits by Elvis Presley, Every Brothers, The Kingston Trio, Frankie Avalon, Bobby Darin, Sahagian, and many others. 100 tracks on four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**CD 6691571 I GOT A WOMAN: Gems from the Decca Vaults USA.** Sixty selections from 1960 and 1961 highlight a crucial period in Decca’s history. The title track comes from Sammy Davis Jr., joined by A Little Bit of My World. Success by Loretta Lynn; When the Saints Go Marching In by Tony Sheridan & The Beatles; She’s Got You by Patsy Cline, and more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $17.95.

**CD 6690084 GOODY GOODY: Gems from the Reprise Vaults.** Selected from 1961 to 1971, these 60 recordings capture the 1960s by the Frank Sinatra, Ol’ Blue Eyes and the rest of the Rat Pack. The original Reprise Records, carried by the great Frank Sinatra. Ol’ Blue Eyes and the rest of the Rat Pack offer several of the classics on this set, joined by standards from The Manilow, Nancy Sinatra, Dorsey Burnette and others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95.

**CD 6698841 BIG SHOT: The Fernwood Records Story.** Drawn from 1957 to 1962 these 40 original recordings capture the label’s most critical years, collecting classics like Big Shot by Johnny Cannon; Patti Page; Baby by Eddie Collins; You and Your Fellow by The Lights; Have Guitar, Will Travel by The Scotty Moore Trio, and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

**CD 6640650 JO STAFFORD, 100 Classic Sides, from a Great American Hitmaker.** Stafford’s greatest hits, expertly remastered and presented in one set. Disc One collects music from The Original Pied Pipers, Tommy Dorsey & Other Early Recordings; Disc Two: World War II/ The Road to Victory; Disc Three presents Stafford’s Hits and Best Solos, Collaborations; Sellers; and Disc Four wraps things up with Pops, Jazz, Standards & Showtunes. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6652686 PATTY PAGE, VOL. 3: Eight Country and Western Hits.** The classic pop songsmith’s best are brought together in this remastered set, collecting eight complete albums: The West Side; In The Land of Hi Fi; Indiscrétion; Sings and Stars in “Elmer Gantry”; Just a Gigolo/Tiger/After You’ve Gone; Country and Western Golden Hits; Go on Home; and Pati Sings Golden Hits of the Boys. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $11.95.

**★ CD 592507X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1941, An astounding 91 tracks bring together every record that appeared in the Billboard Top 10 during 1941, featuring classics like Frenesi, A White House in Washington, You’re Getting To Be a Habit with Me; Sad Sad Sack by Jerry Lewis and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95.

**★ CD 5818524 PAUL ANKA: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62.** Comprises the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during this prolific period, including major hits like Lonely Boy; I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Spanning the two-CD set is a personal introduction to Anka’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.
Oldies - Easy Listening

★ 6812791 MITCH MILLER: The Definitive Collection. This collection of 38 tracks draws from all of the Sing Along albums as well as several singles. Songs include The Yellow Rose of Texas; Meet Mister Callaghan; Without My Lover; The Bonnie Blue Gal; It's Only a Paper Moon; That Old Gang of Mine; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; The Guns of Navarone; and many more. 2 CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98 $16.95

★ 1833596 BOBBY DARIN: The Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin in during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy Romeo; and many others. 3 CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

★ 6690092 HALFWAY TO PARADISE: The Epic Records Story. This 60-track collection lives up to Epic's name, reflecting the eclectic mix that was the post-Evils, pre-Beatles days. Three CDs feature songs by Tony Orlando, Roy Hamilton, Marty Wilde, Link Wray, Dick Flood, and many others. $7.95

★ 6673872 JUDY GARLAND: Classic Duets. The beloved icon blends her magical voice with fellow vocal giants in 109 glittering duets. Three CDs collect classic Garland performances alongside Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Mel Torme, Bobby Darin, Fred Astaire, Johnny Mercer, Bob Hope, Sophie Tucker and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 6812805 NAT KING COLE: Stardust. Includes thirty-seven of the most scintillating performances from The Nat King Cole Show, coupled with additional music from a 1963 appearance on Australian television. Tracks include Button Up Your Overcoat (Ray, Out the Barrel); It's All in the Game; Stardust; When I Fall in Love; and more. 2 CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98 $19.95

★ 6553804 DECADE OF HITS 50's. The good old days coming roaring back to life with a massive 75 tracks from the 50's. Discover glorious '50s gems like Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles by Buddy Holly; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 6848281 MARGARET WHITING: Maggie Isn't Margaret Anymore/Pop Country. A singer of American music and country music, Whiting's career spanned more than thirty years. Twenty tracks include: I've Got a Heart of My Own; I Remember You; It's This Goodbye; Gentle on My Mind; Am I Losing You; The Heart of a Sailor, Believe in Me; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $13.95

★ 5963826 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1942. Eighty-five tracks comprise every record that appeared in the Best Sellers Top 10 during the year of 1942, including notable tracks like Glenn Miller's popular Chattanoog Shock Choo and Diahann Carroll's timeless Diahann. Plus other favorites from Jimmy Dorsey, Bing Crosby, Benny Goodman, Sammy Kaye, and Glenn Miller. Four CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6642780 STAMPED! The United Artists Story. In 1957, the film studio United Artists opened a record label to release their movie soundtracks. But it wasn't before the end of the 1950's that original hits in a range of genres. Here that history is summarized in 75 tracks— releases by Shirley Bassey, The Falcons, The Highwaymen, Marv Johnson and others. Three CDs. One Day Music. $11.95

★ 6758479 HIGH SCHOOL DAYS & HAZY WAYS! All the themes of the 1950's are captured on this full-length release, including Love Me Do by The Beatles; School Days by Chuck Berry; Hit the Road Jack by Ray Charles; Can't Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley; The Locomotion by Little Eva; and many more. Three CDs in One Day Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6934249 LIGHTFOOT: Did She Mention My Name. Re-issues 24 tracks from the Canadian performer. The title track is joined by Wherever and Why; The Last Time I Saw Her; Black Day in July; Magnificent Outpouring; Does Your Mother Know; I Want to Hear It From You; Something Very Special; Long Black Veil; A Man Is Like That Dawn; River Green; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6600025 FOR YOU ALONE: The Carlton Records Story. During its short existence, the Carlton Records label contributed much to the American musical tapestry, dabbling in country, rockabilly, doowop and more. Their full range is represented in these 60 tracks, including recordings by Kenny Burrell; Jesse Johnson; Merv Griffin; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music. $7.95

★ 6682383 BRILL & BROADWAY. Seventy-five hits from the original home of songwriting, Manhattan's Brill Building. Three CDs comprise the classics of Carole King, Neil Sedaka, Burt Bacharach, The Everly Brothers; Del Shannon; Shelly, Del Shannon, Ray Charles; Connie Francis, and The Drifters. Not Now Music. $7.95

★ 6640557 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1953, VOLUME 4. Over a hundred tracks comprise every recording that charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Top Best Sellers, Billboard's Honor Roll of hits, Cash Box Chart, and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

★ 5993012 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 9, 1956. Comprising every record ever appearing in the Ten of the Billboard Top 100 during 1956, this fascinating and entertaining potpourri of pop features over 100 hits including Jailhouse Rock by Elvis Presley; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Jingle Bell Rock by Bobby Helms; Sweet Little Sixteen by Chuck Berry; Spish Splash by Bobby Darin; Chantilly Lace by The Big Bopper; and much, much more. Four CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6696782 DENNY DOHERTY– OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS ABC/Dunhill Masters. A collection of 16 solo recordings from The Mamas and The Papas' Denny Doherty. Songs include Watcha Gonna Do; Got a Feelin'; Hey, Good Lookin'; Can't Help Myself; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

★ 6680703 JIMMY ROSELLI: Lullaby of Broadway. Twelve tracks from some of the most significant Italian-American pop songwriters. Includes such timeless numbers as New York; My Port of Call; Give My Regards to Broadway; Chinatown, My Chinatown; Lullaby of Broadway; Manhattan; How About You?; Brooklyn Bridge; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6660310 TEEN SCENE: Gems from the Teen Sounds. Seventy-five tracks drawn from 1958-1962 in the Fontana label's output. This Three CDs feature recordings by Aretha Franklin; James Brown; Screamin' Jay Hawkins; Tony Orlando; The Hunters; The Marvelettes; and others. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6611389 JIMMY ROSELLI: Saloon Songs. A collection of 14 beautiful songs by the iconic Jimmy Roselli. The tracks compiled include Carolina in the Morning; Maggie; Bye Bye Blues; Daddy's Little Girl; That Old Gang of Mine; If I Had My Way; and more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6717659 JO STAFFORD: It Had to Be You. Includes 26 never before released selections performed by Jo Stafford during her 1930s time on the CBS network's Carnation Contented Hour. Includes If I Had To Be You; When My Sugar Walks Down the Street; Ain't Misbehavin'; Little Girl Blue; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6758924 THE WONDER YEARS. This collection features 60 rock 'n' roll classics on three CDs, including Stand By Me by Ben E. King; Please Mr. Postman by The Marvelettes; Ain't That A Shame by Fats Domino; Doin' the Thing by Carl Perkins; I墴ve Got A Thing For You by Elvis Presley; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and many more. My Generation Music. $9.95

★ 6738986 SWINGIN' WITH BING! Bing Crosby's Lost Radio Performances. Collection of unfortetable live radio appearances by the legendary crooner. Fifteen live tracks include Strange Meadowlark; Swingin' on a Star; Them There Eyes; The Best Things in Life Are Free; If This Isn't Love; and many collaborations with Dinah Shore, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Les Paul, and others. Three CDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $49.98 $14.95
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**CD 6700861** POINTER SISTERS: Automatic. Two CDs collect the best tracks released across the Pointer Sisters' four-decade career. Their most popular hits, are presented with alternative mixes from their Planet Records/RCA days, including Notin' but a Heartache; Come and Get Your Love; Slow Hand; Heart to Heart; and many others. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6702760** ROCKIN' ROLLIN' JOHNNY HORTON. Comprises all of Horton's recordings that loosely fit the definition of early rock 'n roll. Twenty tracks include Old Slew Foot; Sal's Got A Sugarlip; Cherokee Bougie; The First Train Headin South; Sleepy Eyed John; All Grown Up; Got The Bull By The Horns; Honky Tonk Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5953650** DINAH SHORE: The Nashville Nightingale–Selected Sides 1939-1955. Before establishing herself as one of TV's biggest stars, Dinah Shore released a series of international hits. Featuring work with Gene Autry, Doris Day, Betty Hutton and more, here are over 100 of those recordings, remastered for a new era. Shore performs Favor My Lord; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Down Argentine Way; Candy; I Fall In Love Too Easily; Forever and Ever; Baby It's Cold Outside; It's All Right to Cry. Shore performs 31 duets with fellow icon Judy Garland, and Disc Four. Four CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5943116** SKIFFLE: From Britain to Broadway. An amalgam of American genres like blues, country and bluegrass, skiffle's freshness came as a revelation to the austere Britain of the 1950s. Collected here are 100 remastered examples of this forgotten sub-genre, featuring recordings that loosely fit the definition of early rock 'n roll. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 6640005** BING CROSBY: The Vintage Years. Go back to the beginning with over 100 early Bing recordings. The first two CDs feature performances of Please; With All My Heart; Pale Venetian Moon; On the Sentimental Side and more. Disc Three presents 31 duets with fellow icon Judy Garland, and Disc Four. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6604799** JIM-TEDDY GARLAND: A Broken Hearted Boy. Two CDs offer 91 tracks and 16 collaborations with fellow icon Judy Garland. Sold Out

**CD 6628307** THE GOLDEN VOICE OF DEANNA DURBIN. Collected on 20 tracks is Deanna Durbin's wonderful and enduring voice. Included among the hits are Eagle's Wing; Oh! How I Love Him; Old-Fashioned Love; The Voice; The Love of My Life; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 6623075** NEIL DIAMOND: Three Chord Opera. Columbia. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

**CD 5990858** NEIL SEDAKA: Oh! Carol. Dimagio Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 6765394** PEGGY KING: Make Yourself Comfortable. Jasmine Records. $5.95


**CD 6693121** AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1960 . One Day. Music $7.95

**CD 6672471** CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS ITALIAN FAVOURITES. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6675238** JILL COREY: Love Me to Pieces. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD 5700396** THE BEST MALTSHOP FAVOURITES . Jazz Moods $5.95

**CD 6692834** THE PLATTERS: The Ultimate Collection. Not Now Music $11.95

**CD 670605X** THE DEMARCO SISTERS: It’s Been a Long, Long Time. Jasmine Records. $5.95


**CD 6795315** FRANKIE LAINE: Golden Greats. Goldies. $11.95

**CD 675886X** THE VERY BEST OF BING CROSBY. One Day. Music $7.95

**CD 6604730** DIANNH CARROLL: Easy to Love. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD 660448X** BERRY GORDY: Motor City Roots. Jasmine Records. $5.95


**CD 6781292** THE 4 SEASONS: Sherry & 11 Others. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99 $12.95


**CD 6605141** JAYE P. MORGAN: Up North, Down South. Jasmine Records. $5.95

**CD 6650504** HEY THERE! Here's Fran Warren. Flare Records. $5.95

**CD 6650562** THE ESSENTIAL HARRY BELAFONTE. Sony Legacy. $19.95

**CD 6627862** POISON IVY: Gems from the ATCO Vaults. One Day Music. $11.95


**CD 6729235** RITA COOLIDGE: Beautiful Evening, Live in Japan. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

**CD 5900654** RHONDA FLEMING SINGS JUST FOR YOU. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 593494X** PEGGY LEE: The Wonderful. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

**CD 5900492** JOSEPHINE BAKER: A Centenary Tribute. Sepia. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**CD 5933986** THE BALLADS OF JOHNNY BURNETTE. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99 $15.95

**CD 6722814** CHUBBY CHECKER: It's Pony Time/Let's Twist Again. Real Gone Music. $12.95


**CD 6684273** JIMMY GIFFIN: Summer Holiday. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


**CD 7685085** HIT PARADE 1957. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 6621049** MOONLIGHT PIANO: Atmospheric Moods. Union Square Music. $9.95

**CD 6784288** HIT PARADE 1945. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 7683272** HIT PARADE 1959. Dynamic. $6.95

**CD 7670587** REMINISCING WITH THE GREAT CROONERS, EMI Music. $7.95

**CD 8687235** SENTIMENTAL STRINGS: Romance Is In the Air. Reader’s Digest. $5.95

**CD 78707X** RICKY NELSON: Travelin' Man. HHO. $4.95

**CD 7865996** BOBBY VEE & JOHNNY TILLOTSON: Back to Back. JSP Records. $9.95

**CD 6604951** GROOVING WITH THE GRIM REAPER. Jasmine Records. $7.95


**CD 6739016** CHER: All I Really Want to Do. EMI Music. $4.95

**CD 6606032** THE SUPREMES & THE EVOLUTION OF THE GIRL GROUP SOUND. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD 6767159** THE BEST OF BILLY J. KRAMER. Planet Records. $5.95

**CD 6765157** OGGI GRANT: Mad About the Boy. Flare Records. $5.95

**CD 5950156** LITTLE RICHARD: The King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. Entertainment. $2.95

**CD 670157Z** BUDDY MITCHELL: Look at That Girl. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95

**CD 6692950** ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Greatest Hits. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6602355** THE BEST OF JUDY GARLAND: 20th Century Masters. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6604838** ELA MEE MORSE: The Morse Code. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD 6627928** DUETS: 50 Timeless Duets. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6627994** THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY VEE. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD 6690114** HE'S SO FINE: The Laurie Records Story. One Day Music. $5.95
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD 6791964** HARRY BELAFONTE SINGS CALYPSO, BLUES AND FOLK SONGS. Intense. $24.95

**CD 6690076** GOOD ROCKIN' TONIGHT: The Old Town Records Story. Transcription. $19.95

**CD 6627898** RITCHIE VALENS: La Bamba. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD 6821103** SINATRA/BULE/BENNENT: My Kind of Music. Unison Square Music. $9.95

**CD 6758460** HAPPY DAYS. One Day Music. $11.95

**CD 6602304** THE BEST OF BING CROSBY: 20th Century Masters. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6785033** MISS CONNEE BOSSWELL SINGS THE SONGS OF IRVING BERLIN AND RODGERS & HAM. Flare Records. $5.95

**CD 6693093** WOO-HOO! The Roulette Story. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6602800** SCOTT JOPLIN: King of Ragtime Writers. Schout! Factory. $5.95

**CD 6585051** ROCK 'N' ROLL Jukebox. Somerset. $9.95

**CD 6627617** FRANKIE VALLI & THE FOUR SEASONS: The Anthology. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6693993** FRANK SINATRA: Three Original Hit Albums. Capitol Records. $9.99

**CD 6627730** JUST FOR A DAY: The Apollo Records Story. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 5872650** CHUCK BERRY IN THE 1950S. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 6765068** DAG/BAGGY: Smooth Organ, Groove Organ. Jasmine Records. $5.95

**CD 6876695** MARTHA REEVES & THE ORIGINAL JUNIORS: Back to Back. Javelin. $2.95

**CD 5900662** SINGING THE BLUES WITH CONNEE BOSSWELL. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 6600624** SUNNY GALE: Wheel of Fortune. Jasmine Records. $5.95

**CD 5933099** BRITAIN'S GREATEST HITS 1956. Acrobat. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 662782X** NO STONES UNTURNED. Not Now Music. $7.95


**CD 5982189** CLASSIC HITS FROM THE 50's. Legacy. $13.95

**CD 6602788** LOU ANN BARTON: The Best! Somerset. $5.95


**CD 6758347** EARL KING: Come On. Not Now Music. $3.95

**CD 6627927** THE SONGS OF MANN & WEIL. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 6692990** THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY PRESTON. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD 6642063** 75 MODERN SOUNDS. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 5942993** MITCH MILLER AND HIS ORCHESTRA. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6689795** ACTION: The Apex Records Story. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD 6657629** LEN GOODMAN'S CRONIERS & SOWNERS. Sony Music. $8.99


**CD 6637485** JOHNNY BURNETTE: Dreamin’. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

**CD 6627412** BLOSSOM DEARIE: The Complete Verve Albums. 1957-60. Verve Music Group. $3.95


**CD 6637442** CARL WILSON: Six Days on the Road. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95


**CD 6592044** AN INTRODUCTION TO JOHNNY ADAMS. Fuel. $1.95

**CD 5872723** GENE VINCENT: The Capitol Years. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 5967945** MEL POWELL: Six Classic Albums. Real Gone Music. $5.95

**CD 5968119** THE MAGIC OF JO STAFFORD. EMI Records. $5.95


**CD 5990726** DIANE HILDEBRAND: Early Morning Blues and Greens. Collectors' Choice Music. $1.95

**CD 6606461** CASS DALEY: You Can't Blame a Girl for Tryin’. Jasmine Records. $1.95

**CD 6627996** THE VERY BEST OF BILLY FURY. One Day Music. $3.95

**CD 6605877** SALUTING THE STARS. Jasmine Records. $3.95

**CD 678139X** ROSEMARY CLOONEY: I Feel a Song Coming On. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98

**CD 6632931** PEGGY LEE: Miss Wonderful. Proper Records. $3.95

**CD 6649292** BAR-B-QE SIZZLERS. Big3. $3.95

**CD 6650256** KAREN CHANDLER MEETS EVE YOUNG. Jasmine Records. $1.95


**CD 5933102** BRITAIN'S GREATEST HITS 1959. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95


**CD 5846579** THE WAY IT WAS: Prom Night the Best of the 50's. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99
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CD 5787202 QUIET MONTENTS: Body, Mind, Spirit. Enjoy quiet moments and relax with the gentle sounds of a mountain stream blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, guitar, and panpipes. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $2.95

CD 5787149 CAFE GROOVES: Instrumental Moods. Chill out with your favorite coffee, and this soothing blend of relaxing guitar and groovy jazz rhythms. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $2.95

CD 5998248 REIKI: Music for Quiet Meditation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese spa treatment, these eight soothing melodies will help restore a sense of balance and calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Simple, Timeless Reflection; Mind, Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and Clarity. Lifescapes. $3.95

★ CD 3551679 REST WELL: Music Designed for a Better Sleep. This nighttime soundtrack is designed to help your body and mind relax and rest well. Ten tracks include titles like Nocturnal Retreat; Deep Delta; Absolute Relaxation; Lost in Dreams; Gentle Awakening; and Feeling Restored. Mood Media. $3.95

CD 5707951 SUMMER THUNDERSTORM. The power and grace of music and nature meet in this 30-track set. A wonderful mix of acoustic piano, lush orchestral stymphings, and the comforting sounds of nature, it includes tracks like Summer Thunder; Mystic Storm; Prairie Rumblings; Spring Rain; Clouds and an Allegro. Two CDs. $6.95

CD 597181X PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Spirit. Create your own peaceful retreat as you relax to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $3.95

CD 5787165 DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, strings and guitar. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95

CD 5787173 HEALING WATERS: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95

★ CD 6799299 DEUTER: Bamboo Forest. The Shaukahchi is a Japanese flute that has been used for hundreds of years in Zen as a meditation practice. Collected here is eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Originally released as Flowers of Silence. Tracks include: Hollow Bamboo 1; Hollow Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Stream; Graglie Aire; Kyo Garden; and more. New Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ CD 598923X REIKI: Music for Healing & Relaxation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese spa treatment, these eight soothing melodies will help restore a sense of balance and calm. Tracks include: Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Mind, Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and Clarity. Somerset. $3.95

CD 578722X SOOTHING SPA: Body, Mind, Spirit. Escape to a world of complete relaxation with this soothing harp, piano and guitar melodies blended with the healing sounds of a gentle woodland stream, birds, and rain showers. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $2.95

★ CD 5708936 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute repertoire in a mindful audio masterpiece to heal and restore your mind, body and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5989205 NATURE’S STRESS RELIEF. Wash away the stress of the day and find peace and calm with this collection of quiet melodies and soundscapes composed to by the rejuvenating sounds of Nature Mother. Piano, harp, guitar and soothing atmosphere combine in ten tracks. Lifescapes. $3.95

CD 5998361 WILDFLOWERS. A delightful mix of piano melodies and the natural sounds of a mountain stream and forest make these 14 tracks an ideal addition to your daily recharge. Includes tracks like Nature’s Path; Fragile Beauty; The Speckled Meadow; In Full Bloom and more. Mood Media. $3.95

CD 5917611 RAIN & THUNDER: Lifescapes. Immerse yourself in refreshing rain and thunder sounds, drawn one hundred percent from Mother Nature herself. Nearly an hour of mesmerizing stormy soundscapes. Mood Media. $4.95

CD 5917573 CALMING RAIN: Lifescapes. The day’s stress will wash away and set to a soothing rain shower. Thirteen tracks of relaxation, from Sunshower to Alpine Mist to Diamonds in the Sky. Mood Media. $4.95

★ CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5971071 STEVEN HALPERN: Relax Into Sleep. Steven Halpern presents his award-winning “Brain-Balancing” music, proven to relieve stress and lull you into slumber. His compositions of electric piano, atmospheric keyboards and bamboo flute employ subtle subliminal entrainment technology to improve your mood, deep, restful sleep. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5917638 RELAXING FOREST MUSIC AND NATURE SOUNDS: Lifescapes. Re-create the peacefulness of the forest with eight tracks of soothing electric piano and cello melodies, intermingled with nature’s relaxing sounds. Tracks include Daybreak; The Forgotten Trail; A Walk Through the Woods, Deer in the Distance and more. Somerset. $4.95

★ CD 6753469 SLEEP SOUNDLY, VOL. 2. The dream pillow of sound collection features the soothing sounds of electric piano and atmospheric keyboards. Combining healing music, delta range brainwave entrainment, and subliminal affirmations, you’ll be asleep before the music ends. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6554977 ABSOLUTE RELAXATION. Indulge in absolute relaxation as the tranquil original melodies of Andrew Fitzgerald soothe and refresh. Ten tracks: Tranquil Horizon; the Jasmine Breeze; Soothing Blue; Delicate Reflections; Drifting; Behind Closed Eyes; Mesmerized; Perfectly Still; Waking Dream; and Absolute Relaxation. CD. Two CDs. $3.95

★ CD 5989167 INNER CALM. Let go of your worries and relax into that place of peace and inner calm with this soothing soundtrack of calming atmospheres, strings, piano and guitar. Twelve tranquil tracks. Lifescapes. $3.95

CD 5967937 ELEMENTS: Milano Overtures. Experience Milano, home of La Scala Opera House and the birthplace of many of Italy’s most famous composers, in this CD and DVD set of masterful classical music. Includes an eight-track CD with compositions by Rossini and Verdi, and a seven-chapter DVD set to a soothing rain shower. Thirteen tracks of relaxation, from Sunshower to Alpine Mist to Diamonds in the Sky. Mood Media. $4.95
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**CD 599086** AT THE PUB. Join the fun of a night at the pub with two CDs of joyful vocal and instrumental renditions of traditional Celtic favorites. Thirty tracks include Whiskey 'You're the Devil,' Black Velvet Band, The Juice of the Barley, Drink It Up Man, The Rolling Waves, The Irish Girl, and more. Somerset. **$3.95**

**CD 668234** THE BEST OF HARRY BELAFONTE. Two complete albums by the artist who helped bring about the "Caribbean Craze" - the 11-track Calypso, with timeless classics like Day-O (Banana Boat Song); and 11-track Sings of the Caribbean, with Scratch, Stone Soup, and more. In the Sun; Lead a Merry Life; and more, plus eight bonus tracks. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6649270 PETE SEEGER: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects sixty songs from the American folk-singer-songwriter including This Land Is Your Land; Banks Are Made of Marble; Frankie and Johnny; Time's a Getting; Dixie; and more. Three CDs. Big3. **$9.95**

**CD 6693206 THE BEST OF FOLK, VOL. 2.** Collects 12 tracks from renowned folk artists such as Cat Stevens, the Mamas & the Papa, Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Nick Drake, Shawn Phillip, and more. Thirty tracks. Universal Music. **$19.95**

**CD 6758169 THE BEST OF BRITISH FOLK.** Discover the journey British folk has from the '60s revival through the heyday of the folk clubs to modern renaissance, captured in 40 tracks on two CDs. Includes music from Fairport Convention; Magna Carta, The Albion Band; Amazing Blondel; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6672855 MADE IN FRANCE.** From romantic nation on Earth comes 75 French-language classics by international stars like Brigitte Bardot, Charles Aznavour, Françoise Hardy, Johnny Hallyday, Edith Piaf, Dalida, and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 689321 1958 FOLK.** This collection of 12 tracks recorded on two CDs. Incl. includes Della Reese's rendition of "Baby, Let Me Follow You Down." **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6682553 EDITH PIAF: At the Paris Olympia.** Two CDs collect four legendary concerts, featuring the French vocalist at her best in a historic Parisian venue. Live performances from 1961, 1962, and 1956, and 1958 feature over 50 songs including Les Amants d'un jour, Je Ne Regrette Rien, Ninon, and more. Limited edition; Stock Limited. **$7.95**

**CD 6703852 BOB DYLAN: Finjan Club.** The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6696804 THE ESSENTIAL ERIC ANDERSON.** This two CD set collects 33 songs by this influential folk artist including Everything Ain't Been Said; Dusty Box Car Wall; We Were: Foolish Like the Flowers; The Blues Keep Fallin' Like the Rain; Thirty Days Boot: Choose the Door Lightly With a Smile; and many more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$11.95**

**CD 668234** EDITH PIAF: The Platinum Collection. The tragic star who grew up to become "The Voice of France," Piaf captivates with these 60 classic songs. Three CDs collect Non, je ne regrette rien, Milord, L'accordioniste; Padam; Le Mon Legonnaire; La Vie En Rose and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$11.95**

**CD 6649300 THE ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IRISH 3 CD COLLECTION.** Collects sixty Irish tunes performed by the original artists including Danny Boy by Ruby Murray, The Bantry Girl's Lament by Delia Murphy, In the Month of January by Mrs. Sarah Makem, A Little Bit of Ireland by Jack Daly, A Drink in the Morning by Packie Dolan; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. **$9.95**

**CD 6900271 CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS FOLK SONG FAVORITES ALONG THE OHIO.** Connie Francis starlets applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including *Drink in the Morning* by Packie Dolan; and more. Three CDs. Big3. **$9.95**

**CD 6690054 FLAMENCO TODAY.** Two collections featuring a master of the flamenco guitar. Disc One offers 18 studio recordings, from St. Louis Blues to Soleares. Disc two combines two live concerts of 1961 and 1962, featuring renditions of La Virgen de la Macarena; Andaluca; Jerez; Alcaniz; Cante; Yeyo; Rosal; Huelva; Zambra; and more. Jasmine Records. **$7.95**

**CD 6693288 EDITH PIAF: The Platinum Collection.** The tragic star who grew up to become "The Voice of France," Piaf captivates with these 60 classic songs. Three CDs collect Non, je ne regrette rien, Milord, L'accordioniste; Padam; Le Mon Legonnaire; La Vie En Rose and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$11.95**
**CD 6682359 BOB DYLAN: Mono & Stereo 2 CD Edition.** Venture back to the very beginnings of folk music’s greatest influencer in this rare two-CD set, collecting from the 1960 mono and stereo versions of his historic debut album, plus two bonus tracks. Thirteen songs include Talkin’ New York; House of the Risin’ Sun; Man of Constant Sorrow; and more. M&G Music. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 6749336 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from a Hard Rain.** The classic 1976 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classics: A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Blowin’ in the Wind; Railroad Boy; Deportee; I Pity the Poor Immigrant; Shelter from the Storm; Maggie’s Farm; One Too Many Mornings; Mozambique; and Idiot Wind. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6826655 FLACO JIMENEZ: Fierro Con Bremen.** For everyone who enjoys lively music that blends rock, country, roots and Latin styles, this live show is a must listen. The two CD set collects 21 tracks including Cuando Mires, Mañana; Tiempo de Que Es; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**CD 6649440 WOODY GUTHRIE AND AMERICAN FOLK GIANTS.** Enjoy twenty singles from the American folk-singer-songwriter including Woody Guthrie’s This Land Is Your Land; House of the Rising Sun; and Mule Skinner Blues, and another forty folk-songs performed by the original artists including Goodnight Irene by Pete Seeger; The Big Rock Candy Mountain by Burl Ives; If I Had A Hammer by The Weavers. More. 5 CDs. Big Time. $19.95

**CD 3653652 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62.** The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. This 62-track set includes all of their tracks from their three LPs–with their traditional label. Features O’Donnell Aboo; The Hound and The Hunter; John Henry; and many more. Acstore. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5853398 GLOBAL DRUM PROJECT.** Moving in to October after winning the 1997 Grammy in World Music, the genre’s first true supergroup has reconvened! The Grateful Dead’s Mickey Hart joins Indian tabla legend Zakir Hussain, Nigerian talking drummer Tony Allen, and Puerto Rican conguero Giovanni Hidalgo for eight tracks. Shout Factory. $3.95

**CD 6760058 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1985-1993.** Sixteen tracks bring together audio excerpts from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the ‘80s and ‘90s, featuring classics from Blowin’ in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; Farm Aid, 1985. The 1991 Grammy award winners; two David Van Ronk appearances; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Frutigen, Switzerland, Prine entertains with 17 classics. Spanish Pipedream; Six O’Clock News; Picture Show; Speed of the Sound of Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6694653 BOB DYLAN LIVE; LIFE ONLY: Radio & TV 1961-1965.** This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from his 1961 folk Hootenanny at the Riverside Church in New York, two TV appearances on The Steve Allen Show and more. Among the songs performed are Handsome Molly; Orme Wise; Sally Gal; and many others. Sixteen tracks. Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5853370 DIGA RHYTHM BAND.** The percussion powerhouse from the 1970s take listeners on a rhythmic journey in five hypnotic tracks: Sweet Sixteen; Common Strumming; Hawaiian Fire; Don’t Stop That Train; Rosey & Shouli. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $11.98 $9.25

**CD 6722342 HOME TO IRELAND: The Best of the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem.** Eighteen tracks by these legends of Irish folk. Brennan on the Moan; The Work of the Wagoner; The Wasting Lovers; Paddy’s Boots; The Maid of File E-O; The Bard of Armagh; The Jug of Punch; The Barnards of Delgany; The Castle of Drumore; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6821687 MY HEART BELONGS TO BOB.** This collection features a range of traditional Irish songs by favorite artists features forty tracks of songs, jigs, and reels including Forty Shades of Green by Daniel O’Donnell; City of Chicago by Sean Brady; The Parting Glass The Clancy Brothers & Tommy Makem; The Pub: No Beer by Finbar O’Shay; and more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. $9.95

**CD 593432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End.** Reissues the rarest—and final—studio recordings of these pioneering Canadian folk performers. More Often Than Not; Creators of Rain; Summer Wakes; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has to Say Goodbye; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**CD 6682758 JACQUES BREL: C’est Comme Ca.** Collects three original albums—with bonus tracks—by this French icon of the chanson. Nearly forty songs in all, it comprises the entirety of Jacques Brel’s hits: Chansons; Quand on n’a que l’amour; and Au Printemps, with songs from La Haine to Voicis. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $3.95

**CD 6657247 TRINIDAD LOVES TO PLAY CARNIVAL 1914-1939.** Presents 25 vintage tracks from Trinidad’s rich musical heritage. Performers like Jules Sims, King radio, The Allia, The Lion, Lord Invader and more interpret carnival, calypso and calypso classics like Don’t Bring Me No Beggars; No Need for a Creole; and Carnival; Band: Constantine; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

**CD 6681377 JIMMY ROSELLI: The Best of Neapolitan Songs.** Roselli’s voice was among the greatest of the 20th century, thrilling millions of fans in a career spanning six decades. This two-CD set collects 32 songs from the iconic singer, including Arena E Core; Ave Maria; Passione; Vieni; Magnificat; Lares; Louisa; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.99

**CD 6940897 THE DAVE VAN RONK COLLECTION 1958-62.** Collects selected titles from the album The Orange Blossom Special. Includes many tracks from the albums Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads, Blues, and a Spiritual; Dave Van Ronk Sings; and Dave Van Ronk, Folksinger. Forty-seven tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6749948 BOB DYLAN: The McKenzie Tapes.** Dylan’s rare true recording from 1961 to 1962, featuring instruments, covers, traditional classics, and Dylan’s own compositions. Thirty tracks include Hard Times in New York Town; Wayfarer Stranger; (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle; Fixin’ To Die; A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; and many more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6674089 BOB DYLAN: Woodstock 1994.** Twelve tracks capture one of the most iconic performances from Woodstock’s 1994 revival. Includes renditions of Jokerman; Just Like a Woman; All Along the Watchtower; Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right; God Knows; It’s Alright, Ma (I’m Only Bleeding); You Ain’t Gonna Move Me, Babe; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5577637 CAJUN HOT STUFF, 1928-1940.** Twenty tracks recall a lost long-list of brilliant hot southern style. Includes Ain’t She Sweet; Where Are You At?; by Leo Soileau & Maysee Lafleur, Saute Crapaud; by Columbus Fruge; Hackberry Ramblers by Jolie Blonde; Two-Step by Thibodeaux Boys; Girl; Shooters Hop by Joe Werner & Ramble Ramblers; and many more. Calypso. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

**CD 6758495 JACQUES BREL: 60 Plus Belles Chansons.** The life and work of Brel will forever be celebrated by fans of the chanson. The evidence is presented here in a package that comprises his first six studio albums, released in the 50s and 60s. Includes Quand On N’a Que L’amour; Grand Jacques; Sur La Place; and more. Sixty tracks. M&R Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.99

**CD 6758884 VIVA BRAZIL!** The music of Brazil, like its football, is full of style and exuberance, guaranteed to bring sunshine to the graysiest of days. World Champions? No question! This three CD set collects 75 tracks featuring Sérgio Mendes, João Gilberto, Bola Sete, Jorge Veiga; and many more. Not Now Music. $11.95
CD **5934732** THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern Gospel. Remastered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99  **$21.95**

CD **6604003** THE EASY RIDERS: Folk Songs You’ll Like. Four complete albums by the folk group. The first two, Marianne and Wanderin’, offer up numbers like Champagne Wine and Garden of the Sun. This release, Tony Falcksen joins the group for Rollin’ and Remember the Alamo, featuring songs like Saturday’s Child and Green Light. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. **$7.95**

Grow the Lilacs. Forty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Jazzology. Pub. at $22.99 **$17.95**

CD **6604004** EDMUNDO ROS: Rhythms of the South. Two CDs collect 48 recordings by the peruvian, vocalist, arranger and bandleader who earned a name as the undisputed king of Latin American dance music. Includes I Could Have Danced All Night; Stranger in Paradise; Hernandez’s Hideaway; The Blue Danube; Flower of the Andes; more. Five CDs. Disques Torero. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

CD **6604001** FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Live in Finland 1971. The British folk rock band performs seven classics live onstage. Includes Bridge over the River Ash; The Youngmen’s Grace; Mason’s Apron; Sir Patrick Spens; Maddy Groves; Sir B. McKenzie’s Daughter’s Lament; and Sir William Glover. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 **$11.95**

CD **6604002** GENTLE GIANT: Original Album Series, 1969-73. Five classic albums by this British band includes the 1970 studio work In a Glass House; the 1971 album TheUGOATBO; The 1972 release Free of All; the 1973 effort The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway; and much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

CD **6604003** SANDY BULL: Fantasias for Guitar and Banjo. Bull’s 1963 debut album that weaves together folk, jazz, blues, classical, gospel, and even a bit of electric rock ’n’ roll. Five tracks: includes Blackwood Brothers; Byline: Non Nobis Domine; Litte Maggie; and Gospel Tune. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 **$11.95**

CD **6683403** THE CORRS: Original Album Series, 1994-2003. Five classic albums by this acclaimed Irish folk band, including Forbidden, Not Forbidden; Folk on Broadway; Heavenly; and Home, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **$24.95**

CD **6684508** THE JOHN McCORMACK COLLECTION, 1906-42. Highlights the remarkable career of one of the best loved Irish tenor in a stunning 120-track collection, including his early acoustic recordings into the 1920s, through to his electronic recordings up to the early ’40s. Filled with operatic pieces, Irish classics, wartime favorites, ballads and more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

CD **6655701** PLANXY: One Night in Bremen. Live recording of the Irish Folk band at Uni-Mensa (Bremen University) in Bremen, Germany, 1979. The twelve tracks include The Pursuit of Farmer Michael Hayes; The Bonny Light Horseman; The Rambling Boys of Pleasure; The Good Ship Kanganoo; The Rambling Sulier; Nancy Spain; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

CD **666127X** THE BEST OF JIMMY ROSELLI. A magnificent collection of 12 beautifully sung Italian ballads, including, Mala Femmena; Amena E Core; Guaglione; Scapricciatiello; Vurria; Catena; and much more. One Day Music. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

CD **2666073** JOAN BAEZ: Newport Folk Festival 1968. Presents 16 tracks from Baez’s 1968 Folk Festival performance including; Carry It On; Gentle On My Mind; Man Of The Mountain; Prison Story; The Banks of Ohio; We Want Our Freedom Now; Suzanne; Morning Morning; Swing Low Sweet Chariot; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

CD **6679397** PAUL SIMON: Kodachrome at the Tokyo Dome. Recorded live at Japan’s landmark Dome in 1991, features 14 tracks. Kodachrome; Born at the Right Time; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Bridge over Troubled Water; Proof; Graceland; The Obvious Child; The Teacher; The Four Cortez; The Face; and Silence; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

CD **6681318** DANIEL O’DONNELL: Back Home Again. The country and Irish folk icon performs many of his greatest hits on this two-CD collection. Among the 32 tracks compiled are; "I Just Wanna Dance with You; Never Ending Song of Love. Back Home Again; Memory Number One; The Boys from Killarney; Red Bells Of Me; and many more. Also includes live concert DVD. Deamon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99  **$21.95**

CD **6682926** OMAR PORTUONDO: Buena Vista Legend. Twenty-six tracks and three bonus tracks serve as a partial introduction to Cuban music. Includes digitally remastered cuts of Portuondo’s Magia Negra (That Old Black Magic); Adios; to Havana; Y Alas Caso; plus more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. **$5.95**

CD **6771076** FORGOTTEN BUT NOT FORGOTTEN. When the Nazis took over in 1933, it came with widespread artistic suppression in favor of the regime’s own particular notion of German art and culture. More than 175 recordings in this 10-CD set represent the works of those forbidden musicians, performers, and writers who were prosecuted as a result. Intense. **$30.95**

CD **6664241** CHARLES TRENET: Definitive Collection. Clocking in at over the three hours of great music, these 100 remastered tracks capture the best of a legendary French chanson star. Includes La mer; Boum; Revolte Paris; Coin de rue; Pigeon Vole; Le piano de la plage; Lorelei; E tu ouvert; and much more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

CD **6771041** EDITH PIAF: Birthday Edition. Celebrate an immortal French performer with 15 original albums from between 1946 and 1962, featuring some of her greatest chansons. Includes digital remastering of the entire Encore Paradis series; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Parisiennes, Vol. 1 & 2; Edith Piaf chan te pour Charles. Rhino. Pub. at $29.99 **$15.95**

CD **4598105** SIREN SONGS OF THE SOUTH. Paul Gaugin offers up 11 tracks from the tropical isles, including I Taenn Tariell E (“My Son”); E Nohio Ana Vai (“Tropical Isle”); Kahae (“Return Sweetheart”); Eaau Poco Peke Irapo (“What Was the Matter Last Night?”); E Ruaau Ma (“Old Folk”), and more. Legacy. **$24.95**

CD **5934724** TURKISH TRADITION: Masterpieces of Turkish Musical Culture. Remastered and annotated by Jakub Kruk, this four-CD set brings together historically important tracks of traditional Turkish music. Nearly 100 tracks include contributions by Munir Nureddin Selcuk, Nezvatt Ahmet, Ahmet Sezgin, Sefa Calgar, and many other turkish musicians. Five CDs. One Day Music. **$15.95**

CD **5943124** SLOVENIA, USA: Slovenian Music Made in America. This 3-CD set celebrates the Slovenian immigrant culture, showcasing and remastering an assortment of traditional Slovenian music as recorded and performed on American soil. Includes full sets by the Hoyer Trio, Anton Schueler, and Mary Udovich & Josephine Lausche. Fifty-nine tracks on 3 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

CD **5996932** BOB DYLAN’S GREENWICH VILLAGE: Sounds from the Green. Fifty tracks from 1961. Fifty tracks celebrate and embody Greenwich Village’s most important year—one that would shape the future of folk and rock for generations to come. Includes both Pete Seeger and Bob Dylan’s seminal covers, plus more. Three CDs. Chromie Dreams. **$14.95**

CD **5931353** JIMMY ROSELLI: Mala Femmena. Collect 12 beautiful Italian songs from the legendary singer, including Mala Femmena; This Heart of Mine; All the Time in the World; Get the Blues When It Rains; If Love Is Good to Me; and many more. Two CDs. Intense. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
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- **CD 686130X** THE CARTER FAMILY: Roots of Country. "The Carter family without doubt, are the most influential figures in American roots music. This collection of 25 tracks illustrates how their timeless music continues to resound. Songs include Wildwood Flower, Worried Man Blues; The Wabash Cannonball; and many more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 5943159** UKRAINIAN & LEMKO STRING BANDS IN AMERICA. Ukrainian music was able to flourish in immigrant America, giving it a unique identity and role in western culture. Collected and remastered here are nearly 100 vintage tracks recorded on American soil, capturing the Ukrainian musical tradition. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95**

- **CD 6887507** INSPIRED BY CANADA/NOTRE PAYS/AMI CHER ENSEMBLE. This sixteen track collection pays tribute to Canada through song. Tracks include The World is Waiting for the Sunrise; Hatbox; Le Vieux Piano; A Case of You; I Can't Remember; Red River Valley; Chants du Quebec; Maple Leaf Rag; and more. Marquis. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

- **CD 6683199** CAFÉ AF RICA: 40 Original African Favourites. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6765025** CLIVE HARVEY: Flamenco Guitar Music. Jasmine Records. $5.95

- **CD 6765300** A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN. Flare Records. $5.95

- **CD 6642289** THE VERY BEST OF DALIDA. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6642918** WOODY GUTHRIE: Troubadour. Not Now Music. $11.95

- **CD 6627331** AFTERNOON IN PARIS. Two DVDs. Silverwolf. Pub. at $19.95

- **CD 6672749** CABARET NIGHTS IN PARIS. Not Now Music. $11.95

- **CD 6693210** CAFÉ DE FRANCE: 75 Chansons Originales. One Day Music. $11.95

- **CD 6693626** JESSE WINCHESTER: Seems Like Only Yesterday. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98

- **CD 6721817** JACKIE DESHANNON: All the Love–The Lost Atlantic Recordings. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 **$12.95**


- **CD 6744771** BURL IVES: Blue Tail Fly. Dynamic. $5.95

- **CD 6765090** THE CHANGING TIMES OF THE FOLK SCENE. Jasmine Records. $7.95

- **CD 6677169** WOODY GUTHRIE: A Picture from Life’s Other Side, Jailin. Not Now Music. $4.95

- **CD 5787238** SPIRIT OF THE ANDES: World Rhythms. NorthQuest. $4.95

- **CD 5963033** TRADITIONAL IRISH BALLADS. T.Q. $3.95

- **CD 665049X** THE ESSENTIAL BYRDS. Sonny Music. $13.95

- **CD 6770924** BERT KAEMPFERT: 10 Original Albums & Bonus Tracks. Intense. SOLD OUT

- **CD 6662988** TITO PUENTE: The King of Latin Music. Not Now Music. $5.95

- **CD 6682387** THE BOSSA NOVA VIBE OF JOAQUIL GILBER TO: Not Now Music. $5.95

- **CD 5995299** SPANISH ESCAPE: Lifescapes. $3.95

- **CD 6642217** BING! BANG! BONG! The Italian Girls Sing Pop. Not Now Music. $7.95


- **CD 6693253** DAWN OF THE BRITISH BEAT BOOM. One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6692285** SERGE GAINSBOURG: Le Bon Vivant. Not Now Music. $5.95

- **CD 6682669** GEORGES BRASSENS: Bonhomme. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6682887** SERGE GAINSBOURG: Avec Amour. Not Now Music. $9.95

- **CD 6821023** PEREZ PRADO IN JAPAN/TWIST GOES LATIN. Sony Music. Pub. at $17.99 **$11.95**

- **CD 6745857** NATAHA MARSH: Amour. EMI Records. $3.95

- **CD 6717726** BILLY OCEAN: The Collection. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.93 **$11.95**

- **CD 6605886** SACHA DISTEL: From Sacha with Love. Jasmine Records. $1.95


- **CD 5933145** MELANIE HARROLD AKA JOANNA CARLIN: The Complete 70s Albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 **$8.95**

- **CD 5872756** JOAO GILBERTO: The Roots of Bossa Nova. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**


- **CD 6638627** PÖRGGY & BESS: Rendered by Daniel Kobialka. LIsaSom Enterprises. Pub. at $12.99 **$4.95**

- **CD 6604439** ANDRE POPP: Delirium in Hi-Fi. Jasmine Records. $11.95


- **CD 6640338** SEASIDE SPECIAL: Kiss Me Quick. Delta Leisure Group. $4.95

- **CD 6673715** TOM ALEXANDER: Even More Bits and Pieces. Parlophone Entertainment. $3.95

- **CD 6640273** OOH-OHH MATRONI! Delta Leisure Group. $3.95

- **CD 6941346** LEGENDS OF FOLK. TIME LIFE. SOLD OUT

- **CD 5989310** SPRINGTIME IN PARIS. Mood Media. $3.95

- **CD 6604633** THE CARTER FAMILY: Carter Family Favorites. Jasmine Records. $3.95

- **CD 6693326** ESSENTIAL BRITISH FOLK. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6584993** AFTERNOON IN PARIS. Mood Media. $5.95

- **CD 585300** MOICCY HARP–PLANT DRUM: Supralingua. Shout! Factory. $4.95

- **CD 6605672** RAVI SHANKAR: Genius of a Generation. Jasmine Records. $7.95

- **CD 6693091** WOODY GUTHRIE VS RAMBLIN’ JACK: The Singer and the Song. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6799507** DANCETIME WITH CUGAT AND MORE! Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 **$9.95**


- **CD 6842640** PETE SEEGER: American Folk Anthology. Not Now Music. $11.95

- **CD 6640600** BORROWED BY BOB DYLAN: Inspirations. Delta Leisure Group. $3.95

- **CD 5796490** CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS MODERN ITALIAN HITS. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 **$9.95**

- **CD 5878993** PETE SEEGER: Which Side Are You On? Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 **$9.95**

- **CD 6627722** JULIETTE GRECO: Bohemian in Paris. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 5989302** SPIRIT FLUTES. Somerset. $4.95

- **CD 6749445** DICKSON HALL: Outlaws of the Old West. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.98 **$5.95**


- **CD 6771092** GILBERT BECAUD: Milestones of a Legend. Intense. SOLD OUT

- **CD 6636241** BOOGALOO: The Very Best of Joe Cuba Sextet. Atom Music. $9.95

- **CD 5796474** BESAME! Toni Arden in Latin America. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 **$4.95**
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**DISCOGRAPHY**

**CD 759903X THE KINGSTON TRIO STORY:** Wherever We May Go. Celebrates the group's musical hits and sheds light on their fascinating and largely unknown 50-year history through rare performance footage and revealing interviews with band members and friends. Performances include: Tom Dooley, Oh Cindy, Thrice the Joyful Coachman, El Matador, M.T.A., Scotch and Soda, and more. **$11.95**

**DVD 593363X PETE SEEGER LIVE IN AUSTRALIA 1963:** Folk Icons. Acorn Media. **$17.95**

**DVD 5823676 THE DUBLINERS: On the Road—Live in Dublin:** Wild screen, Eagles Rock. **$13.95**

**CD 657601X NATALIE MACMASTER: Live in Cape Breton:** Full of soul-wrenching fiddles, **$2.95**

**DVD 266397X BOB DYLAN AND THE BAND: Down in the Flood:** Sexy Intellectual. **$14.95**

**DVD 5862272 RICKY MARTIN EUROPA:** Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 6896197 COUNTRY USA:** On the Road Again. A wonderful two CD collection of country favorites from some of the biggest names in the business. Songs include: On the Road Again by Willie Nelson, The Frightin’ Side of Me by Merle Haggard, Don’t Take Your Guns to Town by Waylon Jennings, Take Me Some Country Roads by John Denver, Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash, The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; and many more. Two CDs. Sony Music. **$4.95**

**CD 694129X HANK WILLIAMS: I Saw the Light.** This collectors edition features three CDs with 54 tracks of unreleased recordings from Williams’ radio days along with a 40 minute DVD of the untold stories of these recordings. Tracks include: I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry, Send Me the Pillow (That You Dream On); My Lonesome Smoke; and more. **$4.95**

**CD 6896200 COUNTRY USA:** Sixteen Tons. A collection of 30 classic country songs from some of the genre’s biggest artists. Songs include Tennessee River by Alabama, Highwayman by Waylon Jennings; Take Me Some Country Roads by John Denver; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; and many more. Two CDs. Sony Music. **$4.95**

**CD 6896340 KINGS OF COUNTRY: This two CD set collects hits from an assortment of country music icons, including Johnny Cash, George Jones, Jim Reeves, Conway Twitty, Elvis Presley, Hank Snow, Charley Pride, Willie Nelson, Jennings, Glen Campbell, Porter Wagoner, and many more. Thirty tracks. **$6.95**

**CD 6896219 COUNTRY USA:** I’ve Been Everywhere. Collects 30 tracks from some of the biggest stars in country music, including Rhinestone Cowboy by Glen Campbell, Down Home by Alabama; Georgia on My Mind by Ray Henson; Orange Blossom Special by Johnny Cash; El Paso by Marty Robbins, White Line Fever by Merle Haggard; and many more. Two CDs. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**CD 6896294 HANK WILLIAMS: The Unreleased Recordings.** Unheard since 1951, these recordings reveal the heart and soul of the king of country music. Among the 16 tracks collected here are: Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; On Top of Old Smoky; Hey, Good Lookin’, When the Saints Go Marchin’ In, Dust in the Rain; Downtown, the Bible and Me; So Lonesome I Could Cry, Move It Over, and many more. **$11.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 6901700 HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Mother’s Best Collection…Plus!** Hank Williams prerecorded poetry videos for Mother’s Best Flour. All the surviving shows are together on these CDs. 142 performances including Cold, Cold Heart, I Can’t Help It (If I Still In Love with You); I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry, Move It Over and many more. 15 CDs. Plus a 41 minute DVD. **$27.95**

**CD 6784763 BOB WILLS: San Antonio Rose.** One of the pioneers of western swing music, Bob Wills joins his Texas Playboys in 29 tracks of new recordings. New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; Hang Your Head in Shame; Keeper of My Heart; Sugar Moon; You’re from Texas; Roly Poly; Thorn in My Heart; and more. **$9.95**

**CD 6875654 HANK WILLIAMS: It Keeps Right on A-Hurtin’.** Twenty-nine hits and favorites from this hit-maker of country and pop, including Poetry in Motion; If It Keeps Right on A-Hurtin’, Why Do I Love You So; Two of My Pillow; Without You; If I Lonesome I Could Cry, Lonely Street; Send Me the Pillow You Dream On; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$5.95**

**CD 687503E MERLE HAGGARD: Branded Man.** A man whose name is synonymous with country music, Haggard delivers 13 tracks. The title track is followed by Right on Movin’ On; Faded Love; The Frightin’ Side of Me; You Blue Yodel; Corinna Corinna; Hobo Bill; King Me Back Home; Silver Wings; The Kingston Trio; and many more. **$5.95**

**CD 6785643 WHITMAN SINGS ANNIE LAURIE & ANYTIME.** Two complete albums represent a period of transition for the country singer, revealing a different side of his music that many of his fans remain unfamiliar with. Open your mind for 24 tracks, including Sweeter Than The Flowers; Straight from Heaven, Send me the Pillow (That You Dream On); and more. Jasmine Records. **$14.95**

**CD 6883192 THE BEST OF BLUEGRASS.** Collects 12 tracks from some of the pioneers of bluegrass along with some country artists with bluegrass roots, including Ricky Skaggs, The Del McCoury Band; and the Blue Grass Boys, the Stanley Brothers, Lester Flatt & Earl Scruggs, Jimmy Martin, and the Stonemans. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 6865804 FARON YOUNG: Alone with You.** Fifteen-classics by one of the original outlaw country artists, including Hello Walls; Fall in the Morning; Heartache for Keepsake; Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Face to the Wall; Unmitigated Gail; Goin’ Steady; Some of Those Memories; Three Days; Good Lovin’; When I’m Gone; and more. Acme. **$4.95**

**CD 6691688 THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS: Too Much Honky Tonkin’.** 1979-1982. Twenty-three unforgettable offerings from these pioneers of country-rock. The title track joins She Belongs to Everyone but Me. Mr. ‘S the Friend of a Friend. If Something Should Come Between Us, Closer to You; Somewhere Tonight; Baby How’d We Ever Get This Way; Midnight Magic Woman; and more. Country Stars. **$5.95**

**CD 6691463 CHET ATKINS: Mister Chicken.** A collection of 30 classic country classics by a master of the instrument: Main Street Breakdown; Boogie Man Boogie; Hello Ma Baby; Memphis Blues; Alice Blue Gown; Alabama Jubilee; Honeydooke Rose; Have You Ever Been Lonely; Old Man River; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY CD 6692052 ROGER MILLER: King of the Road.** Greatest hits come together with lesser-known fan-favorites in 22 tracks. From the Road; When Two Worlds Collide; Kansas City Star; Husbands and Wives; Walkin’ in the Sunshine; You Can’t Rollover Skate in a Buffalo Herd; Me and Bobby McGee; Burning Bridges; My Evasive Dreams and more. **$7.95**

**CD 6758274 COUNTRY’S GREATEST HITS.** Collects 50 Country Classics on two CDs, the Line by Johnnie Cash; Mack the Knife by Slim Whitman Sings Annie Laurie & Anytime; Me and Bobby McGee; Hello Ma Baby; Memphis Blues; Alice Blue Gown; Alabama Jubilee; Honeydooke Rose; Have You Ever Been Lonely; Old Man River; and more. IMC Music Ltd. **$5.95**

**CD 6758761 PATSY CLINE: After Many a Cold, Cold Night.** A collection of 22 songs of this country music legend. From the Road; When Two Worlds Collide; Kansas City Star; Husbands and Wives; Walkin’ in the Sunshine; You Can’t Rollover Skate in a Buffalo Herd; Me and Bobby McGee; Burning Bridges; My Evasive Dreams and more. **$4.95**

**CD 6820670 MARLY GRASS.** Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instruamental bluegrass covers, including Three Little Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skanking; I Shot the Sheriff; Get up, Stand Up; Redemption Song; Live up Yourself; and more. Synergy. **$3.95**
Rainbow at Midnight; Seaman’s Blues; Mansion on the Hill; Lost on the River; most influential figures. The hit title track joins Johnny Cash; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

Believe; Whose Shoulder Will You Cry On; One By One; Lonely Side including Tonk Angels.

Head; Don’t Stop; When the Sun Goes Down; Albatross; Landslide; Station Back Again; World Turning; Rhiannon; Say You Love Me; Crystal; Over My treatment in this collection of instrumental bluegrass covers: CD by Red Foley; and more. Dynamic.

From the Texas Troubadour comes 25 songs, kicking off with ERNEST TUBB: Walking the Floor over You–The Hits, 25 classic recordings by the original artists. Inclu des hits like FortyNothing Else Matters. Includes ten songs from the 1957 Country Hit Parade, topped the chart for a record-breaking 11 weeks! Enjoy this along with 49 other tracks on this CD, including Secret Lovers; Annie Laurie; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; I’ll Take You Home Again, Kathleen; and many more. Not Now Music.

Still on My Mind; and while I’m at it, Devil Woman; Ruby Ann; Robbin’ of Darkness; and more. SPV.

Kenny Rogers: Greatest Hits & Love Songs. These are the songs that made Kenny fall in love with Kenny’s country sound. Disc One offers 18 of his best-loved hits, like Me and Bobby McGee and Ruby, Don’t Take Your Love to Town. Disc Two presents his take on 18 classic songs of romance. Through the Years; Unchained Melody; The Wind Beneath Your Wings; Me and Bobby McGhee. Not Now Music.

Freddy Fender for 13 live tracks. Includes hits like Tin Mule; Jim’s Dandy; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal. Shares the stage with Johnny Rodriguez, Bobby Bare, Gene Watson, the Bellamy Brothers, and many others. Fourmatt.

The Everly Brothers; and more. Dynamic.

The Story of My Life with 25 of the cherished hits released in 1957. Immerses yourself in country’s youth with this all-star collection, bringing together the original artists! See the best that 1948 had to offer with country hits like Anytime by Eddy Arnold, Blues in My Heart by Red Foley, Rock and Rye by Tex Ritter, Blue Shadows on the Trail by Roy Rogers, and more. Dynamic.

With; Right or Wrong; Cotton Eyed Joe; Honeysuckle Rose; Linda Lou; and more. HHO.

Every Artiste–Limited Edition. From the stage of Johnny Rodriguez, Bobby Bare, Gene Watson, the Bellamy Brothers, and Freddy Fender for 13 live tracks. Includes renditions of Hobo Heaven; How Could I Love You, So You Called Me shell; No; Whiskey; and other songs. Fourmatt.

Your Love Flow, Whisky River, and more. HHO.
CD 686926X HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 2. Collects 12 hits by the country music legend from a 1952 live performance. Songs performed are "Jambalaya; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; I Saw the Light; I'm a Long Gone Daddy; Hey, Good Lookin;" and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

CD 6865745 RED RIVER DAVE MCCNERTY: There's a Blue Sky Way Out Yonder. Singer, yodeller, guitarist, songwriter and balladeer, McNerity showcases his many skills with 29 vintage recordings. The tile track joins Cool Water; Columbia Joe; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; over Laredo; If Prayers Will Bring You Back; San Antonio Rose; and more. Jasmine Records. $5.95

CD 6784836 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1953. Rediscover the country classics of your youth with this nostalgic collection. All of 1953's biggest country stars are highlighted in 25 original recordings. "Goin' Steady" by Faron Young; Mexican Joe by Jim Reeves; Your Cheatin' Heart by Hank Williams; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6788618 BUCK OWENS: From the Streets of Bakersfield. This Bakersfield, California native offers 12 tracks for country fans everywhere. After the Dance; Blue Love; Down the Corner of Love; Leavin' Dirty Tracks; Twenty-Four in Love; I Don't Know Why; That Ain't Right Woman; and more. Fourmatt. $4.95

CD 6896227 COUNTRY'S GOT HEART. Collects 18 country hits from some of your favorite artists, including Ray_Price; Sam_Levin; Red_Foley; Dean_Martin; and more. SONY BMG. $4.95

CD 6784860 COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1956. Twenty-five tracks take a big bite out of a year in country music, presenting hit recordings by the original artists including Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; Just One More Time; I Told You So; I Got a New Heartbreak by Ray Price; Sweet Dreams by Faron Young; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6808807 WHISPERIN' WILLIE: Nashville's Finest Performances. Nineteen tracks take a big bite out of a year in country music, presenting hit recordings by the original artists including Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; Just One More Time; I Told You So; I Got a New Heartbreak by Ray Price; Sweet Dreams by Faron Young; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 6889278 HANK WILLIAMS: The Hits...Like Never Before. Collects 15 songs from the country music icon, including Cold, Cold Heart; Move It on Over; Wedding Bells; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Hey, Good Lookin; Lovesick Blues; I Saw the Light; and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

CD 687888X HANK WILLIAMS: Hey Good Lookin. Twenty-eight of the tracks that made Hank Williams one of the most recognizable names in the history of country music are highlighted. Songs include Dear John; Just to Be Near You; Men with Broken Hearts; Howlin' at the Moon; Ramblin' Man; Lonesome Whistle; Crazy Heart; and more. HHO. $4.95

CD 6886550 CHARLIE RICH: The Silver Fox. Twelve country tracks, including hits like Big Man; Big Boss Man; Midnight Blues; I Take My Livin' from a Man; and more. Other tracks include CC Rider; Let's Take It Nice and Easy; Who Will the Next Fool Be; Stay; and more. Fourmatt. $4.95

CD 6754758 EARL THOMAS CONLEY: On a Blue Moon. From a renowned country star comes over 30 singles, released between 1981 and 1992. Two CD's collect Tell Me Why (You Love Me baby); After the Love Slips Away; Heavenly Bodies; Your Loving Is What I Love Best; Lovin' Ain't Easy; On a Blue Moon; Close One; What I'd Say; Shadow of a Doubt; and more. SPV. $11.95

CD 6649181 KITTY WELLS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Treat yourself to songs from this country icon: great including It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels; You're Not Easy to Forget; One by One (with Red Foley); I Can't Stop Loving You; Mansion of Happiness; and more. 3 CDs, Big. $9.95

CD 6688273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK 'N ROLL ERA. The forefathers of song parody, country music jesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-one tracks include parodies like Hound Dawg (multiple takes); Two Cow Moos; Shoes; Middle-Aged Teenager; At the Flop; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub at $25.99 $18.95

CD 6648991 CONWAY TWITTY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Enjoy sixty hits from country-pop's smooth troubadour including It's Only Make Believe; Born to Sing the Blues; Double Talk Baby; Judge of Hearts; Tell Me One More Time; Just Trouble; Trouble in Mind; Platinum High School; Long Black Train; and more. SPV. $18.95

CD 6799473 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Oh Rae; Honky Tonk; Cosmic Cowboy; The Battle of New Orleans; My Walkin' Shoes; Flinthill Special; and more. All Access. Pub at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6693075 WILLIE NELSON: Crazy. Fifty legendary tracks from the great American icon are digitally remastered on two CDs, including 20 tracks like On the Road Again; Red Head Blues; December Day; She's Not for You; Blame It on the Timers; I'll Stay Around; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6899536 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Oh Rae; Honky Tonk; Cosmic Cowboy; The Battle of New Orleans; My Walkin' Shoes; Flinthill Special; and more. All Access. Pub at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6880878 GLEN CAMPBELL: Love & Live. Enjoying over fifty years as a successful solo performer, Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music at this time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Without You; What a Wonderful World; Rhinestone Cowboy; Galveston; Wichita Lineman; Born to Sing the Blues; Double Talk Baby; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6786855 GEORGE JONES: The Best Of. Ten great tracks of classic country guitar. White Lightning; Tender Years; Love Bug; Things Have Gone to Pieces; Walk Through the World with Me; The Less I Know Is A Good Thing; Time to Declare a Lifetime of Regret; Get a Little Lovin' Come In; and The Selfishness in Man. HHO. $4.95

CD 6757493 KTS OSLIN: Love In My Town/My Roots Are Showing. Two complete original albums by the '90s female country star including 20 tracks like Come Next Monday; Oo-Wee; Mama Was A Dancer; Cornell Crawford; Two Hearts; Sand Mountain Blues; Ear Time; My Baby Came Back; Pathway of Treadrops; Down in the Valley; and more. SPV. $14.95

CD 6795870 LEFTY FRIZZELL: The Singles Collectio 1950-62. Fifty-five tracks highlight a honky-tonk stalwart, featuring all 18 of his U.S. chart entries over some 12 years. Includes hits like Love You a Thousand Ways; If You've Got the Money, I've Got the Time; I Want To Be There with You Always; and Always Lat (Maybe I'm a Kissin'). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99 $12.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. Sixty-one tracks by the Ambassadors of Country, many of the A and B sides taken from James’s singles released on Capitol, NRC, RCA, and Dot labels during the first decade of his career, including country chart hits like Young Love, That’s Me Without You; For Rent; You’re the Reason I’m in Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

5963842 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1957. These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared on Billboard’s Country & Western charts for the year, including notable numbers from stars like Eddy Arnold, Webb Pierce, Ray Price, Kitty Wells, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, the Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis, Gary Roberts, Jimmie Rodgers and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Price’s remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; City Lights; The Same Old Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

5975242 THE BEST OF THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME TWO: Wildflower Wood. Twenty-four tracks bring the Carters’ best-known works together with performances that, while possibly less known, are among the group’s finest. Includes Wildflower Wood; John Hardy Was a Desperate Little Man; Little Darling Pal of Mine; Will You Miss Me When I’m Gone; Wabash Cannonball; and many more. Country Stars.

5975331 JIM REEVES: Greatest Hits & Favorites. Great country lives again with 60 CDs packed with 60 Jim Reeves gems. Relive all your favorites: Four Walls; He’ll Have to Go; Adios Amigo; Billy Bayou; Mexican Joe; Welcome to My World; My Navy; Queen of the Desert; I’ll Take You Home; I’m a Rock Hound; Kathleen; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

5691455 CHET ATKINS: I’ve Been Workin’ Every Grain. Second in a series of CD collections brings together every A and B side he ever recorded. From the early ’50s. The title song joins Guitar Blues (Pickin’ the Blues); Canned Heat; Standing Room Only; The Nashville Jump; I’m on the Road Again; True Love; Sweet Bessie Blues; I’ll Be Your Woman; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

565201X GLEN CAMPBELL: Ballads and Bluegrass. Two CDs filled with 32 timeless Campbell recordings: Lonesome Jailhouse Blues; Turn Around, Look at Me; Down in Old Stage Valley; Nothin’ Better Than a Pretty Woman; The Miracle of Love; Long Black Lonesome; Weary Lonesome Blues; No Vacancy; Truck Drivin’ Man; Long Black Limousine; and more. Not Now Music.


5662714 CHET ATKINS & JUNE CARTER: Country Lovers. Celebrate one of the greatest male/female duos in all of country music, featuring over 60 tracks of duets, many of them performed live. Seventy-five tracks in all, with hits like I’ll Be Your Angel, Behind Closed Doors; that charted and dated that also earned widespread acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

587173 KINKY FRIEDMAN: They Ain’t Making Jews Like Jesus Anymore. His Jewish country star has no equal, and his inimitable blend of humor and musicality marks this CD as one of his finest. Includes Bring Me an Omelet; Back Home An’ Cried; I’ll Walk Alone and more. Real Gone Music.

5890802 JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Macy’s, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; Four Walls; Hello There and more. Mexican Joe’s a like a Welcome Mat. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

5907138 THE SANDRAS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-67. The Sandras were one of the most successful female duos of the time. This three-CD collection includes 90 songs, including hits like Jingle Jangle Jig/Star Dancer; You’re the Love; The Love of My Life; and much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

5951255 THE IRVING BERLIN FAMILY. From the early ’40s to the mid-sixties, the Berlin family lived and breathed song. This three-CD collection offers up over 70 songs, including classics like Sentimental Journey; New York, New York; A Man and a Woman; Don’t Blow That Horn; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

5873421 DUKE ELLINGTON: Music Is My Mistress. A first-rate collection of Duke’s best and most swinging sides from the Great American Disc Jockey’s incredible career. This two-CD collection offers up over 50 tracks, including hits like Mood Indigo; Don’t Do It; Take the A Train; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

5797388 JIM REEVES: The Greatest Hits. This double-CD collection features every hit Reeves ever recorded, spanning his A and B sides from the late ’40s to the mid-’60s. Reeves, who was the biggest star of the time, was at the peak of his powers when these tracks were recorded. Each CD contains over 50 tracks, including hits like Folsom Prison Blues; Hondo; I Walk the Line; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; and many more. My Generation Music.
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 6744761 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950.** Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits featured on the Billboard Country Top 15 during that year. Rare country gems from all corners of the genre, recorded by influential greats like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Jimmie Rodgers, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**$17.95**

**CD 5795753 BLAKE SHELTON’S BARN & GRILL.** Eleven tracks by the country star: Some Beach; Nobody But Me; Good Old Boy; Bald Old Boyfriend; Love Gals in the Way; Goodbye Time; Cotton Pickin’ Time; What’s on My Mind; When Somebody Knows You That Well; Weepin’ Willow; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

**$9.95**

**CD 6711715 FERLIN HUSKEY: The Singles Collection 1951-62.** The prolific country hit-maker of the ‘50s and ‘60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Son Shippard). Gone, Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 6789679 LEE GREENWOOD & TANYA TUCKER: Back to Back—The Best of Country.** Lee and Tanya perform live in concert for this 16-track assortment. The first ten songs go to Greenwood, featuring numbers like Country in Town and Train Rocks the Rails. Tanya’s five-song performance of their 2007 tour. Join Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard, and Ray Price for live renditions of 13 tracks, including Miles and Miles of Texas; Silver Wings; Okie from Muskogee; On the Road Again; and more. Love, No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.95

**$9.95**

**CD 6656079 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire.** The younger of the Carter Sisters, Anita goes solo for 25 classic country tracks, recorded between 1962 and 1964: (Love’s) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No, My Old Love Letter; and more. Love, No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.95

**$9.95**

**CD 6675921 GID TANNER AND THE SKILLETT LICKERS.** Featuring Riley Puckett, Clayton McMichen, Lowe Stokes and others, here are 100 vintage tracks by “Old Timey’s Fishing.” This collection brings together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen: My Rifle, My Pony and Me; more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.95

**$13.95**

**CD 6728103 Amazing Rhythm Aces: Stacked Deck/Too Shuffled to Jump, Vol. 1.** This 25-track collection features a bonus song by this soulful country group. Includes Third Rate Romance; Life’s Railway to Heaven; Hit the Nail on the Head; Who Will the Next Fool Be; King of theCowboys; Typical American Boy; Same Ole’ Me; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.95

**$13.95**

**CD 5934869 Jimmie Rodgers: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some sixty years’ worth of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 mastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.95

**$17.95**

**CD 6673856 Johnny Cash: The Broadcast Archive.** A selection of classic broadcast recordings featuring the Man in Black. Or one offers The 1972 Amsterdam Broadcast Recording, and Disc Two presents The 1976 West Virginia Broadcast Recording, with over 40 originals and covers like A Boy Named Sue; Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; and Ring of Fire. Also included is a bonus CD with an audio biography of the legendary Broadcaster. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 3553574 Carl Smith: The Complete US Hits, 1951-1952.** This 50-track set comprises all the entries in the U.S. country and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through to 1952. Includes To Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 6558613 Conway Twitty: Complete Original #1 Hits of the ’60s & ’70s.** Collects 29 great tracks laid down by the one and only Conway Twitty, including It’s Only Make Believe; I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know; Hello Darlin’; After the Fire Is Gone; I Can’t Stop Loving You; You’ve Never Been This Far Before; I See the Want to in Your Eyes; and The Games Daddles Play. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

**$14.95**

**CD 5934869 Jimmie Rodgers: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some sixty years’ worth of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 mastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.95

**$17.95**

**CD 6673856 Johnny Cash: The Broadcast Archive.** A selection of classic broadcast recordings featuring the Man in Black. Or one offers The 1972 Amsterdam Broadcast Recording, and Disc Two presents The 1976 West Virginia Broadcast Recording, with over 40 originals and covers like A Boy Named Sue; Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; and Ring of Fire. Also included is a bonus CD with an audio biography of the legendary Broadcaster. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 3553574 Carl Smith: The Complete US Hits, 1951-1952.** This 50-track set comprises all the entries in the U.S. country and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through to 1952. Includes To Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 5934869 Jimmie Rodgers: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some sixty years’ worth of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 mastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.95

**$17.95**

**CD 6558613 Conway Twitty: Complete Original #1 Hits of the ’60s & ’70s.** Collects 29 great tracks laid down by the one and only Conway Twitty, including It’s Only Make Believe; I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know; Hello Darlin’; After the Fire Is Gone; I Can’t Stop Loving You; You’ve Never Been This Far Before; I See the Want to in Your Eyes; and The Games Daddles Play. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

**$14.95**

**CD 3553574 Carl Smith: The Complete US Hits, 1951-1952.** This 50-track set comprises all the entries in the U.S. country and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through to 1952. Includes To Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 6673856 Johnny Cash: The Broadcast Archive.** A selection of classic broadcast recordings featuring the Man in Black. Or one offers The 1972 Amsterdam Broadcast Recording, and Disc Two presents The 1976 West Virginia Broadcast Recording, with over 40 originals and covers like A Boy Named Sue; Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; and Ring of Fire. Also included is a bonus CD with an audio biography of the legendary Broadcaster. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 5934869 Jimmie Rodgers: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some sixty years’ worth of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 mastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.95

**$17.95**

**CD 6558613 Conway Twitty: Complete Original #1 Hits of the ’60s & ’70s.** Collects 29 great tracks laid down by the one and only Conway Twitty, including It’s Only Make Believe; I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know; Hello Darlin’; After the Fire Is Gone; I Can’t Stop Loving You; You’ve Never Been This Far Before; I See the Want to in Your Eyes; and The Games Daddles Play. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

**$14.95**
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 6640656 HANK SNOW: Tales of the Yukon.** Eight ballads from the Canadian country star. The Face on the Barroom Floor; The Snowdrifts of Don McGee; The Emptation of Sam McGee; The Spell of the Yukon; The Ballad of Blashphemous Bill; The Ballad of One-Eyed Mike; The Ballad of Hard Luck Henry; and My Friends: Helen of Troy and Milton. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 6996766 DEBBY BOONE: Midstream/Debby Boone.** This CD includes two acclaimed albums from the country star, collecting 23 tracks in total. Songs include: God Knows; California; When You're Loved; Girl Don't Come; My Heart Has a Mind of its Own; Breakin' in a Brand New Broken Heart; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $17.95

**CD 5942975 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS 1950-1958.** Four CDs collect notable Monroe recordings from the 1950s, when the bluegrass icon stood in defiance of the rise of rock ‘n’ roll. One of his most explosive records, Mountaintop, rocks the rhythmically. With the rest, from Blue Grass Ramble to No One But My Darlin’, stay true to Monroe’s roots. Nearly 100 tracks in all. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 68615X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941.** Experience the latest years of the first family of American music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six hours of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Valley; Nobody’s Somebody; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5942942 LEFTY FRIZZELL – COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959.** Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long; I’ll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Lefty Frizzell. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $28.99

**CD 6993105 75 ORIGINAL COUNTRY LOVE SONGS.** These country anthems will send your heart soaring! Three CDs collect classic songs like A Little Bit Tarry by Burl Ives; Starway of Love by Marty Robbins; It’s Sure Gone by Don Gibson; I Don’t Care by Johnny Cash, and more by Glen Campbell, Buck Owens, Faron Young and others. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 675483X RAZZY BAILEY: I Keep Coming Back.** Nineteen RCA hits from 1968-1974 brought to you by an under-appreciated purveyor of soulful country. Includes What Time Do You Have to Be Back in Heaven; If Love Had a Face; I Can’t Get Enough of You; Loving Up a Storm; I Keep Kicking Myself; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $9.99

**CD 6771440 THE STARS OF COUNTRY MUSIC: 15 Original Albums.** Return to a beloved country era with ten original albums by giants of the genre. This set includes every track of Mister Guitar by Chet Atkins; The New Sound by Les Paul; Just Keep A-Movin’ by Hank Snow; Sings the Songs That Made Him Famous by the Chieftains; Gentleman Jim by Johnny Bristol; The Four Horsemen; the Barfield, McClendon Brothers, Pine Ridge Boys, Del McCoury Band, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6604749 DICK THOMAS: Country, Ragtime, Rockin’ Hillbilly & Cowboy Music.** Nearly 60 tracks pay tribute to one of the unsung great voices of classic country music. This singing cowboy gives us Sioux City Sue; Forgetful; Rosalinda; Weary Nights and Broken Dreams; Don’t Keep It A Secret; Raindrops; and many more. Two CDs. JSP Records. $9.95

**CD 6827030 THE DELMORE BROTHERS: Classic Cuts 1933-41.** Native Alabamians, the Delmore Brothers were among the second generation of country artists whose influence pervades the music’s pioneers. Includes Over the Hill; The Dying Cowboy; Lead Me; I Need Prayers of Those I Love; The Ballad of Smokey Mountain Guitar. Eighty-seven tracks of classic country. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6896758 DEBBY BOONE: Love Has No Reason Savin’ It Up.** This CD collects 25 country songs from the acclaimed artist. This set includes Are You on the Road to Lovin’ Me Again; Free to be Lonely Again; Take It Like a Woman; Everybody’s Somebody’s Fool; See You in September; It’ll Be Him; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 6862709 JOHNNY CASH: Storyteller.** The Man in Black features in three hit albums, plus bonus tracks. Includes the 12-track With His Hot and Blue Guitar, The Songs That Made Him Famous; and The Fabulous Johnny Cash, packed with standards like Cry! Cry! Cry!; I Heard That Lonesome Whistle; I Walk the Line; and more. Not Now Music. $9.95

**CD 6993504 JOHNNY CASH: Greatest Hits.** Get a well-rounded snapshot of The Man in Black’s incomparable career. This set includes a second CD of concert recordings, and a third CD of bonus tracks (some by June Carter). Forty-four recordings in all, including classics like Folsom Prison Blues (live version of the ring like Fire of Hell). $9.95

**CD 6675905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6558771 THE AMES BROTHERS SING: The Best in Country/Words & Music.** Two complete Ames Brothers collections on one disc! Enjoy 26 classics, from On Top of Old Smoky and I Love You Tender to You’ve Got The Money and I’ve Been Working on the Railroad. Also includes the bonus tracks Rag Mop; Sentimental Journey; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $25.99 $21.95

**CD 6675891 BEN COLDER & OTHERS: Classic Field Recordings.** An expanded landmark country album, spanning a lost Era. Rediscover a time when that distinctive country sound was just coming into its own with 100 landmark recording sessions. Fully remastered are multiple tracks by Johnnie Barfield, McDonald, and others. Contains the original artist versions, followed by Colder’s satirical reinterpretation. Rex Allen’s Don’t Go Near the Indians becomes Colder’s Don’t Go Near the Eskimos; Johnny Preston’s Running Bear becomes Running Bear; Johnny Cash’s Folsom Prison Blues becomes Folsom Prison Blues #1½; and more. Bear Family Records, Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

**CD 6558890 DON GIBSON: The Complete Recordings 1952-1962.** Compiles singles and eight complete albums—the perfect introduction to his career. Four CDs. Includes every track of Mister Guitar by Chet Atkins; The New Sound by Les Paul; The Songs That Made Him Famous by the Chieftains; Gentleman Jim by Johnny Bristol; The Four Horsemen; the Barfield, McClendon Brothers, Pine Ridge Boys, Del McCoury Band, and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6786936 JIM REEVES: Gentleman Jim.** A crossover singer-songwriter who delivered hits in both country and popular music. Reeves is celebrated with a 15-track collection. Includes Johnny Cash’s Folsom Prison Blues, His Hot and Blue Guitar, The Songs That Made Him Famous; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6898847 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: When I Sing for Him.** This two CD set contains 22 songs from the legendary country band, including The Baptism of Jesse Taylor; You Happened to Me; Lord I’ve Been Ready for Years; No Earthly Good; Why Me; The Same Old Fashioned Way; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95
Country & Western - Bluegrass

★ CD 6749518 JIMMIE LOGSDON: I Got a Rocket in My Pocket. Twenty-nine of Logsdon’s hillbilly treasures on one CD. The title track joins You’re Jooking at Me As Long As We’re Together; The Death of Hank Williams; Hank Williams Sings the Blues No More; One Way Ticket to Nowhere; Where the Old Red Seamless Union Lies. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.98. P. 5943183

★ CD 5943183 WIZARDS OF COUNTRY GUITAR: Selected Sides 1935-1955. Four CDs highlight the most influential guitarists in the development of the classic country sound, remastering 100 tracks by greats like Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys, Lefty Perkins, Jimmy Bryant, Billy Briggs, and Speedy West. Tracks include The Sheik of Araby; Eyes of Texas; Hi Flyer Stomp; Cracker Jack and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. P. 6686177

★ CD 6686177 BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS, Vol. 1, 1935-1940. One hundred vintage tracks from the “King of Western Swing”, making up the first volume of his complete published sides. Wills performs such classics as Oasis Stomp; Can’t Give You Anything but Love; Sonnet at Midnight; Oh Lady Be Good; Carolina in the Morning; The Convict and the Rose; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. P. 5934301

★ RILEY PUCKETT: Selected Sides. One hundred tracks from a country music pioneer, featuring appearances by The Skillet Lickers and Gold Tapps. Four CDs highlight Puckett’s imprint on the genre, including numbers like Paddy Won’t You Drink Some Other; Don’t Let Your Deal Go Down; Frankie and Johnny; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95. P. 6878261

★ THE ROE FAMILY SINGERS: Songs of the Mountains, Songs of the Plains. The Roe Family Singers mix original mountain songs and contemporary takes on old-time, traditional, and gospel tunes into one rolling and rollicking flow of fresh, yet familiar American music. Songs include Pretty Fair Maid in the Garden; O Young Lovers; Ida Red; Dixie Darling; and more. Fifteen tracks. Planet Country Records. Pub. at $13.95. P. 5934840

★ J.W. MAINER: Classic Sides 1937-1941. Compiled and annotated by Pat Harrison, this four-CD set remasters 100 tracks from one of the most influential figures in Appalachian music. Includes fiddle and banjo treasures from Mainer’s many groups and collaborations, including J.E. Mainer’s Mountaineers, Wade Mainer & His Little Smilin’ Rangers, The Happy-Go-Lucky Boys, Morris Brothers and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. P. 6878261

★ CD 6878261 THE ROE FAMILY SINGERS: Songs of the Mountains, Songs of the Plains. The Roe Family Singers mix original mountain songs and contemporary takes on old-time, traditional, and gospel tunes into one rolling and rollicking flow of fresh, yet familiar American music. Songs include Pretty Fair Maid in the Garden; O Young Lovers; Ida Red; Dixie Darling; and more. Fifteen tracks. Planet Country Records. Pub. at $13.95. P. 5934840

★ GENE AUTRY: Early Sides. Discover the early years of Hollywood’s favorite Singing Cowboy with 100 vintage tracks drawn from his early country music career. Four CDs include My Oklahoma Home; I’ll Be Thinking of You Gal; That’s Why I Left the Mountains; In the Moonlight Lullaby; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95. P. 5942748

★ WILF CARTER: Selected Sides 1933-1941. Also known as Montana Slim, Carter comes yodeling back to life with over 100 classic recordings, remastered for a new audience. Explore the roots of Canada’s first country star with Roolin’ Toolin’ Cowboy; Yodeling Hillbilly; The Hindenburg Disaster; Moonlight Lullaby; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95. P. 5942748

★ BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: CD Box Set. Thirty-six tracks take listeners on an odyssey of classic country by one of its defining trios. Includes hits like The Three Bells; Heaven Fell Last Night; Margo (The Ninth of May); The Old Lamplighter; Looking Back to See; and Scarlet Ribbons. Includes a bonus TT-by-bay discography. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. P. 5917395

★ JOHNNY CASH: Essential Original Albums. Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was a Song; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Hymns from the Heart; Songs of Our Soil, and Hymns by Johnny Cash. Filled with such timeless numbers as Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Autumn Record; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; Goodnight Lonesome; I Could Cry; Mr. Lonesome; Lead Me Gently Home; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99. P. 6700802

★ JOHNNY CASH: Essential Original Albums. Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was a Song; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Hymns from the Heart; Songs of Our Soil, and Hymns by Johnny Cash. Filled with such timeless numbers as Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Autumn Record; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; Goodnight Lonesome; I Could Cry; Mr. Lonesome; Lead Me Gently Home; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99. P. 6700802

★ WEBB PIERCE: The Complete 4-Star & Pacemaker Recordings. One of the most popular honky tonk vocalists of the 1950s, Webb Pierce boasted more number one hits in that decade than Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, and Lefty Frizzell. Collected here are the early, pre-fame recordings, preserved in their undubbed format for the first time. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. P. 5680836

★ CD 5680836 WEBB PIERCE: The Complete 4-Star & Pacemaker Recordings. One of the most popular honky tonk vocalists of the 1950s, Webb Pierce boasted more number one hits in that decade than Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, and Lefty Frizzell. Collected here are the early, pre-fame recordings, preserved in their undubbed format for the first time. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. P. 5680836

★ CD 6696812 JIMMY WEBB: Angel Heart. Collects 16 songs from the country artist, including Angel Heart; God’s Gift; One of the Few; Dripproof; High Rent Ghetto; Work for a Dollar; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. P. 6713030

★ CD 6713030 EDDY ARNOLD: Complete Original #1 Hits. All 28 number-one songs that Eddy Arnold scored on the country charts are presented here in their original hit format: What Is Love Without You; It’s a Sin, Anytime; Bouquet of Roses; Heart Full of Love (for a Handful of Kisses); Kentucky Waltz; Easy on the Eyes and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98. P. 6794402

★ CD 6794402 CARL & PEARL BUTLER: Crying My Heart Out over You. The honky-tonk duo deliver 12 tracks, including Carl’s biggest “comeback” record: Don’t Let Me Cross Over; as well as CRYIN’ My Heart Out Over You; Pals Like Me; Garden of Shame; Dog Eat Dog; if Barrdops Were Pennies; Holding on with Records. Pub. at $24.99. P. 5943175

★ CD 5943175 WIZARD OF COUNTRY GUITAR: Selected Sides 1937-1941. Also known as Montana Slim, Carter comes yodeling back to life with over 100 classic recordings, remastered for a new audience. Explore the roots of Canada’s first country star with Roolin’ Toolin’ Cowboy; Yodeling Hillbilly; The Hindenburg Disaster; Moonlight Lullaby; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95. P. 6681688

★ THE CARTER FAMILY: The Acme Sessions 1952/56. From A.P., Sara, Janette and Joe comes their 58 historic “comeback” recordings, including expertly remastered cuts of Ray and Junior Puckett’s imprint on the genre, featuring appearances by The Skillet Lickers and Gold Tapps. Bright Side Somewhere; Longing for Home; Railroading on the Great Divide; Live on Down the Line; Wildwood Flower; Keep on the Sunny Side; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99. P. 5942780

★ CD 5942780 CHARLIE POOLE WITH THE NORTH CAROLINA RAMBLERS AND THE HIGHLANDERS. Explore the library of the music that inspired the founding fathers of country and bluegrass with this remastered 96-track collection. Featuring Posey Rorer, Roy Harvey; Bob Hoke, Lonnie Austin and more, plus vintage recordings from The Girl I Left in Sunny Tennessee That I Love; The Only Girl I Ever Loved; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. P. 6676057

★ CD 6676057 BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Recordings from 1946 and 1947 represent Bob Wills’ lost transcriptions for Tiffany Music. This set of rare performances includes putting Another Chair at the Table; I Can’t Begin to Tell You; Yellow Rose of Texas; Travelin’ Blues; Goodnight Little Sweetheart; Love Letters in the Sand; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $34.98. P. 62695
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**CD 6648510 BOOGIE WOOGIE: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** A collection of sixty jazz hits by the original artists, including Drink My Blues by Meade Lux Lewis; No Special Rider Blues by Little Brother Montgomery; Vine Street Boogie by Jay McShann; Beulah's Boogie by Lionel Hampton; and more. 3 CDs. Hamp and Getz. $9.95

**CD 6648572 RAMSEY LEWS: Black Eye Peas.** Ramsey Lewis has garnered the affections of jazz audiences along with pop and soul fans. This two CD set contains 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including My Funny Valentine; Dee's New Blues; Black Eye Peas; Here 'Tis; The Ripper; Little Liza Jane; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6928299 THE BEST OF CAB CALLOWAY.** Here are scat-filled classics from the Hi-De-Ho man whose loose-limbed leadership of one of America's best big bands led to a long-time residency at the legendary Cotton Club. Among the twenty tracks: Swing, Swing, Swing; Reetm Era Man; Beale Street Mama; Minnie the Moocher; and (Happy) Happy The Jumpin' Jive, Hallmark. Six discs. $4.95

**CD 6693433 THE CENTERPIECE: Sound of Parisian Street Jazz.** Evoking a specific time, place, and culture, these 40 tracks bring an authentic French jazz style to your home. Includes songs from the most recognizable names in the sub-genre, including Django Reinhardt, Stephane Grappelli, Jo Privat, Henri Crolla, Gus Viseur, and others. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6683126 THE VERY BEST OF LOUIS PRIMA.** Collects 50 original recordings by this legend of jazz trumpet. Featuring appearances by Keely Smith and Sam Butera, they include such standards as "When You're in Love With a Beautiful Blue Eyes," "Just One of Those Things," "April in Paris," and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6675239 TOMMY DORSEY: Saturday Afternoon at the Meadowbrook 1940.** Featuring appearances by Frank Sinatra, Bunny Berigan, Buddy Rich, Jo Stafford and the Pied Pipers—plus trombone solos from Dorsey himself—their album includes "Caravan," "You Go to My Head,"" "You're Nobody till Somebody Loves You," and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6698705 THE D JANGO REINHARDT COLLECTION 1935-46.** Volume 2. A two CD set containing 40 tracks from the jazz legend, including "Swingin' the Blues," "Confessin','" "Dinah." I've Found a New Baby," "Daphne;" Somebody Loves Me; and many more. Acrobat. CDP at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6684888 J.J. JOHNSON: The Columbia Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Compiles the entirety of Johnson's work as a bandleader for the Columbia label—eight albums by a true pioneer of the trombone. J.J for Jazz; First Place; Blue Trombone; Dial J.J. 5; J.J. in Person; Really Live!; Trombone and Voices; and on 4 CDs. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6692412 FLETCHER HENDERSON: Wrappin' It Up!** A collection of 20 tracks from jazz band great Fletcher Henderson. Includes Henderson Stomp; Swingin' Blues; Swamp Blues; Off To Buffalo; My Gal Sal; Yeah Man; King Porter Stomp; Hocus Pocus; Limehouse Blues; Shanghai Shuffle; Big John's Special; plus many more. $3.95

**CD 6610195 J.J. INC.: HAVIN' A BLAST WITH THE FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO.** Nearly 40 tracks represent two complete albums, Dixieland Favorites and Around the World, plus excerpts from another two. Goes to Sea and Dish and Dish to Paylife by this unique Dixieland jazz group composed of former Walt Disney animators. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD 6694203 LES PAIL: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects sixty hits from this jazz-country-blues guitarist including Just One More Chance; Moccin' Bird Hill in the Good Old Summertime; Meet Mister Callaghan; Song of the Iceman; Top of the World; Rumors Are Flying; On the Sunny Side of the Street; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 5807274X HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part Three 1965-1969.** This-herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute legend at his best: Flautista; The Common Ground; The Family of Flute; Fire, Ice; Vibes and Percussion in the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6870133 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963.** Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz's most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums: Hamp and Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants '58; Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore!; and Getz/Gilberto. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $12.95

**CD 6675158 THE SECOND ESQUIRE JAZZ CONCERT PLUS LOUIS ARMSTRONG & THE ALL STARS.** Featuring Leon Prima with Freddy Fender, Mary Osborne, Louis Armstrong, the Jazz Foundation Six, The Benny Goodman Quintet; Mildred Bailey; Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; Billie Holiday and many other legends, here are 13 live tracks from the 1945 concert. Also includes eight recordings from the NBM broadcast concert of Louis Armstrong & The All Stars. Two CDs. Flyright Records. $5.95

**CD 688764X THAD JONES: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-1959.** Brings together the entirety of Thad Jones's early catalog as band leader, and collects nine original albums with over five hours of music. Songs include "Illusive; April in Paris; Jumpin' for Jane; Blue Jelly;" and more. Forty-five tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6889691 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Collaborations, 1952-72.** Over 62 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums to feature the great jazz musician's work. Songs include "Like Someone in Love; Gate City Blues; I'm a Fool to Want You; The Golden Tent;" and more. Twenty-five of his 48 tracks include "Tasty Pudding;" "Flippy, Willie the Walker;" "For Adults Only;" "Dr. Jackie;" "Bitty Ditty;" "Minor March;" "Changes;" "Love for Sale;" and many more. Thirteen tracks are from his famous album, "Come up for Air," and more. Four CDs. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6649092 GLENN MILLER: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty numbers from the swing trombonist, arranger, composer and bandleader including King Porter Stomp; Brown Jug; In the Mood; Tuxedo Junction; Bugle Call Rag; You Stepped Out of a Dream; A String of Pearls; American Patrol; and more. Three CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 665793X GIL EVANS: The Classic Albums Collection, 1956-1969.** Includes every album of his "solo" output during the '50s and '60s, demonstrating his talents as a musician, arranger, and composer. Includes the entirety of Gil Evans' "New Bottle Old Wine; Great Standard Jazz;" and "Of the Cool; Into the Hot;" and many more. Indiscretion and These Are Times; The Best of Miles Davis & Gil Evans Volumes 1 & 2. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part Two 1959-1962.** Add eight very, essence to your collection with this celebration of Ahmad Jamal at his very best. Great. Brings together Jamal at the Penthouse; Happy Moons; At the Pershing Vol. 2; Listen to Ahmad Jamal Quintet; Alhambra; Standard Eyes; All of You; and, At the Blackhawk. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightened. CDP at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 6638546 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection.** Among the most influential albeit underrated guitarists of the 20th century, Grant Green’s majestic sound permeates these four jam-packed CDs. Includes the complete contents of eight albums: Grant’s First Stand; Green Street; The Latin Underground; Be Bop; The Man Who Plays the Trumpet; In a Blue; and Idle Moments. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 5908663 CHET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957.** A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Baker boasted a string of classic jazz albums. Collected here are eight he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label. Over five hours of music, it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; Jazz at Ann Arbor; Chet Baker Sings and Plays; The Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet & Baker; Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet. Russ Freeman/Chet Baker. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6605206 JOHN COLTRANE: Countdown.** The Complete Coltrane albums recorded between 1957 and 1959, collected onto two CDs. Twenty-four tracks in all, it includes the entirety of Blue Train; Giant Steps; Soul Trane; and Coltrane Jazz, with notable numbers like Locomotion; Countin’; I Want to Tell You; So What. Enlightenment. Sonny, Jasmine Records. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 6710294 CHET BAKER & THE RIVERSIDE RECORDS SESSIONS 1958-1960.** Brings together eight complete, original albums, encompassing the entirety of Baker’s output for the Riverside label. Side Meets Chet; Chet Baker Sings; Hello Young Man; Chet Baker in New York; The Magic Notes; Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lester and Lennie; Baker in Milan; and Chet Baker with Fifty Italian Strings. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6803146 CLINTON PHENER & HIS RED HOT LOUISIANA BAND: Zydeco Blowout.** Thirteen tracks of that distinctive Zydeco sound: You Got Me Where You Want Me; Calidonia; Chu Chu Boogie; That’s My Line; Jole Blon; Kansas City; Let the Good Times Roll; I Don’t Know Lafayette; I Hear You; Knockerin’; There’s Something Wrong; I’m Coming Home; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 6700829 JUNIOR MANECE: The Complete Albums Collection 1959-1962.** Clocking in over five hours of great music, this collection includes eight complete remastered albums by one of the preeminent jazz pianists of his era: Junior; The Swing Piano of Junior Mance; The Chicago Cookers; Junior Mance Trio. At the Village Vanguard; Big Chief; The Soul of Hollywood; Junior’s Blues; and Happy Time. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 6670296 ARTHUR SHAW: The Definitive Collection.** Three CDs bring together 79 of Shaw’s best recordings, digitally remastered for superior quality. Includes S Wonderful; Broken-Hearted Melody; Misty; Ain’t Misbehavin’; They All Laughed; Nice Work If You Can Get It; Mr. Wonderful; Tenderly; You’ve Changed; Perfidia; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 6858788 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Classic Albums Collection 1957-1962.** Best known for her 1955 classic Cry Me a River, the sultry-voiced Julie London never quite reached the level of popularity she deserved. Her track joins 51 more on this 1950s and 60s sides, offering an ideal introduction to this distinctive and sophisticated jazz/pop talent. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6831789 NAT ADDERLEY: The Classic Albums Collection 1955-1959.** Few albums continue to bring together the best of Vaughan’s career, including the range of this saxophone great with No Remorse; albums by one of the preeminent jazz pianists of his era: Junior; The Swing Piano of Junior Mance; The Chicago Cookers; Junior Mance Trio. At the Village Vanguard; Big Chief; The Soul of Hollywood; Junior’s Blues; and Happy Time. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6675220 THEY ALSO SANG WITH TOMMY DORSEY, VOLUME II.** An array of hit performers sing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the ’30s, ’40s, and ’50s. Collaborators like Connie Haines, the Heart of the Swinging Big Band; Laverne. They also perform that’s for Me; I Should Care; Ol’ Man River; The Whistler’s Song; and more. Flyright Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6794306 ELLA FITZGERALD: The Platinum Collection.** Sixty tracks from a performer who changed music forever. Across these four CDs Ella delivers classics like It’s Only a Paper Moon; Manhattan; A-Tisket, A-Tasket; High the Moon; Cheek to Cheek (with Louis Armstrong); Too Dam Hot; Cry Me a River; What Kind of Fool Am I; Wonderful; Blue Skies; and more. Flyright Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6674909 BENNY GOODMAN 1945-1946: Magic Carpet Selections.** Goodman was one of many artists to bring his talent to Magic Carpet, a war-time radio program conceived by the Armed Forces Radio Service. Presented here are 21 of his greatest contributions, including Don’t Be That Way; Seven Came Eleven; Wish I Could Tell You; and more. Flyright Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5880882 JOHN LEWIS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1962.** Among the most compelling performers of the jazz/classical crossover genre, the great pianist’s complete output during the period, including eight complete albums: Grand Encounters; Afternoon in Paris; The John Lewis Piano; European Women; Improvised Meditations and Excursions; The Golden Striker; The Wonderful World of Jazz; and European Encounter. Enlightenment, Pacific Jazz. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6638589 THE JULIE LONDON COLLECTION, 1955-62.** Best known for her 1955 classic Cry Me a River, the sultry-voiced Julie London never quite reached the level of popularity she deserved. Her track joins 51 more on this 1950s and 60s sides, offering an ideal introduction to this distinctive and sophisticated jazz/pop talent. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6662869 ARTIE SHAW: The Complete Rhythm Sessions 1937-1938, Volume II.** Shaw plays with John Best, Tom DiCarlo, Harry Rodgers, Les Burness and many others in two 1937-1938, Volume II. Sessions at New York City’s RCA Studios. Forty tracks include Whispers in the Dark; Till the Clock Strikes Three; It’s the Natural Thing to Do; The Loveliness of You; and more. Two CDs. Flyright Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5927385 ORNETTE COLEMAN: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1962.** Compiles all eight albums released by this innovative saxophonist over four years, from his stunning debut to his final album with the Ornette Coleman Quartet. Over five hours of music are remastered to the highest standard possible in Something Else!!. Tomorrow is The Question!. This Is Our Music; Free Jazz: A Collective Improvisation; The Shape of Jazz to Come; The man of the Century; Ornette on Tenor. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6861466 VIC DAMONE: Feelings.** Starting in 1947, Vic Damone has brought some of the best in traditional pop and big band music. This CD brings you 10 songs by the great singer: Feelings; Lazy Afternoon; It; People; Softly, Windmills of Your Mind; Ghost Riders in the Sky; Top of the World; Paradise; and Over the Rainbow. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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**CD 6675190 THE TERRITORY BANDS 1935-1937**. Twenty-four tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often neglected by history. Featuring Nels Leslie, Bobby Gordon, Blanche Calloway, the Original Yellow Jackets and more, performing tracks like "Loveless Love," "I Gotta Swing," "Blue Drap": It's Our Business; and "Lazy Rhythm." Flyright Records. $9.95

**CD 6928277 CALIFORNIA BOPPERS**. Gathers two dozen tracks from the likes of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra; the Dizzy Gillespie Jazzmen; Maryland, McGhee, the Benny Carter Orchestra, the Jimmy Mundy Orchestra; Dodo Marmauros; and Wardell Gray. ABM. $9.95

**CD 6755011 MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool.** A seminal album in its time, the 12-track album joins David, Lez Lee Konitz, Gerry Mulligan, John Lewis and Gil Evans, among others. Here the LP is complemented with two sessions from the same period, also pairing Davis and Konitz. Twenty tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records. $9.95


**CD 6675263 THE WOODY HERMAN ORCHESTRA: Scene & Herd & Business;** and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6655887 GENE AMMONS: The Prestige Collection 1960-1962.** Among the founding fathers of Chicago's tenor sax sound, Gene Ammons is celebrated in this four-CD set, offering comprehensive coverage of the star's development. Twenty tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records. $9.95

**CD 6675034 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 2.** One of the greatest of all bandleaders shows us how he became a legend with 13 tracks representing two complete shows (1938 and 1939) at Paradise Cabaret & Restaurant in New York City. Includes takes on "This Can't Be Love;" "King Porter Stomp;" "My Reverie;" "Blue Skies;" and more. Flyright Records. $9.95

**CD 667514X SARAH VAUGHAN WITH WOODY HERMAN: 1963 Live Guard Sessions.** The theme of this notable jazz collaboration, complete with introductions and radio advertisements. Tracks include "Midnight Sun;" "Muskrat Ramble;" "Don't Get Around Much Anymore;" "Woodchopper's Ball;" "Four Brothers;" "I Can't Get Started;" "Three Coins On A Table;" and more. Flyright Records. $9.95

**CD 6642438 THE JAZZ CRUSADERS**. Three complete albums from the early career of this tightly-knit jazz quartet: "Freedom Sound; Lookin' Ahead;" and "At the Lighthouse." Twenty-one tracks in all, including "The Geek;" "Punky Funk;" "Big Monk of Funk;" "Blues for Ramona;" "Weather Beat;" and more. Flyright Records. $9.95


**CD 3553701 THE RAY CONNIFF COLLECTION 1938-62.** A veritable reconnaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, bandleader, conductor, and arranger is featured in an incredible 113 tracks, comprising the first-quarter-century of Conniff's storied career from his recording debut in 1938 through to the early 60's. On four CDs you'll find his collaborations with Frankie Laine, Johnny Mathis, Rosemary Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**CD 6627951 THREE SIDES OF HENRY MANCINI.** See all of Mancini's styles in this themed collection. Disc one shows his Lighter Side, with Moon River Chaa Chaa and Breakfast at Tiffany's. Disc two shows his Jazzy Side, with Castle Rock and Sing, Sing, Sing. Disc three shines a light on his Darker Side, with the Touch of Evil theme and New Blood. Fifty-four tracks on 3 CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6941109 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Early Years 1944-48.** Sarah Vaughan was one of the illustrious vocalists who spanned the genres of jazz and pop and made sophisticated pop during the post war era. Included in this 49 track collection are Don't Blame Me with Billy Eckstine; Lover Man with Dizzy Gieseppe; and September Song with The Teddy Wilson Sextet; and more. 2 CDs. Ace. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6649319 ACKER BILK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects sixty songs of the British jazz clarinetist and bandleader including Stranger on the Shore; All the Girls Go Crazy; East Coast Trot; In a Persian Market; My Heart Belongs to Daddy; Take My Lips (Meravigliose Labbra); Greensleeves; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 6803237 JIMMY DORSEY: Giants of the Big Band Era.** A legend of swing and jazz lives again with 12 vintage recordings: I Got Rhythm; "Three Little Words"; "On Harvest Moor;" Imagination; Stepping Out with a Memory Tonight; Carolina in the Morning; Nearness of You; Moonlight on the River; Someday Sweetheart; Fools Rush In; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6674998 ROB CROSBY: Camel Caravan.** Featuring appearances by Fred Astaire, the song "Just One of Those Things" was written especially for Fred, who performed it with the Bob Crosby Botet at the Capitol Theater. This set presents 30 performances by the Bob Crosby Botet from April 6 and November 28, this 19-track set features Crosby's vocals on I've Got My Eyes on You; I'll Never Be the Same; Tuxedo Junction; Sweet Georgia Brown; Summertime; and more. Features appearances by Billy Eckstine; Gene Krupa; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6674933 COUNT BASIE AT BIRDLAND: Summer 1952.** One of jazz's best bandleaders is featured in 17 tracks extracted from the 1952 NBC broadcasts. Count Basie and His Orchestra performing with sophisticated pop during the post war era. Included in this 49 track collection are Don't Blame Me with Billy Eckstine; Lover Man with Dizzy Gieseppe; and September Song with The Teddy Wilson Sextet; and more. 2 CDs. Acetone. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6872863 TELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Collection 1947-56.** Pioneering tenor saxophonist and accomplished composer, Monk was one of the most influential musicians in jazz history. This set is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of that vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6675212 THEY ALSO SANG WITH TOMMY DORSEY.** A wide array of hit performers sing for Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the '30s, '40s, and '50s. Collaborators like Jack Leonard, Anita Boyer, the Clark Sisters, Lucy Ann Polk and others interpret Go No More; Time; Blue Rain; Am I Prowed, My Love; Moon Love; and more. Crackerjack Records. $9.95

**CD 6675042 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 3.** The Glenn Miller Orchestra perform live at Paradise Restaurant & Cabaret in four half-hour broadcasts from June 1938, each presented in their entirety. Forty-one tracks include "Daddy; Take My Lips (Meravigliose Labbra);" Wake Up My Heart; On the Alamo; Honeysuckle Rose; and more. Contains some multiples. Two CDs. Flyright Records. $9.95

**CD 5880920 PAUL CHAMBERS: The Complete Albums Collection 1958-1960.** Explore four prolific years in the career of one of the world’s greatest jazz upright bassists. Here are eight of his essential albums: Jazzmets Detroit; Chambers’ Music; Whims of Chamber; Paul Chambers Quintet; Bass on Board; On We Three; Go; and Bassman. Nearly 30 tracks on 10 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6755046 TELONIOUS MONK TRIO.** Thelonious Monk’s first album in a trio format, recorded over three sessions in 1952-54, the 10-track LP also features such luminaries as Percy Heath, Max Roach, and Art Blakey. Here it is presented with an additional 11 tracks, drawn from Monk’s Blue Note sessions. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records. $4.95
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CD 5854156 LITTLE RICHARD: Good Golly! The logoloud sound of this top entertainer comes to your collection with ten authentic hits, Tutti Frutti, Long Tall Sally, Slip in and Slide in (Peepin' and Hidein'); Rip It Up; Ready Teddy; Good Golly Miss Molly; Jenny Jenny; Lucille; Keep A Knockin'; The Girl Can't Help It. Specialty Records. $4.95.

CD 6674515 COOTIE BASS AT SOUL SANDBOARD #45/DOWNBEAT DJ PROGRAM 1943. Nineteen tracks represent a pair of classic broadcasts by Cootie and His Orchestra. Performing at the Southland Theatre Restaurant and on the Armed Forces Radio Service show Downbeat, they offer gems like Ebony Rhapsody; Darn that Dream; I Got Rhythm; One O'Clock Jump; Boogie Woogie; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95.

CD 6675018 GLENN MILLER: How Sweet You Are. Glenn Miller and the Army Air Force Band perform 18 classics in two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943. Includes renditions of Tuxedo Junction; Star Dust; I Sustain the Winds; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Forces lancers and fanfare. ¥5.95.

CD 6758878 THE VERY BEST OF KENNY BALL. This compilation of 40 tracks is a fascinating opportunity to hear the best of the traditional jazz that so captivated UK teenagers in those years before Bebopmania. Includes Michael in Moscow; Sunday in the Park; Night Court; Magic; I Got Mine; The Green Leaves of Summer; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95.

CD 5863192 WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recordings, 1960-62. Collects the complete track listings for eight albums by the influential jazz guitarist: West Coast Blues; Montkong; Groove Yard; Tanglewood; The Montgomery Brothers in Canada; So Much Guitar; and Selby Trio. Complete with an introduction and a medley, Flute Fraternity; Flute Flight; and Shivering Sheetaline. £14.95.

CD 1835588 BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962. This massive collation of rare and previously unheard material includes all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Diggs Bill Evans; The Ivory Hunters; and T.J. Johnson in Jazz. Explorations at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debbie; Undercurrent Moon Beams; Interplay; Empathy; and How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. £14.95.

CD 6807704 AL JOLSON: Sonny Boy. At the peak of his career, he was known as ‘The World’s Greatest Entertainer. Hear here are 12 tracks of some of the best known songs sung by Jolson including Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; I Only Have Eyes for You; My Mammy; and We’re Gonna Have a Paradise, MVD Audio Pub. at $9.95.

CD 6675115 LIVE AT THE BLUE NOTE, CHICAGO, MARCH 1953. The Jackson-Harris Herd and the Dave Brubeck Quartet (featuring Paul Desmond) take the stage in a 1953 performance, offering 17 broadcast recordings like Tutti Frutti; How High the Moon; and The Way You Look Tonight. Plus, four bonus tracks by The Woody Herman Orchestra from 1945 and 1946. Flyright Records. $3.95.

CD 6649009 DAVE BRUBECK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Featuring song numbers from this American pianist and composer including Take Five; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Sweet Georgia Brown; Look for the Silver Lining; Lullaby in Rhythm; All the Things You Are; and My Shadow; and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records.

CD 5872731 HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part One 1955-1957. One of the first musicians to bring the flute into the jazz mainstream, Herbie Mann immerses you on full display in an assembly of eight complete albums: Flamingo; The Herbie Mann—Sam Most Plays; Love and the Weather; Yardbird Suite; Flute Fraternity; Flute Flight; and Flute Souffle. Nearly 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.95.

CD 664225X CARMEN MCGRAE: A Collection of Her Finest Decca Recordings 1955-1956. While working with Decca and its sister label, Kapp, McGrae recorded what many consider to be her most consistent work in a career of over thirty years. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95.

CD 6650979 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: 20th Century Masters. Straight out of the swing era comes this beloved harmony trio, highlighted in 12 must-have songs: Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen (Means You’re Grand); Hold Tight (Want Some Soup?); Meat Me at Davis; Eight Bar; I’ll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Near You; and more. Not Now Music. $15.95.

CD 6675085 JERRY GRAY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Re-Stringing the Pearls. Twenty-eight tracks recorded between 1949 and 1951 capture Gray’s orchestra in conditions ranging from Crew Cut; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; What Is This Thing Called Love?; Dancing in the Dark; Stardust; Begin the Beguine; St. Louis Blues; and more. Collects 12 tracks from that fruitful period, including renditions of A Tisket A Tasket; At Last; and When the Saints Go Marching In. $11.95.

CD 6690211 LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME: The Bethlehem Records Story. During its brief existence, Bethlehem records helped advance and/or launch the careers of many great names in jazz and contemporary music. Extracted from 1940 through 1956, this CD showcases some of those talents: Mel Torme, Nina Simone, and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $12.95.

CD 5815559 VAUGHN MONROE’S GREATEST HITS. Forty-eight tracks define Monroe’s career of this prominent mid-century trumpeter, bandleader and baritone singer. Only his biggest hits could fit in this jam-packed set, taking listeners from 1940 through 1956 with numbers like There’s No You; Beautiful Love; Something in Common; Someday. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6697033 JIM KESWICK: Relax Your Mind. Originally released in 1966, this album from the ragtime, jazz, and blues singer and bandleader and musician includes twelve tracks by Jim Keswick including Heebie Jeebies; Hannah; Bye and Goodnight; The Cuckoo; I Got Mine; Buffalo Skinners; My Creole Belle; Relax Your Mind; and more. Real Jazz. $11.95.

CD 5781887 BOSSA NOVA: Another Brazilian Love Affair. Brazil’s popular twist on jazz is highlighted in this 10-CD collection, collecting 21 albums—both masterpieces and hidden gems of the genre—including standards by Joao Gilberto, Joao Donato, Mina, Sergio Mendes, Bola Sete, Maria Bethel, and others. Intense. $24.95.

CD 5872855 SONNY ROLLINS: The Prestige Years. Widely regarded as one of the finest tenor saxophonists in jazz, Rollins shows up on this collection of three essential albums: The Colossus; Sonny Rollins; and Sonny Rollins with the Modern Jazz Quartet; Moving Out; Work Time; Rollins Plays for Bird, Saxophone Colossus; Sonny Boy; Sonny Rollins Plus 4; Tenor Madam; and Tour De Force. Fifty-six tracks on 5 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99.
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**CD 5812712** KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection. Experience Burrell’s trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Interplay for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenors; Blue Lights’ Visions 1 and 2; The Cats; On View at the Five Spot Cafe; A Night at the Vanguard; We Follow Dreams; and Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3648796** THE GEORGE SHEARING COLLECTION 1939-58. The remarkable George Shearing overcame blindness to become one of the most illustrious and distinctive jazz pianists of his time. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its very beginnings to the latter half of the 1950s and includes some 500 tracks. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**CD 6722415** TEDDY EDWARDS: The Complete Recordings 1947-1962. Four CDs collate Edwards’ entire catalog as a bandleader, from his earliest 78 recordings to his final albums with Contemporary. Ten full albums: The Foremost!; Central Avenue Breakdown Volumes 1 & 2; At Falcon’s Lair; It’s About Time; Sunset Eyes, Teddy’s Ready!, Together Again!!!, Good Gravy!, and Heart & Soul. Enlightenment. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**CD 5880890** THE LEE WILEY COLLECTION 1931-57. Seventy tracks take us on a tour through more than 20 years in the career of this distinctive and versatile jazz singer. Featuring favorites from several of her lauded albums, it includes collaborations with notables like Leo Reisman, Victor Young, Freddie Rich, Bunny Berigan, Eddie Condon, Bobby Hackett, and many others. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6642446** JAZZ ON SAVOY 1955-1956. The Savoy record label was a special home for the development of jazz. This unique role is illuminated with this three-CD set, offering 54 legendary recordings from the genre’s greats: Charlie Parker, Coleman Hawkins, Jimmy Gillepsie, Miles Davis, Donald Byrd, Art Pepper, and many others. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6758916** WES MONTGOMERY: Incredible Jazz Guitar. Collects three essentials albums by the legendary jazz guitarist on three CDs: Incredible Jazz Guitar; Movin’ Along; And So Much Guitar! Twenty-three tracks include Four on Six; West Coast Blues; Movin’ Along; Twisted Blues; and many more. Not Now Music. $9.95

**CD 5942837** FATS WATTER, VOLUME 1, 1922-1929: The Complete Recorded Works. Go back to the roots of one of the 20th century’s most original jazz talents in this collection of classics, revealing his strong ties to the blues world. Here are 100 fully remastered tracks featuring Jabbo Smith, Clarence Williams, Coleman Hawkins, Don Redman and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6693462** JIMMY SMITH: Organization. A child musical prodigy turned jazz sensation; Smith delivers 30 of his original recordings on three CDs: The Champ; One O’Clock Jump; Midnight Special; Round Midnight; Back at the Chicken Shack; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; And a Woman; Ain’t Misbehavin’; Cover the Waterfront; and more. Not Now Music. $9.95

**CD 6682944** RICHARD ‘GROOVE’ HOLMES: In the Groove. Three CDs offer a total of 30 cool jazz organ classics, delivered by one of the instrument’s defining practitioners. Includes cuts of Good Groove; Sweatin’; Groove-Way; He Was a Minor Surgery; Groovin’ with Jug; and more. Not Now Music. $9.95

**CD 669330X** ELLA SINGS & OSCAR SWINGS: The Harold Arlen Songbook. Two of the best in jazz interpret the music of one of America’s finest songwriters with three original albums: Cole, Hank Mobley, Thelonious; In A Diana Fitzgerald sings Arlen’s best, including Blues in the Night; Stormy Weather; Over the Rainbow; It’s Only a Paper Moon and More. Then, Oscar Peterson offers his take on many of those same songs. Thirty-nine tracks in all. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 5982219** COUNT BASIE: Vintage Vaults. One of the great band leaders from the Big Band Era, the Count Basie Orchestra helped put big band jazz sound on the map. This collection features 56 tracks, including Jumpin’ at the Woodside; St. Louis Blues; One O’Clock Jump; Way Down Blues; Cafe Society Blues; and My Thing. Four CDs. Direct Source Special Prd. $7.95

**CD 5872871** THelonious Monk: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61. Few collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an influential icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious in Action; Thelonious Monk; Thelonious in Action; Misterioso; Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6820999** JAZZ DIVAS: The Original Ladies of Jazz. These forty classic jazz standards are performed by the original ladies of jazz, from Peggy Lee to Barbra Streisand. Includes the track listings for Peggy Lee; God Bless the Child by Billie Holiday; Sentimental Journey by Doris Day; Love Me or Leave Me by Lena Horne; and much more. Two albums. Not Now Music. $11.95

**CD 6711693** THE EDDY HOWARD COLLECTION, 1939-55. Collects more than 40 Billboard and Cash Box solo hits Howard recorded for Majestic & Mercury, including the number-one hits To Each His Own and It’s No Sin, along with his early recordings with Curt Jurgens’ Orchestra, plus collectible jazz recordings for Columbia. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6674984** GLENN MILLER & HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches. Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection features one of the greatest jazz outfits in favorites like King Porter Stomp; One O’Clock Jump; Farewell Blues; Moon Love; I Want to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

**CD 5699134** NANCY WILSON: The Early Years 1955-62. Provides a thorough look at the formative years of Wilson’s career, illuminating as one of the finest vocalists to take the mantle of jazz in the post-war era. These 55 tracks assemble all five of her first LPs including Lovers; The Swingin’ Mutual; and Nancy Wilson with Cannonball Adderley. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6675255** WILL BRADLEY: Live in 1940-41. Two live radio broadcasts from New York City capture Will Bradley & His Orchestra (featuring Ray McKinley) in such favorites as Swingin’ Home; King Cylinder; A Little Spanish Town; Cherry; I Won’t Go Out Of Way; The Little Icky Went to Town; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

**CD 6642195** BILL EVANS: Sunday at the Village Vanguard. The iconic jazz masterpiece is digitally remastered in its entirety, presented in a special two-CD set alongside the bonus album Experiments. Fourteen tracks in all, it includes My Man’s Gone Now; Solar; Alice in Wonderland, Israel, Haunted Heart; Etta; How Deep Is the Ocean?; and more. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 6672232** PRESENTING WHERMAN & THE BAND THAT PLAYS THE BLUES 1939 & THE THIRD HERD 1952-1954. Herman leads two of his notable big bands in 23 classic broadcast recordings, presented complete with introductions, closings, and jingles. Tracks include One O’Clock Jump, Blue Evening; Singing in the Rain; Over the Rainbow; Off Shore; Get Out of Town; Apple Honey; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

**CD 6682332** BILL EVANS: Undercurrent. Rediscover a pair complete jazz classics. The brilliant albums Bill Evans was in the spotlight: Undercurrent and Empathy albums, featuring renditions of standards like My Funny Valentine; I Hear a Rhapsody; Danny Boy; and I Get a Kick to the Waltz; I Believe. Includes Tokyo Blues; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 669361X** MILES DAVIS: SEXTET: Someday My Prince Will Come. Two CDs present mono and stereo versions of the 1961 jazz album. The trumpet master is backed by fellow luminaries such as Herbie Hancock, Hank Mobley, Sonny Stitt, Jimmy Heath, and Jimmy Cobb on six tracks: Someday My Prince Will Come; Old Folks; Porgy; Drad-Dog; Teo; and I Thought About You. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 6674879** ART LUND SINGERS Vol. 1. Back in the early 1950s, Ralph Thompson, this classic jazz star performs 22 songs; Mam’selle; Sleepy Time Gal; On the Old Spanish Trail; Peg O’ My Heart; Naughty Angeline; What Are You Doing This New Year’s Eve?; As Sweet as You Can Be. Not Now Music. $3.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649
**CD 667500X GLENN MILLER: Time Alone Will Tell.** Glenn Miller and the Army Air Forces Training Command Band perform in two complete show tapes from 1943 and 1944, featuring multiple performances of I Sustain the Wings; Mission to Moscow; Time Alone Will Tell and more, plus single recordings of songs like White Christmas. Two CDs. Flyright. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

**CD 00967670 WAYNE SHORTER: The Vee-Jay Years.** Two CDs compile a pair of original albums from the saxophonist’s period with the Vee-Jay label: Introducing Wayne Shorter and Wayning Moments. Fourteen tracks in all, including Blue Train and Down in the Depths; Mack the Knife; Black Orpheus; Tuxedo Junction and much more. Forty-one tracks on two CDs. Jasmine Records. $19.95.

**CD 6055656 QUINCY JONES: Strike Up The Band 1959-1961.** A complete Quincy collection comprising two albums—Strike Up The Band and World of Quincy Jones—Quincy Jones and His Band and I Dig Dance—and Quincy Jones and His Orchestra—Around The World, which interprets compositions from Russia, Brazil, Japan and more. Night Long; All Day Long; Earth; and Kenny Burrell (1957). Forty-five tracks on two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95.

**CD 5812704 KENNY BURRELL, 1956-1957: The Complete Albums Collection.** Experience Burrell’s trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Introducing Kenny Burrell; Kenny Burrell; Jazzmen Detroit; 2 Guitars; All Night Long; All Day Long; Earth; and Kenny Burrell (1957). Forty-five tracks on four CDs. Smithsonian. Pub. at $43.95. $19.95.

**CD 6682480 COUNT BASIE: Atomic Basie.** One of the bandleader’s greatest albums joins the bonus album One More Time in this digitally remastered collection. Twenty-one tracks include Kid from Red Bank; After Supper; Mitehla Blue; For Lena and Lennie; The Big Walk; Muttkin; Jessica’s Day; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

**CD 6845832 THE BEST OF MILES DAVIS.** One of the world’s most celebrated musicians is heard at his very best on this essential one CD collection. Includes So What; Milestones; Round Midnight; Somethin’ Else; Miles Ahead; Straight, No Chaser; My Funny Valentine; and more. Two extended tracks of Motion. Forty-five tracks on one CD. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95.

**CD 6627374 BEATNIK JAZZ ANTHOLOGY.** A compilation of jazz and bebop revered by the early beatniks. Includes numbers like Giant Steps by John Coltrane; Blues After All by Miles Davis; The Real Nikki Suite by Lee Morgan; and Speak Low by Stan Getz. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95.

**CD 6632637 JACKIE MCLEAN: Eight Classic Albums.** Eight gems by the celebrated jazz tenorist and educator, remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Four CDs collect the entirety of McLean’s Sccen; Soul; Swing, Swing, Swingin’; Capuchin Swing; Jackie’s Bag; Resolution and A Fickle Sonance. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. $11.95.

**CD 3684774 ALBERT AMMONS: King of Boogie Woogie.** Two CDs offer a toe-tapping introduction to the eclectic pianist. Nearly 40 tracks include Boogie Woogie Stomp; Bess Font Crazy; St. Louis Blues; You Are My Sunshine; Tuxedo Blues; Oh Lady Be Good; Rhythm Boogie; and lots more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95.

**CD 6675077 JAN SAVITT AND HIS TOP HATTERS ORCHESTRA: 1936 & 1939 Broadcasts.** Featuring appearances by Carlotta Dale and Bon Bon, these 21 tracks represent two late-1930s recordings—one at The Blue Room in Philadelphia, the other at The Blue Room, Hotel Lincoln in New York. Includes takes on I Married an Angel; Love of My Life; Back to Back; It’s a Wonderful World; and more. Flyright Records. $5.95.

**CD 5846471 BUD POWELL: The Classic Recordings 1949-1958.** A complete figure in the development of bebop piano, Bud Powell becomes an integral part of your collection with this set. Four CDs bring together eight Powell albums. Jazz Originals: The Amazing Bud Powell; Amazing Bud Powell Volume 2; The Genius of Bud Powell; Bud Powell’s Mood; Jazz at Massey Hall; Piano Interpretations by Bud Powell. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95.

**CD 5760309 LES BROWN: Giants of Boogie Woogie.** Les Brown and his Band of Renown deliver 12 big band classics: I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Sentimental Journey; I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles; Love Me or Leave Me; Nutcracker Suite; How About You; Mood Indigo; I Can’t Get Started; Sky; How High the Moon; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

**CD 5765821 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: Somethin Else.** This collection of 12 tracks has the cream of the jazz world–Miles Davis, Hank Jones, Sam Jones, Art Blakey, and Coleman Hawkins—all recording together on this CD set. Includes Autumn Leaves; Somethin’ Else; Dancing in the Dark; Love for Sale; Lush Life; and more. Not Now Music. $5.95.

**CD 6682399 LEE KONITZ: Piece by Piece.** One of the world’s most celebrated musicians and an icon of the cool jazz movement married that style with the cream of the jazz world–Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Bud Powell, and others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $12.95.

**CD 5799302 DJANGO REINHARDT: Musette to Maestro 1928-1937.** This 118 track collection of the jazz artist’s early works includes songs like Ma Reguliere; Amour De Geline; Miss Columbia; Bisce Napoliolene; Le Jour Ou Je Te Vis; Cocktails For Two; Anything Goes; Easter Parade; Clouds; Magic Strings; Sweet Georgia Brown; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95.

**CD 6758266 CHEF BAKER IN ITALY.** This man’s stylish trumpet playing has proven to be his primary legacy and there is plenty of evidence of it here. This two CD set collects 56 tracks including such hits as My Old Flame; Street of Dreams; Line for Lyons; Indian Summer; These Foolish Things; and more. Many tracks are not Now Music. $17.95.

**CD 5981093 THE ALBERT HUNTER COLLECTION.** 1921-40. Ninety-four tracks showcase the unique talents of one of the most prominent blues and jazz singers of the early inter-war years. Comprehensively covering his early four decades of prolific output, it features collaborations with Fats Waller, Clarence Williams, Sidney Bechet, Buster Bailey and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

Jazz Big Bands

★ CD 7615183 DONALD BYRD: The Definitive Classic Blue Note Collection. This definitive collection offers ten complete albums, all showcasing the inimitable talents of an icon of jazz and blues trumpeting. Albums include Off to the Races; Byrd in Flight; At the Half Note Cafe Vol. 1 and 2; Royal Flush; Free For All; Four; Impressions; and A New Perspective. Five CDs. Enlightment. Pub. at $19.99
$11.95

★ CD 5943086 SHORTY ROGERS, VOLUME 1, 1946-1954: West Coast Trumpet Ace, Bandleader, Composer. A leading jazz trumpeter, Shorty Rogers was one of the gifted jazzmen who helped forge the distinctive "West Coast Sound." Drawn from nearly a decade of great music, this huge set offers up nearly 100 tracks by Shorty and several collaborators. Igor; Keeper of the Flame; The Lady Is the Earl; Basic Eyes; Calypso Cole; and more. Five CDs. JSP Recording. Pub. at $26.99
$15.95

CD 6758444 GROOVE YARD: Jazz from the Riverside Vaults. An excellent compilation of 45 tracks from this prestigious label’s vaults, featuring Bill Evans, Cannonball Adderley, Charlie Byrd, Milt Jackson, Wes Montgomery, Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, Thelonious Monk, and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6622917 BILL EVANS: Timeless Classic Albums. Five of the renowned jazz pianist’s greatest efforts, all in one set. Includes the entirety of Everybody Digs Bill Evans; Portofino; Reflections in a Five My Heart Sings; and Moonbeams. Each of five CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Vinylogy. $14.95

★ CD 5561986 THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET—ALL OF YOU: The Last Tour 1960–1961. Miles Davis’s first European tour during the spring of 1960 marked the close of his five-year association with John Coltrane. This four-CD collection compiles 24 contemporary recordings documenting a fishing trip, documenting the extraordinary creative alchemy of a legendary partnership about to disintegrate. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
$13.95

★ CD 6812813 ORNETTE COLEMAN: Ornette at 12/Crisis. One of the major innovators of the free jazz movement of the 1960s, this collection of nine tracks comprises the two albums Ornette at 12 and Crisis. Songs include C.D.O.; Rainbows; New York; Bells and Chimes; Broken Shadows; Commie If Fault; Song for My Mother; Space Jungle; and Trouble in Mind. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.98
$11.95

★ CD 5897092 GEORGE RUSSELL: The Complete Albums Collection 1956-1964. An American jazz pianist, composer, arranger, and musical theorist, George Russell’s impact cannot be overstated. See why this massive ten-album collection, bringing together the entirety of The Jazz Workshop; New York, N.Y.; Jazz in the Space Age; George Russell Sextet at the Five Spot; Stratusphunk; George Russell Sextet in K.C.; Ezz-thetic; The Stratus Seekers; The Outer View; and George Russell Sextet at Newport 1964. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

★ CD 5924669 AL COHN & ZOOT SIMS: Two Funky People 1952-61. Documents the first decade of recorded collaboration between these two legendary tenor saxophonists. Includes master takes released under their co-leadership. Surrounded by the legend’s namesake, the celebrated “Tender Conclave” summit with fellow tenors John Coltrane and Hank Mobley, and an exciting live session recorded in Brazil, 1961. Forty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Acobrat. Pub. at $24.99
$17.95

★ CD 6799221 BIG JAY MCNEELEY: King of Harlem. Big Jay McNeely was the King of the Honkers who bestrode the universe with his sax. Fifty-eight tracks include Wild Wig; Sunday Dinner; Willie the Cool Cat; Let’s Spell; It’s Bop; If I Had a Home; Swingin’ in By; I’m Gonna Get My Man; Let’s Work; Whipped Cream; and many more. 2 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99
$17.95

★ CD 6693598 MILES DAVIS: Miles ‘58. Four original jazz masterpieces on three CDs, collating the entirety of Miles’ early recordings: (Bless; Milestones; and Somethin’ Else (with Cannonball Adderley). Twenty-four tracks in all, featuring the trumpeter’s legend in everything from Summertime and Gone to Straight. Warner Music Group. $9.95

CD 6827578 FRANCES FAYE: Eight Classic Albums. Collects eight of Faye’s essential recordings, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These works include: No Reservations; I’m Wild Again; Relaxin’ with Frances Faye; Frances Faye Sings Folk Songs; Frances Faye Sings Fats Domino; Caught in the Act (Live); Frances Faye in Hi-Fi; and Swinging All the Way. Frances Faye, Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $11.95

★ CD 6795730 BOOKER ERVIN: The Good Book–The Early Years 1960-62. Ervin’s formative recordings come together in this essential jazz retrospective. Four CDs collect his work in The Book Cooks and That’s It; Roy’s New Directions; On A Mission; Metronome Presents Jazz in the Garden; Booker Ervin Quintet’s Cookin’; Horace Parlan’s Up and Down; and Mal Waldron’s The Quest and Hotline—The Tenor of Bill Barron. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
$17.95

CD 6827271 SABU MARTINEZ: Six Classic Albums. Eight classics by the jazzman, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Four CDs collect the entirety of Palo Congo; Socrates; Safari with Sabu; Sabu in Orbit; Sabu’s Jazz Espagnole; and Miles of Diablo—Johnoo Richards. Real Gone Music. $11.95

CD 6758797 SWING SOMETHING SIMPLE. Swing music has never gone away and this compilation of 75 original hits is proof indeed of its everlasting appeal. This three CD set features Glenn Miller, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Bennett, Judy Garland, Nat King Cole, and many more. One Day Music. $11.95

★ CD 5943000 NAT KING COLE & HIS TRIO. Nat Cole’s fame as a balladeer tends to eclipse his early reputation as one of the finest jazz instrumentalists of his generation. Collected here are 106 rare radio transcription recordings from early in his career, showcasing just how good he was. Highlights include Some Like It Hot, I’m in the Mood for Love; and many more. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99
$25.95

CD 6722350 Djang o REINHARDT: Essential Original Albums. The influential jazz guitarist is celebrated in this set of his last studio sessions. Includes the complete LP The Immortal Guitar, collecting recordings from a series of 1947 small group dates (with violinist Stephane Grappelli) in Paris; Django’s complete Blue Star dates; and all of his 1951-1952 sides. Fifty-seven tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99
$17.95

CD 2666138 THE THERLONIOUS MONK COLLECTION, 1941-61. This collection of 57 tracks provides an overview of the first two key decades of Thelonious Monk’s career, including Sweet Lorraine; Let’s Call This; Reflections; Epistrophe; and many more. Also includes performances with Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, John Coltrane, and others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $34.95
$13.95

CD 6800265 HARLEY & EVERYBODY HAMFATS: Masters of Jazz & Blues 1936-1944. Putting trumpeter Herb Morand and clarinetist Odell Rand together with Joe and Charlie McCoy and party pianist Horace Malcolm, Mayow Williams created a mixture of the sophisticated with the downhome: The Harlem Hamfats. Collected here are over 100 vintage tracks by the group, from Oh! Red to I’m Allright Now. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
$17.95

CD 6693704 MILES DAVIS: Original Album Series. See why Davis is one of the most influential names in jazz with five albums from his storied career. Included are all of The Man with the Horn; Amadoria; Dingo; Selections from the Motion Picture Soundtrack; and Dodd Pop. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $21.95

CD 6857724 SO MUCH, SO QUICKLY: Bash Armstrong: Jazz Piano Giants. Charts the rise and development of British modern jazz piano during the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. Twenty-four tracks include The Man from Minton’s; George Shearing Trio; Victor Feldman; Stan Tracey; and Mal Waldron. Franchise. Pub. at $16.99
$12.95

CD 6760120 EDDIE CONDON: Classic Sessions 1927-1949. Over 20 years of the immortal jazzman’s output, featuring over 130 albums with the extraordinary Count Basie; Red Norvo; Gene Krupa; Fats Waller; Jimmy Dorsey; Artie Shaw; Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Nobody’s Sweetheart; Embraceable You; W. C. Handy; I Got It; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
$21.95
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The More I See You; Bright Eyes; The Lady in Red; In a Swing with Me; Rhythm.  

- **CD 6791220 ELLA & LOUIS: The Complete Norman Granz Sessions.** After cutting a few sides for Decca in the ‘40s and ‘50s, Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong were summoned by producer Norman Granz in 1956-57. These albums which would become legendary jazz classics. This 47-track set collects these albums, Ella & Louis; Ella & Louis Again; and Porgy & Bess, plus a pair of duets performed during a 1956 Hollywood Bowl concert. Three CDs. £17.95. 

- **CD 6575948 ARMSTRONG: Hot Fives and Sevens.** Four CDs offer over 80 indispensable recordings by one of the most influential figures in the history of jazz. Armstrong joins multiple orchestra line-ups in Chicago and New York in the late 20s and early 30s, performing Misskrat Ramble; Savoy Blues; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; Ain’t Misbehavin’; and much more. ‘JSP Records. £19.95. 

- **CD 6692323 KANSAS CITY JAZZ 30S & 40S.** Kansas City was once one of America’s thriving hubs of influential jazz icons. Here, that storied musical legacy is revived once again for a 25-track collection, including contributions by Mary Lou Williams; The Pete Johnson Blues Trio; Count Basie & His Orchestra; The Jay McShann Combo; Elka Jones; Dick Haymes; Sidney Bechet-Martial Solal; New Orleans in Paris; Brussels 1958; and more. Ten CDs. £24.95. 

- **CD 6790222 KENNY BAKER PLAYS ARMSTRONG.** A jazz trumpet legend in his own right. Baker pays tribute to Louis Armstrong’s best with these recordings from the late 30s, late ‘40s, and early 50s. He offers interpretations of My Heart’s in Paradise; Sweet Papo; Georgia; Goin’ Hobe; Jeebie; Wild Man Blues; Savoy Blues; and more. ‘Acrobat. £19.95. 

- **CD 6692820 DICK HAYMES: It Might as Well Be Spring.** With his rich, warm baritone voice, Dick Haymes, one of the top male singers of the 1940s, performs 20 tracks. A carefully compiled selection includes The More I See You with Victor Young and his orchestra; It Might as Well Be Spring with Gordon Jenkins and his orchestra; and more. ‘JSP Records. £17.95. 

- **CD 6783414 TRUMPION BY RON KING.** This collection of eight tracks comprises music in a cross-section of types, including Pop, Latin Jazz, Smooth Jazz and as well as more of a symphonic flavor. There is something for every listener! Includes Trumpion; A Long Way Home; Atlantic Thoughts; Peace and Love; and more. ‘Spazio Music. £13.99. 

- **CD 6692838 LOUIS PRIMA: Rhythm.** On Don/is 22 carefully compiled tracks of the Speranza label’s greatest musicians and novelly hit maker, the ebullient Louis Prima. Includes It’s the Rhythm in Me; Jamaica Shout; Chinatown; My Chinatown; Worry Blues; I Still Want You; I Want You; The Lady in Red; In a Swing with Me; Rhythm. Hallmark. £9.95. 

- **CD 6933235 MARGARET WHITING COLLECTORS EDITION, Part Two 1957-1958.** Childhood memories of Margaret Whiting. Ten CDs. £19.95. 

- **CD 6792863 SHE EATS FISH.** Eagle Records. £11.95. 


- **CD 6803199 HARRY JAMES: Giants of the Big Band Era.** MVD Audio. Pub. at £9.99. £7.95. 


- **CD 6587926 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Pops Goes Pop.** Acrobat. £4.95. 

- **CD 6716729 SOLOMON BURKE: Live at Montreux 2006.** Eagle Records. £5.95. 

- **CD 6623212 JOHNNY DODDS: Classic Jazz Archive.** Membran. £3.95. 

- **CD 6623180 JIMMIE NOONE: Classic Jazz Archive.** Membran. £3.95. 

- **CD 6606008 STAN GETZ: Melody Express 1948-52.** Jasmine Records. £5.95. 

- **CD 6556418 NAD ADDERLEY: Work Song.** Riverside Records. £4.95. 

- **CD 6623042 FLETCHER HENDERSON: Classic Jazz Archive.** Membran. £3.95. 


- **CD 6642292 DAVE BRUBECK: Time Out.** Not Now Music. £7.95. 

- **CD 6764940 THIS IS IT: The Best of Jack Leonard with Tommy Dorsey.** Flare Records. £5.95. 

- **CD 6622976 CHARLIE BARNET: Classic Jazz Archive.** Membran. £3.95. 


- **CD 6659753 MILES DAVIS: Modern Jazz Archive.** Membran. £9.95. 


- **CD 6597475 COUNT BASIE: Classic Jazz Archive. Membran. £5.95. 


- **CD 6616879 THelonious Sphere Monk: Modern Jazz Archive.** £5.95. 

- **CD 6605613 Night Sounds.** Jasmine Records. £7.95. 


- **CD 6928331 KINGS OF CLARINET: Benny Goodman/Artie Shaw.** Both were superstars in their own right, and this 23-track CD demonstrates their solo abilities as well as their marvelous ensemble talents. Selections by Benny Goodman include Sing Sing Sing; Handful of Keys; and My Melancholy Baby. Artie Shaw’s selections include Surrender Dear; Jungle Drums; and Rose Room. £4.95.
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**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

- **CD 6642675** PURE RAW BLUES: Buddy Guy & Junior Wells. Presents 40 outstanding classics from the dynamic blues duo, performed on two CDs. Buddy Guy performs songs like First Time I Met the Blues; This Is the End; and Broken Hearted Blues. Junior Wells offers Junior’s Waltz; You Don’t Know Love; and ten more. Not Now Music. $17.95

- **CD 6785561** BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits. For 44 years, 1955-62. Includes songs by Earl Hooker, Elmore James, Magic Sam, their mark on the Chief Records label. These 34 tracks encompass some of their best, including legendary blues man. Crackin’ Up; Pretty Thing; Who Do You Love; Say It Ain’t So, Joe; I’ll Be Around; You Better Get in Line; Someone to Watch Over Me; W-O-M-A-N; Prisoner of Love; Dry My Tears; Fools Rush In; Someone to Care; Little by Little; and many more. PolyGram Records. $21.95

- **CD 6867581** TOSH PETER: Original Album Classics. All the complete classic albums by one of R&B’s greatest vocalists. Includes Songs He Loved. $29.95

- **CD 6790745** MEET THE SUPREMES. Quite possibly the biggest group to come out of Motown’s greatest years, The Supremes offer up all 11 classics: Your Heart Belongs to Me; Who’s Lovin’ You; Baby Don’t Go; Buttered Popcorn; I Want a Guy; Let Me Go the Right Way; I’ll Be Around; She Don’t Love You; and many more. Not Now Music. $11.95

- **CD 6680992** THE CHIEF BLUES STORY. Many of the figures that defined early blues made their mark on the Chief Records label. These 34 tracks encompass some of their best, including songs by Earl Hooker, Elmore James, Magic Sam, Junior Wells, Frank Butler, G. Davy Crockett, and others. Two CDs, One Day Music. $11.95

- **CD 6692077** SCREAMIN’ JAY HAWKINS: The Singles Collection. The eclectic brilliance of a folk hero is highlighted here on two CDs, collecting many of his most influential recordings. Thirty-seven tracks include I Put a Spell on You; Little Demon; Freezer Burn; Crawlin’; Temptation; Ol’ Man River; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6758223** BO DIDDLEY: The Singles Collection. He injected rock ‘n roll guitar with the likes of Buddy Holly, Elvis, and The Stones. Collection includes all forty original singles, 1955-62. Includes Mona; Bo Diddley; Crackin’ Up; Pretty Thing; Who Do You Love; Say It Ain’t So, Joe; I’ll Be Around; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6690927** THE RPM BLUES STORY. Forty-four tracks by legendary bluesmen chronicle the first 30 years of RPM Records. Great album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $59.95

**Shakey Horton and others: two CDs, One Day Music.**


- **CD 6861245** ALBERT KING: Live at the Fabulous Forum! 1972. Collected here are eight tracks by one of the pioneers of electric blues. This live performance includes tracks like I’ll Play the Blues for You; Killing Floor; Angel of Mercy; Matchbox Blues; Watermelon Man; Somebody’s Home; and Stop the World. Monday, RockBeatRecords. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **CD 6602703** JAMES BROWN: Sex Machine. The instant classic that masterfully blends studio and live recordings, featuring Brown at his best in 15 funk-fueled tracks. Get on Up; Party Like a Billionaire; Bewildered; I Got the Feelin’; Give It Up or Turn It Loose; Lowdown Poppin’; Spinning Wheel; and many more. PolyGram Records. $5.95

- **CD 6837037** MARY WELLS: The One Who Really Loves You. An R&B queen delivers 10 mesmerizing recordings: The One Who Really Loves You; Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right; You Be Me To The Punch; I’ve Got a Notion; The Day Will Come; Strange Love; You’re My Desire; I’ll Be Around; She Don’t Love You; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6605540** THE MIRACLES WITH SMOKEY ROBINSON: You Can Depend on Them 1959-1962. Forty-five songs by the popular R&B vocal group. Collecting three full-length albums - Hi We’re the Miracles; Coolin’ with the Miracles; and I’ll Be Seeing You. $29.95

- **CD 6787045** THE SPANISH BOSTONS: The Big Hits 1959-65. Outstanding classics from the dynamic blues band. This three-CD boxed set features original versions of numbers which The King took to the top of the chart, and including tracks and artists that he was most influenced by when creating his own unique style. Includes That’s All Right by Arthur Crudup, Moanin’ at Midnight by Howlin’ Wolf, My Boy Elvis by Janis Martin, I’m In Love With Elvis Presley by Vinny Leonardi, and more. Eighty-three tracks. Rhino. $49.95

- **CD 6787126** FRANKIE AND JOHNNY: The One Who Really Loves You. The one hit-making duo, remastered on two CDs. Buddy Guy performs songs like Crying at Daybreak by Howlin’ Wolf; Too Tired by Johnny ‘Guitar’ Watson; Don’t Keep My Baby Long by Lightnin’ Hopkins; and many more. Two CDs, One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6828620** ELVIS PRESLEY: Songs He Loved. This three-CD boxed set features original versions of numbers which The King took to the top of the chart, and including tracks and artists that he was most influenced by when creating his own unique style. Includes That’s All Right by Arthur Crudup, Moanin’ at Midnight by Howlin’ Wolf, My Boy Elvis by Janis Martin, I’m In Love With Elvis Presley by Vinny Leonardi, and more. Eighty-three tracks. Rhino. $49.95

- **CD 6787126** FRANKIE AND JOHNNY: The One Who Really Loves You. The one hit-making duo, remastered on two CDs. Buddy Guy performs songs like Crying at Daybreak by Howlin’ Wolf; Too Tired by Johnny ‘Guitar’ Watson; Don’t Keep My Baby Long by Lightnin’ Hopkins; and many more. Two CDs, One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6600411** GEORGE WINSTON: The Piano Rigs. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Classic R&B library, and on two CDs, these tracks are made available once again. Includes Rockin’ Robin by Bobby Day, Heavenly Angel by The Satelliters; Wow Wow Baby by The Searchers, The Struts; In the Mood by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 5876226** B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962. This release contains over 100 tracks, including tracks by the likes of Howlin’ Wolf, Junior Parker, and others. For a complete selection of classics. One Day Music. $9.95

- **CD 6787126** FRANKIE AND JOHNNY: The One Who Really Loves You. The one hit-making duo, remastered on two CDs. Buddy Guy performs songs like Crying at Daybreak by Howlin’ Wolf; Too Tired by Johnny ‘Guitar’ Watson; Don’t Keep My Baby Long by Lightnin’ Hopkins; and many more. Two CDs, One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6600411** GEORGE WINSTON: The Piano Rigs. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Classic R&B library, and on two CDs, these tracks are made available once again. Includes Rockin’ Robin by Bobby Day, Heavenly Angel by The Satelliters; Wow Wow Baby by The Searchers, The Struts; In the Mood by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6600411** GEORGE WINSTON: The Piano Rigs. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Classic R&B library, and on two CDs, these tracks are made available once again. Includes Rockin’ Robin by Bobby Day, Heavenly Angel by The Satelliters; Wow Wow Baby by The Searchers, The Struts; In the Mood by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6600411** GEORGE WINSTON: The Piano Rigs. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Classic R&B library, and on two CDs, these tracks are made available once again. Includes Rockin’ Robin by Bobby Day, Heavenly Angel by The Satelliters; Wow Wow Baby by The Searchers, The Struts; In the Mood by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95

- **CD 6600411** GEORGE WINSTON: The Piano Rigs. Classic R&B and pop releases populate the Classic R&B library, and on two CDs, these tracks are made available once again. Includes Rockin’ Robin by Bobby Day, Heavenly Angel by The Satelliters; Wow Wow Baby by The Searchers, The Struts; In the Mood by Eugene Church; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95
CD 6821138 VINTAGE SOUL: Original Soul Grooves. Here are forty two of the best soulful classics by the original artists including Little Richard, "Make Me Happy" by Elta James, Mad About the Boy by Dinah Washington; Will You Love Me Tomorrow by The Shirelles, A Certain Smile by Johnny Mathis; You’re No Good by Bettyt Reeves; Got A Woman by Ray Charles and more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. $9.95

★ CD 6908713 EDDIE BOYD: The Singles Collection 1947-62. Eddie Boyd was a blues pianist, singer and songwriter who made his impact in the 1950s and 1960s. This two CD set comprises A and B sides from tracks he released across this era. Among the 50 tracks included here; I Had to Let Her Go, Little Wolf, Back Door Man, Hush Baby, Don’t You Cry; and more. Acrob. Pub. At $16.99 $11.95

★ CD 668516 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941. One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of Garfield Aker, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spruill, Robert Lockwood, Mississippi John Jook Band, Kid Bailey, Son House, JSP Records. Pub. At $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 6650990 SOUL STIRRINGS: The Road to Motown 1958-1962. More than 50 classic songs chart the long road to soul’s most brilliant years. Get a fascinating primer on the roots of the genre with notable tunes from The Bobbettes, Baby Lloyd, Ruth Brown, Isley Brothers, The Coasters, Dion, Elvis Presley, Carla Thomas, Barbara Lewis, and more. Jazmine Records. $5.95

★ CD 66924X THE TAMLASS SOUND OF THE MARVELETTES. Over 30 tracks from the early career of a vocal quintet that would become one of Motown’s mainstays. Includes I’m in the Mood For Love; Big Blonde Woman #789; Someday, Someway; Twist’in Postman; Strange I Know; Playboy; twist’n the Night Away; Whisper; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

★ CD 669775 GET UP OFF YOUR KNEE: From Bed Spreads to Beginners. When blues music began to soar in the 1920s, many of the greatest numbers simmered with an undertone of sexuality. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are represent by Leadbelly, Blind Boy Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Ethel Waters, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. At $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 6681474 THE WALTER ‘FURRY’ LEWIS COLLECTION 1927-61. This two CD set collects 27 tracks from one of the architects of the Early Memphis Blues, Rock Island Blues; Mr. Furry’s Blues; Sweet Papa Moan; I Will Turn Your Money Green; Peartree Blues; Longing Blues; Old Blue; Missinall’ by JSP Records. Pub. At $14.99 $12.95

★ CD 661385 JUNIOR WELLS: The Blues Is Alright! Live! This live recording features a program of classic R&B and Junior’s stellar blues hits. Among the 17 tracks included: One Way Out; Today I Started Loving You Again; Got My Mojo Workin’; Turning Point; and many more. Two CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. At $12.99 $9.95

CD 6681823 I’M READY: The Modern Story. An independent L.A.-based label. Modern Recordings specialized in jazz, blues, and gospel, ultimately releasing four tracks in 1930 rinsing the label. These 50 releases cover some of their best, including Roy Johnson, John Lee Hooker; W-O-M-A-N by Elta James; and more by Elmore James, The Cadets, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music. $5.95

CD 6756150 GOING HOME: The Road to Soul. Experience the awakening of southern soul with over 60 recordings, featuring unforgettable entries by Otis Redding, Otis Clay, Big Joe Turner, B.B. King, Ike & Tina Turner; and several other mainstays of the sub-genre’s infancy, two CDs. JSP Records. $7.95

CD 6675254 JOE TEX: Yum Yum Yum. Forty tracks that span the artist’s early years of 1955-1962, when he helped lay the groundwork for southern soul. Includes Dirty You Upset My Home; My Biggest Mistake; Ain’t Nobody’s Business; Boys Will Be Boys; Baby; Got a Right; Wicked Woman; The Giant Step, and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. $5.95

CD 6693555 LEGENDS OF THE ACOUSTIC GUITAR: V 7 Legendary performers known for their brilliance on the strings give laid back licks and playful picks across three CDs. Acoustic treasures include Back to New Orleans by Lightnin’ Hopkins, playing by Django Reinhardt; Baby Let Me Follow You Down by Bob Dylan, and more by Johnny Mathis from Muddy Waters to Leadbelly. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6628091 NINA SIMONE: Forbidden Fruit/Sings Ellington. Ranking among the likes of Billie Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald, Simone’s racing vocal talent is captured in two original albums for the Colpix Label. The 10-track Forbidden Fruit and 11-track Sings Ellington are joined by eight bonus tracks like Come on Back, I’m Crying. One Day Music. $5.95

CD 6669566 GUN WHO? The Zigron Records Story. Fifty tracks represent the best from this independent Canadian label, drawn from the years 1960 to 1962. The title track comes from Gladys Knight & The Pips, joined by Jo Jo Mo by The Flamingos; Tonight’s the Night by The Chiffons; A Fool in Love by Ike & Tina Turner; and more. One Day Music. $5.95

CD 66310X THE VERY BEST OF LARRY WILLIAMS. Enjoy Larry’s playful mix of R&B and rock ‘n roll with 30 original recordings that includes his greatest work. Two CDs include High School Dance; Bony Moronie; Short Fat Fannie; Dizy, Miss Lisy; Peaches and Cream; Just Because; and more. One Day Music. $7.95

★ CD 5908772 ERIC BURDON: Misunderstood. The former lead singer of The Animals and one of Britain’s greatest interpreters of the blues. Burdon lays down ten tracks: Crawling King Snake; The Road; Power Company; Heart Attack; Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood; Boom, Boom; Don’t Bring Me Down; It Hurts Me Too; No More; Eимвore; and I’m Crying. Acrobot. Pub. At $16.95 $12.95

★ CD 6940056 PICK UP THE PIECES: The Very Best of The Average White Band. This two CD overview of one of Scotland’s finest exports features 33 tracks that include Pick Up the Pieces; Cut the Cake; Let’s Go Glory Again; School Boy Crush; I’m Only One; Keepin’ It In My Mind; Walk on Atlantic; Vibrant Love; Your Lust Is A Miracle; Same Feeling; Different Song; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. At $19.99 $14.95

CD 6696694 SON HOUSE: Live at Oberlin College, April 15, 1965. Son House was one of the truly legendary figures in blues and folk music. This fantastic recording was taped “live” at one of his appearances. The six tracks included here are It’s So Hard; Judgement Day; New York Central; A True Friend Is Hard to Find; and Change Your Mind. RockBeat Records. Pub. At $12.99 $9.95

CD 6758630 NINA SIMONE: My Baby Just Cares for Me. Collects two original albums with bonus tracks digitally remastered on two CDs. Little Girl Blue and The Amazing Nina Simone. The 26 tracks compiled include I Loves You Porgy; Mood Indigo; Love Me or Leave Me; He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands; Blue Prelude; Stompin’ at the Savoy; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

★ CD 6668400 THE ORIGINAL SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, VOLUME 1. The innovative bluesman who helped turn the harmonica from novelty into a key element of blues instrumentation. Sonny Boy Williamson is celebrated with a remastered set of 100 vintage recordings. On four CDs, he joins Robert Lee McCoy, Big Joe Williams, Elmore James, John Lee Hooker, and others. Rack Records. Pub. At $28.99 $21.95

CD 6634988 ANNA BAKER: Original Album Series. The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the entirety of The Soul of R&B, From Me, With Love, The Very Best of Anna Baker, I Got; Compositions; and Rhythm of Love, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group. $21.95

★ CD 6633809 RUTH BROWN: What Color Is the Blues. Known for bringing pop to R&B and R&B music, here are ten tracks from the “Queen of R&B” including I Want to Sleep with You; What Color Is the Blues; Brown Sugar; Lots More of Me Leaving (Less Than Now Home); Ain’t No Piece of Cake; and many more. MVD Audio. Pub. At $9.99 $7.95
CD 6685532 BLIND BLAKE: All the Published Sides. Over 100 remastered sides represent the output of this early blues figure. Five CDs, $21.95.

CD 5942950 LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS: The Acoustic Years 1959-1960. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins enrapTURES with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the highest sound quality, they include Pentecostal Blues; Bad Luck and Trouble; Come Go With Me; Got to Move Your Baby; and more. Includes some multiple takes. Four CDs, JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95.

CD 6640739 LOWELL FUSION: Classic Cuts 1946-1953. Over 100 tracks represent the early recordings of one of the biggest talents in blues music. That distinctive Texas sound comes through in remastered versions of You’re Gonna Miss Me (When I’m Gone); Miss Katy Lee Blues; Whiskey Blues; Midnight Showers of Rain; Three O’Clock Blues; Demon Woman; Sinner’s Prayer; and more. Four CDs, JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95.

CD 3614379 LAVERNE BAKER: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. LaVerne Baker was one of the top R&B singers of the 1950s and early 60s, racking up a string of R&B and pop hits. This 71-track collection comprises every A and B side she released from her recording debut in 1946 through to her last Top 50 entry in 1962. Three CDs, Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95.

CD 5942393 LEADBELLY: Important Recordings 1934-1944. Leadbelly may have laid the groundwork for 20th-century blues, but he also spent several years toiling for prison gangs. Featuring the Louisiana State Penitentiary and Washington DC cuts, this huge 96-track collection highlights the first 15 years of powerful Leadbelly sound—a sound that would shape the future of music. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $17.95.

CD 6680404 ACOUSTIC BLUES, VOL. 1: The Definitive Collection. Return to the roots of the blues sound, when rural southern bluesmen played acoustic instruments. Disc One starts in the 1920s, offering vintage recordings by Blind Willie McTell, Henry St. Clair Emory, John Dee Holeman, Charley Patton, and more. Disc Two takes us to the 1920s, offering vintage recordings by Blind Willie McTell, Henry St. Clair Emory, John Dee Holeman, Charley Patton, and more. Disc Two takes us to the 1920s, offering vintage recordings by Blind Willie McTell, Henry St. Clair Emory, John Dee Holeman, Charley Patton, and more. Includes also single tracks by The Royal Kings, Big Boy Miles; Rodney Harris; Jimmy Gil; and other icons of bayou-born blues. Collects 119 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95.

CD 6639763 SHIRLEY BASSEY: Original Album Series. Comprises five comprehensive classic albums from the stunning Welsh singer best known for her electrifying James Bond themes; Something; Something Else; I Capricorn; And I Love You So; and Never, Never, Never. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group.

CD 6639585 THE DRIFTERS: Original Album Series. The Drifters’ vocals permeate five classic original albums. Includes all of Clyde McPhatter & the Drifters; Rockin’ & Driftin’; Save the Last Dance for Me; Under the Boardwalk; and I’ll Take You Where the Music’s Playing, each in a cardboard sleeve reproducing the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group.

CD 664829X SAM DEES: The Show Must Go On. This includes the entirety of Dees’ 1975 Atlantic album along with six bonus tracks. A total of 16 tracks include Child of the Streets; The Show Must Go On; Come Back Strong; Just Out of My Reach; Troubled Child; Something Miss Heroin; Save the Love at Any Cost, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95.

CD 679193X FATS DOMINO: The Fat Man Is Stompin’. Twelve original albums plus bonus tracks by this recognizable star of early rock’n’roll and R&B. Ten CDs collect Rock and Rollin’ with Fats Domino; Fats Domino Rock and Rollin’; This Is Fats Domino; Here Stands Fats Domino; Fat Man & More; Fats Domino; Got A Lot of Domins; I Miss You So; Let The Four Winds Blow; What a Party; and Twistin’ the Stomp. Internationa.


CD 6604609 BROOK BENTON: Let Me Sing and I’m Happy. Jasmine Records.


CD 5990653 THE BEST OF ELMORE JAMES, VOLUME 2. Great American Music.


CD 6597386 BIG JOE TURNER: Blues Archive. Membran.


CD 6705952 QUIET STORM: Being with You. TIME MUSIC.


CD 672609X OTIS REDDING: The Best See + Hear. Factory.

CD 6602132 THE BEST OF CHESS RECORDS. Universal Music.


CD 6637450 GLORIA LYNNE: But Not For Me. Pegasus Entertainment.

CD 6642964 MUDITY WATERS ANTHOLOGY. Not Now Music.

CD 6693261 THE DEFINITIVE LEAD BELLY. Not Now Music.

CD 6002169 SOLOMON BURKE: Original Recordings, Rounder.

CD 6765149 GARNET MIMMS: The Early Years Featuring the Gainers. Jasmine Records.
and enter the item number in the search box.
Christmas - Gospel


★ CD 5908264 TEXAS GOSPEL: Come on over Here. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95


★ DVD 6893679 GOTTA SERVE SOMEBODY: The Gospel Songs of Bob Dylan. Fullscreen. In 2009, all-star cast of Gospel singers took Bob Dylan’s gospel compositions and created this Grammy-nominated album. This compilation features root-raising performances by these spirited artists while documenting the making of this album of the same name. 82 minutes. DVD. Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Holiday CDs & DVDs

CD 6658342 CHRISTMAS WITH FRANK & BING. Two of the greatest vocal stars of the 20th century bring their talents to our most well-loved Christmas classics. Thirty-six tracks include renditions of Jingle Bells; White Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Silver Bells; Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer; and more. Two CDs. Play 24-7. $2.95

CD 6658385 TIMELESS CHRISTMAS. Brighten your holiday season with unforgettable renditions of your favorite Christmas classics, delivered by musical legends like Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, The Platters, Johnny Mercer, Nat King Cole, Louis Armstrong, Bobby Sherman, Gene Autry, Bobby Darin, and many others. Fifty-four tracks on 3 CDs. Play 24-7. $4.95

CD 6658407 WHITE CHRISTMAS. Enjoy over 50 all-time festive favorites recorded by their original artists. Includes multiple songs by Rosemary Clooney, Frank Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, Bing Crosby, The Drifters and other greats, from Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas to Auld Lang Syne to Oh Holy Night. Three CDs. Play 24-7. $4.95

CD 6716407 HEART: A Lovermongs’ Christmas. The greatest female duo in rock and roll bring their shimmering voices to 12 holiday-themed songs: Here Is Christmas; Christmas Wails; Mary; How Beautiful; William and Rose; Let’s Stay In; Balulalow; All For Maria; The Last Noel; It’s Christmas Time; Oh Holy Night; and Bring a Torch. Eagle Records. $5.95

CD 6698316 A HOLLYWOOD CHRISTMAS. A collection of Christmas classics performed by the music industry’s elite. Includes renditions of Silent Night; Bells of St. Mary’s; O Christmas Tree; Deck the Halls; Tis the Season; White Christmas; You Raise Me Up; and more. Jackson Five; and more. Legacy. $7.95

CD 6658334 CHRISTMAS TREASURES FROM THE 50’S & 60’S. Well-loved stars from two cherished decades offer 11 festive favorites. Includes Joy to the World by The Platters; Zat You Santa Claus by Louis Armstrong; White Christmas by Bing Crosby, Santa Claus Is Coming to Town by the bell peppers; Twelve Days of Christmas by the Andrews Sisters; Midnight Clear by Anita Bryant; and more. Legacy. $2.95

CD 6658309 THE PLATTERS: A Special Christmas Collection. Celebrate the holidays with one of the greatest vocal groups of the ‘50s, The Platters interpret 12 classics: White Christmas; Deck the Halls; Silent Night; The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting); Blue Christmas; Joy to the World; and more. Legacy. $2.95

CD 6658393 WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS! The Northern Lights Choral Union. The uplifting voices of a children’s choir perform timeless Christmas carols like Joy to the World; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; Silent Night; Deck the Halls; Do You Hear What I Hear; The First Noel; and more. Delta Leisure Group. $2.95

CD 5854172 HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS. Pass the treasured Dr. Seuss classic to your children with this festive audio production. The great Boris Karloff narrates the timeless tale of the cantankerous Grinch and his nefarious scheme to steal Christmas from the innocent denizens of Whoville. Five tracks. Delmarva. $4.95

CD 670588X HAVE A FUN CHRISTMAS. Fourteen light-hearted holiday classics, including Brenda Lee’s Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree; Chuck Berry’s Run Rudolph Run; Jackson 5’s Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus; Gene Autry’s Here Comes Santa Claus; Barry Gordon’s Nuttin’ for Christmas; and more. Two CDs. Play 24-7. $2.95

CD 664674X ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Irving Berlin’s White Christmas. This classic holiday album collecting songs from the Paramount Pictures film, now expanded with seven bonus holiday tracks! Fifteen tracks in all, it includes Clooney’s take on My Favorite Things; Andy Snow; Lonely Christmas; Didn’t Do Right by Me; Jingle Bells; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; and more. Real Gone Music. $14.98 $11.95

CD 6684572 ANDY WILLIAMS: The Complete Christmas Recordings. Get in the mood for the holiday season with classic recordings, some of them presented for the first time on CD! Includes all 12 tracks of The Andy Williams Christmas Album; all 12 of Merry Christmas; and all 13 of Christmas Present, plus a handful of bonus numbers. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $27.98 $21.95

CD 6684990 THE WILLIAMS BROTHERS CHRISTMAS ALBUM. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95


CD 6658377 THE STARS AT CHRISTMAS. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

CD 6607307 SWEETHEARTS & STOLEN YULETIDE KISSES. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

CD 6684610 THE DAVID ROSE CHRISTMAS ALBUM. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $12.98 $7.95


CD 6684564 THE 4 SEASONS GREETINGS. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $9.95

CD 668470X JIMMY DEAN’S CHRISTMAS CARD: The Complete Columbia Christmas Recordings. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

CD 6684831 SAMMY KAYE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: I Want to Wish You a Merry Christmas. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

CD 6684752 LYNN ANDERSON: The Christmas Album. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95


CD 6684734 THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS/ THE SOUND OF CHRISTMAS. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $5.95

CD 6640583 BIG CITY CHRISTMAS. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.98 $4.95

CD 6684653 FUNKY CHRISTMAS. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649
Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 6758754 THE SOUND OF BOND. This collection of 60 songs and themes celebrates half a century of the 007 movie franchise. Includes the iconic Bond theme, as well as music from Dr. No; Goldfinger; Diamonds Are Forever; Thunderball; Tomorrow Never Dies; Casino Royale; Skyfall, and many more. 3 CDs. Noive Music.

CD 5759145 BEST OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER. Discover the magic and passion of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s songs in this instrumental collection of his greatest hits. With thirty tracks in all, several of his most beloved musicals are represented, from Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita to Cats to The Phantom of the Opera. 3 CDs. NorthQuest.

CD 5878799 GILBERT AND SULLIVAN FAVOURITES. The Bournemouth Gilbert and Sullivan Ensemble performs timeless music from two of theater’s most influential composers. Twenty-three tracks feature musical numbers from The Mikado; Pirates of Penzance; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; Ruddigore; Yeoman of the Guard; The Gondoliers; and HMS Pinafore. Acrobat.

Holiday CDs & DVDs

CD 6653850 FIVESIDE FAVOURITES AT CHRISTMAS. Play 24-7. $2.95

CD 6672777 EDDY ARNOLD: Christmas Time. Curb Records. $3.95

CD 6627769 CHRISTMAS SONGS & CAROLS OF WORLD WITH BOBBY GOLDWATER. G3 Entertainment. $11.95

CD 664777 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Christmas Sing-Along with Mitch. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $12.95

CD 7060683 THE DKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA: Take the Holiday Train. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6646498 THE JACK JONES CHRISTMAS ALBUM. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


CD 6646402 THE BROTHERS FOUR: Merry Christmas, Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 6684785 THE NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR: Songs of Christmas with the Norman Luboff Choir. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


CD 5721997 A FAMILY CHRISTMAS. SOLD OUT

CD 5721865 CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION. Allegro. $3.95

DVD 5779006 YULE LOG. Sit back and relax with your family as you enjoy the flickering glow of a crackling fire. Featuring 25 optional holiday songs, this cozy simulated fireplace is the perfect background for trimming the tree, cooking Christmas dinner, or opening presents on Christmas morning. 120 minutes. World Trading Center. $1.95

DVD 2663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benidio Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Horne, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley MacLane, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95. SOLD OUT

DVD 5982375 AN IRISH HOLIDAY. Widescreen. Within the walls of the historic Slane Castle, a selection of Ireland’s leading performing talent come together for a unique holiday gathering. Over dinner, Phil Coulter and his guests regale one another with stories and anecdotes, music and song. Features Moya Brennan, Jean Butler, Brian Kennedy, Frank McCourt, Máire O’Connell, and others, 90 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

DVD 3631699 JUBILEAUM COLLECTION: Christmas Collector’s Edition. Collects three great concerts: Christmas at the Duomo with Monteverdi’s Madrigal, Messa di Re, and Nooletochio; Bach and others, drawn from films like The Eleventh Man; Fantasia; and Paper Moon. Presented here in a riveting 27-track collection. 2 CDs. Passport Entertainment. $17.95

DVD 6640508 KENNY ROGERS: Keep Christmas with You. Curb Records. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

CD 6667530 WILD WEST HEROES. Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang 'Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Once Upon a Time in the West; For a Few Dollars More; and True Grit: Bonanza. Real Gone Music. $6.95

CD 6691501 CLINT EASTWOOD SINGS COWBOY FAVORITES. A 26-track musical tribute to the screen icon. Collects the complete album Clint Eastwood Sings Cowboy Favorites, with bonus tracks, a selection of songs from Clint Eastwood movies and shows, as performed by Frankie Laine, Charlie Rich and others; and themes from Eastwood westerns, as performed by the Global Stage Orchestra. Country Stars. $5.95

CD 5924311 JUDY GARLAND: You Made Me Love You. A startet who defined the glitz and glamour of both Broadway and Hollywood, Garland’s glittering voice brings us 16 of the tracks she’s known for. Somewhere Over the Rainbow; I'm Always Chasing Rainbows; Somebody Loves Me; Fascinating Rhythm; Embraceable You; For Me and My Gal; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 6605133 JANE POWELL: I Think of You. From one of Hollywood’s best-loved sopranos a magical selection of early recordings. The first 16 offer her take on Broadway hits; Come Back to Me; Ave Maria; and Over the Rainbow; and the next nine extract her musical numbers in films like A Date with Judy and Chiquis Superstar. $5.99

CD 6640648 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. Experience Elter Bernstein’s iconic score to one of the greatest westerns ever made. Presented here in a riveting 27-track collection. Also includes bonus tracks from other Bernstein compositions. From the Terrace and The Rat Race. DVD $9.95

CD 6638073 THE CHIPMUNKS GO TO THE MOVIES. Features ten classic movie melodies performed by our friends Alvin, Simon, Theodore and Dave Seville including Chitty Chitty Bang Bang; Hushaby Mountain; Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious; We’re Off to See the Wizard; The Best of Beatles; Chim Chim Chere-ee; Que Sera Sera; Consider Yourself; You and Dave Seville including The Roses of Success. Real Gone Music. $17.98

CD 5881005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES. Feel the passion, action, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classic compositions that grace their soundtrack. Features pieces by Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Mozart, Bach and others, drawn from films like There’s Something About Mary; Missy; The Spy Who Loved Me; and more. Presented here in a riveting 27-track collection. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. NorthQuest. $3.95

CD 6681994 THE CHIPMUNKS: Greatest Hits. Ten classic Chipmunk tracks, drawn from Let’s Sing with the Chipmunks (1961) and The Chipmunks Sing the Beatles Hits (1964), Alvin, Simon and Theodore (with David Seville) and the new Chipmunks. Perform The Chipmunk Song; Alvin’s Harmonica; Ragtime Cowboy Joe; A Hard Day’s Night; Can’t Buy Me Love; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. Curb Records. $5.95

CD 6640745 BEN-HUR. One component item from Leonard Rosenman’s film Ben-Hur a true epic was Miklos Rozsa’s sprawling film Academy Award-winning score–the longest ever composed for a film. Here it is presented in its entirety across two CDs, letting you relive every iconic moment of one of the greatest films ever made. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95
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THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA PLAY THE SHOWS! Ten of the most beloved melodies to come out of the Broadway stage and charted by a renowned orchestra, including Music of the Night from Phantom of the Opera; Summertime from Porgy and Bess; Dancing Queen from ABBA’s Mamma Mia; Over the Rainbow from The Wizard of Oz; Send in the Clowns from A Little Night Music; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

SCIENCE FICTION’S FINEST, VOLUME ONE! Set your CD player to “stun” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genre’s most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Banzai: AVALAR; The Terminator; Dune; Fringe; Star Wars: The Clone Wars; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

IN WAR, eleven wonderland tracks comprising the soundtrack of the renowned film, Men in War. The music was composed and conducted by Elmer Bernstein. Tracks include Sounds of War; Men in War Theme; Run for Cover; End of the Road; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 660559 MITZI GAYNOR. One of the legends of Hollywood musicals performs a stunning collection of classic songs. Her glittering voice revives I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair; By the River; The Day After; and many more. Flare Records. $5.95

CD 660266 COLE PORTER: Classic Movie & Broadway Show Tunes from Rare Piano Rolls. From the great American Composer series comes a selection of 14 recordings drawn from an array of Porter classics. Experience musical numbers from films and shows like Anything Goes; Rosalie; Kiss Me Kate; Can Can; Gay Divorce; Jubilee; Wake Up and Dream; Red and more. Shout Factory. $3.95

CD 5950120 PATTI LUPONE–GYPSY: The 2008 Broadway Cast Recording. The Stephen Sondheim classic is revived in this official cast album, bursting with the gitz and glamour of a musical theatre standard. Includes 19 tracks, from the Overture to Let Me Entertain You to Broadway to Everything’s Coming Up Roses; plus bonus tracks like Tomorrow’s Mother’s Day and Smile. Girls. Two CD set. $13.95 $9.95

CD 67250X INTO THE WOODS. Experience the official soundtrack of Disney’s wondrous fantasy film, bringing to life the musical masterpiece by Stephen Sondheim. This deluxe 2CD set includes 50 compositions from the film, with performances by Meryl Streep, Anna Kendrick, Emily Blunt, Johnny Depp, James Corden and others. Walt Disney Records. $5.95

CD 6649114 HOLLYWOOD HITS. Features songs from South Pacific; Caldwell, Jane; Singin’ in the Rain; The Wizard of Oz; and more performed by the Cavanaugh Trio, Dennis Morgan, Oscar Levant and the Warden; and many more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

CD 5854105 CRAZY FOR GERSHWIN. Sixteen unforgettable compositions by the musical wizard, George Gershwin, charted by great 20th century stars. Ella Fitzgerald performs Nice Work If You Can Get It; Bing Crosby and Garland collaborate on Mine; Billie Holliday sings Porgy; Ray Lee performs Do They Can’t That Away from Me; and more. MCA. $4.95

CD 6920373 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: Modern Times Motion Picture Sound Track. Features 19 tracks from the original motion picture including Main Title; Modern Times; The Factory Machine; The Factory Set; Charlie’s Dance; Charlie at the Assembly Line Belt; The Ballet; Visions; The Comic; The King; and the Warden; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

FASCINATING GERSHWIN. Sixteen tracks present landmark performances from the Gershwin songbook. Ella Fitzgerald performs Someone to Watch Over Me; Fred Astaire performs Fascinating Rhythm; Ethel Merman performs I Got Rhythm; Nina Simone performs I Loves You, Porgy, and many more. Universal Music. $3.95

CD 6908853 MALCOLM ARNOLD: The Key. An original soundtrack recording of the acclaimed film, The Key starring William Holden, with music composed by Malcolm Arnold and conducted by Muir Matheson. The five tracks include The Key (to your heart); U Boat Alley; The Key; Stella; and Chop Suey Polka. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6908576 DAWN OF THE DEAD: Claudio Simonetti’s Goblin. Ruhlstein presents the score of one of the most famous horror movies of all time to celebrate 40 years of the idolized film Dawn of the Dead. The music that accompanies the movie gives life to the thousands of blood, and thirsty zombies. Deep Red. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

THE BEST OF THE MUSICALS. Features well-known and not so well-known songs from some of the finest musicals on Broadway. Includes: Anything You Can Do by Gershwin; Some Sunday Morning by Maltby andcreation of Malcolm Arnold and conducted by Muir Matheson. The five tracks include The Key (to your heart); U Boat Alley; The Key; Stella; and Chop Suey Polka. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5900263 A CELEBRATION OF LERNER & LOEWE. Paying tribute to one of the most important songwriting teams of the 20th century, this CD brings together unforgettable numbers from four influential musical musicals. Featuring the voices of Jane Powell, Robert Merrill, Phil Harris, Jan Page, Michael Winfield and others. From My Fair Lady to My Fair Lady. $11.95

CD 665079 HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD! Timeless stars take on the dynamic themes of the 1940s in this lavish four-disc set. Includes 100 tracks in all, it includes glamorous takes on Hooray for Hollywood by Doris Day. Every Time I Meet You by Perry Como; A Gal in Calico by Tony Martin; The Sound of Music by Pat Page; Ratwise by Frankie Laine; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 675872X SONGS YOU HEARD ON THE TELLY. This three CD set collects 60 original songs featured in TV advertisements including Rawhide by Frankie Laine; Green Onions by Booker T. & The M.G.s.; Wonderful Wonderful by Gene Vincent; Fats Domino’s Blueberry Hill; Shadows by Dave Martin; Boom From A Beach Ball by Ray Price; and many more. Not Now Music. $9.95

CD 6648249 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY’S BIG MAN: The Legend of John Henry. This 32 track album is one of the most important efforts of the American jazz musician’s works. This folk musical features Joe Williams, Randy Crawford and Robert Guillaume as the vocalists. Tracks include Blowin’ the Blues Away; Overture; Nobody Need a Big Man; Who Bent the Rainbow; A New Star Risin’; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $15.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649
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Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

- CD 59343205 NOEL COWARD: The Revue and War Years 1928-1952. Playwright, song-writer, actor, singer, director, and cabaret artist, Noel Coward was a jack of all trades and this set reveals why. Drawn from over 20 years, 73 sides capture four phases of his historic career:
  - Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s beloved songs, musical numbers, medleys and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

- CD 6940838 BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story Reimagined. A re-imagining from the perspective of a jazz musician, a Latin musician, and a native Nayaric son who is proud to say he is from the city that defines afe, highness, and cool. Twenty tracks include "Red America; Gee, Officer Krupke; Tonight; Maria; Somewhere; and more. Two CDs. Jazzheads. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95


- CD 6888443 RIO BRAVO: Western and Other Movie & TV Themes. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95


- CD 6604959 BROADWAY SONGS, HITS & SHOWSTOPPERS 1927-1957. Jasmine Records. $11.95

- CD 6785106 AN EVENING WITH LERNER & LOEWE. Flare Records. $7.95

- CD 5954164 GUYS & DOLLS. MCA. $2.95

- CD 6701612 KISMET: The Broadway Musical Collection. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95

- CD 5998919 MUSIC OF THE NIGHT. Mood Media. $3.95

- CD 5822793 DESTROY ALL MONSTERS: Original Soundtrack. Tokyo Shock. $2.95

- CD 6642578 MARILYN MONROE: Diamonds. Not Now Music. $7.95


- CD 5950074 BROADWAY FIRST TAKE, VOL. 2. Slider Music. $2.95

- CD 6701647 MORE FROM THE MUSICALS: Featuring the Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

- CD 5970849 ANN-MARGRET: Songs from The Swinger and Other Swinger Songs. Cherry Red. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95


- CD 6760198 YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS TOO: Classic Film Music Arranged for Guitar. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

- CD 6620982 DON COSTA: The Theme from The Unforgiven/Hollywood Premiere. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

- CD 5822220 THE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA PLAYS THE MOVIES. Acro. $4.95

- CD 5897728 FRED ASTAIRE: Fascinating’ Rhythm. Acrobat. $4.95

- CD 6602258 ALADDIN: Special Edition Soundtrack. Walt Disney Records. SOLD OUT

- CD 6765076 DORETTA MORROW: I Have Dreamed. Flare Records. SOLD OUT

- CD 6805818 ROSE-MARIE/SHOW BOAT. Flare Records. $5.95

- CD 6640036 BETTY HUTTON: It’s Oh So Quiet! Delta Leisure Group. $5.95

- CD 6827691 MUSICALS, VOL. 2: Six Classic Soundtrack Albums. Real Gone Music. $14.95

- CD 5805376 GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

- CD 6621909 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- CD 5785380 HOW TO STUFF A WILD BIKINI. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

- CD 5777860 GAME OF THRONES: Music from the Television Series. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

- CD 6642349 FRANK SINATRA AT THE MOVIES. Not Now Music. $11.95

- CD 663141X OLIVER: An Excursion with the Bob Dowhough Quartet. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

- CD 5728139 CAROL BURNETT SINGS. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


- CD 6558941 PINOCCHIO. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95


- CD 5900220 APRIL LOVE. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

- CD 5854687 HANS BRINER OR THE SILVER SKATES. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

- CD 5854695 JULIE WILSON IN LONDON...WITH FRIENDS. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95


- CD 5796486 100 YEARS OF PETER PAN. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

Classical - Opera

- CD 6831931 EVERYBODY’S MOZART: Symphonies No.32, No.35, No.36, & No.39. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Prague Chamber Orchestra in five works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Symphony No. 32 in D major, K.385; Symphony No.35 in C major, K.482; Symphony No. 36 in C major, K.425; "Linz"; and Symphony No. 38 in D major, K.504 “Prague”. Two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. $4.95

- CD 5787254 THE WORLD’S MOST...RE-RECORDING MUSIC. Experience the mastery of classical music’s greats in three-CD set. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra plays 25 tracks like Vivaldi’s Four Seasons--Spring; Mozart’s Symphony No. 40--“Landsknecht”; Debussy’s Clair De Lune; Pachelbel’s Canon in D; Shubert’s Impromp; and more. NorthQuest. $6.95

- CD 6905069 HANDEL: Water Music. Written for a royal water party in 1714 Handel’s Water Music was most likely performed by the band of fifty musicians that accompanied King George and his court on their lavish progress by barge on the Thames. Played by the Consort of London, Robert Aid. Haydn Clark, conductor. Brilliant Classics. $4.95

- CD 6831923 EVERYBODY’S MOZART: Piano Concertos No.17, 20, 22 & 24. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 17 in D minor, K.466; Piano Concerto No. 22 in E-flat major, K.482; Piano Concerto No. 24 in G minor, K.491; Piano Concerto No. 20 in G minor, K.467. Two hours on two CDs. Telarc. $4.95

- CD 6832180 VIVALDI: The Four Seasons. The Boston Baroque, under the direction of Martin Pearlman, perform on period instruments: The Four Seasons; Antonio Vivaldi’s Concerto Grosso No. 12 minor, and Vivaldi Concerto Grosso No. 12 in D minor (Francesco Geminiani). Telarc. $4.95

- CD 6831915 EVERYBODY’S BEETHOVEN: Symphonies No.4, No.8 & No.9. Christoph von Dohnanyi leads the Cleveland Orchestra through three of the composer’s most famous symphonies: Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125 “Choral”, Symphony No. 4 in B-flat major, Op. 60; and Symphony No. 8 in F major, Op. 93. Telarc. $4.95

- CD 6832083 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake. Present’s Tchaikovsky’s Grand Ballet in Four Acts, Opus 20. Performed by the Utah Symphony Orchestra, led by Maurice Abravanel, this performance runs over 100 minutes. On the back of these two Double Disc CDs are DVDs. Silverline. $4.95
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CD 6831884 BRAHMS: Ein Deutsches Requiem. Robert Spano leads the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in a performance of Brahms’s orchestral masterpiece, joined by soprano Twyla Robinson and baritone Mariusz Kwiecień. Over an hour of breathtaking classical music. Telarc. $4.95


CD 6837874 KARAJAN: BEETHOVEN’S SYMPHONIES 1-9. Conducted by Herbert von Karajan. Includes: Symphony No. 1 in C Major; Symphony No. 2 in E Flat Major; Symphony No. 3 (Eroica); Symphony No. 4 in B Flat Major; Symphony No. 5 in C Minor; Symphony No. 6 (Pastoral); Symphony No. 7; Symphony No. 8; Symphony No. 9 (Choral). Programme covers Beethoven’s symphonic works. Classical. $19.95

CD 5931908 EVERYBODY’S SIBELIUS: Symphonies 1, 2, & 5/ The Swan of Tuonela/Finlandia. Five works by Jean Sibelius: Symphony No. 2 in D major; Op. 43; The Swan of Tuonela, Op. 22; No. 3, Finlandia, Op. 56; No. 7, Symphony No. 1 in E major, Op. 39; and Symphony No. 5 in E-flat major, Op. 82. Both the Cleveland Orchestra and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra are featured. Two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. $5.95

CD 6905706 TIPPETT: String Quartets Nos. 1-4. The quartets span Tippet’s development as a composer, and reveal his deep feeling and skill for the medium. Performed by the Britten Quartet. Peter Manning, Keith Payne, Peter Lycett, and Andrew Shulman. Two CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6905587 ENESCU: Violin Sonatas. Three exquisite violin sonatas. Sonata No. 1 in D Op. 2; Sonata No. 2 in F minor Op. 6; and Sonata No.3 in A minor Op.54. Played by Antal Szalai on violin and Joel Zlatozabal on piano. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6905641 RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto No. 2/ Schumann Piano Concerto. The exquisite Piano Concerto No. 2 in C minor Op. 18 is played by Klara Wurtz on piano with Vladimir Spivakov conducting the National Symphony Orchestra of the Ukraine. In Schumann’s beautiful Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 54 Klara Wurtz is on piano with Arie van Beek conducting the Netherland Philharmonic Orchestra. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 669358X MARIA CALLAS: La Divina. Presents an essential selection of the opera icon’s best recordings. Disc One offers 15 Puccini Arias, drawn from masterpieces like Tosca and Madama Butterfly, plus three bonus tracks from Lucia di Lammermoor. Disc Two contains 15 Verdi Arias, drawn from Aida; La Traviata; Macbeth; and more. Not Now Music. Limited Quantity CD 6905633 MOZART: Horn Concertos. Includes: Horn Concerto No.2 in E Flat; Horn Concerto No.3 in E Flat; Concerto Movement in E; Horn Concerto No.1 in D; Horn Concerto in F; Horn Concerto no.4 in E Flat; and Horn Concerto No.1 in D. With Herman Jeursen on horn. Roy Goodman conducts the Netherlands Chamber Orchestra. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 670168X THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Concert for Two Antwerp Orchestras on Earth interpret 12 of the most recognizable compositions in classical music: Water Music; Morning from Peer Gynt; Capriccio - Barcarolle on the Rhine; Adagio; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

CD 6837778 SCHUMANN: Complete Piano Trios & Complete String Quarts. This set of three CDs and over three hours of music contains the three string quartets and the 3 piano trios. Conducted by conductor Roberto Abbado and joined by the Italian string quartet Quattrocento Savino and pianist Matteo Fossini in performances of deep understanding and passion. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6832008 HECTOR BERLIOZ: Requiem. Maurizio Agostini conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, with soloists: cercoller, Ilaria Prini, Maria Consolata Casadei, Domenico Tommaso, Roberto Baggio, and A. P. Dell’Orso. The back of each DualDisc CD is a DVD. Two CDs. Silverline. 4.95

CD 6831384 LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.5/Leonore Overture. Sir Andrew Davis conducts the Philharmonie Orchestra of London through two works by Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67, “Fate” and Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72b. On the back of each DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6832091 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker. The CD side of this DualDisc contains highlights from The Nutcracker Ballet, including The Overture; The Waltz of the Snowflakes; Tammertella; and Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. The DVD side contains the complete Nutcracker Ballet in surround sound. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6837735 J.S. BACH: Complete Concertos. This 9 CD box set contains the complete solo concertos by Johann Sebastian Bach, the Brandenburg Concerti, with keyboard concertos for one, two and three harpsichords and the triple concerto. Over eight hours of music. Brilliant Classics. $24.95

CD 6701787 CLASSICAL POWER: Ocean Waves. Four CDs collect 40 compositions from history’s most beloved classical composers, as interpreted by a variety of orchestras and soloists. Separated into Keyboard Power Classics; Symphonic Power Classics; Concerto Power Classics; and Instrumental Power Classics, with music by Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Mendelssohn, Bach, Haydn and other masters. Time Life. $5.95

CD 6831966 GUSTAV MAHLER: Symphony No. 4 in G Major. Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 in G Major: Bedadigich; Nicht Eilen; In Gemachlichkeit; Ohne Hast; Ruhevoll; Adagio; and Sehr Rehaglich. On the back of these DualDisc CDs are DVDs. Two CDs. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6837700 D’ANGELEBERT: Complete Harpsichord Music. The four Suites heard here constitute D’Angelebert’s Pieces de Clavecin, which represent one of the most significant musical achievements of the second half of the 17th century. The complete harpsichord works are performed by early music specialist Francesco Cera. 3 CDs. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6905812 SILENT NIGHTS: Treasury of Christmas Traditions. Thirteen tracks offer beloved classical compositions from the holidays, as performed by The National Philharmonic Orchestra (Charles Gerhardt conducting); The Pacific Symphony Orchestra (Eric Hammerstein conducting); Richard Benson & His Orchestra and others. Time Life. $4.95

CD 6905625 J.S. BACH: Mass in B Minor. Considered by some to be one of Bach’s masterpieces with Roberta Invernizzi and Lynne Dawson sopranos, Gloria Banditelli mezzo-soprano, Christopher Pregardien tenor, and Klaus Mertens bass. Diego Fasolli conducts Sonatori de la Gioiosa Marca. 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6905592 C.P.E. BACH: Mass in C minor (Missa Hodie). With the Rheinische Kantorei and Das Kleine Konzert with Hermann Max Pregardien tenor, and Klaus Mertens bass. Diego Fasolli conducts Sonatori de la Gioiosa Marca. 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6905552 C.P.E. BACH: Mass in G minor (Missa Domini). With the Rheinische Kantorei and Das Kleine Konzert with Hermann Max Pregardien tenor, and Klaus Mertens bass. Diego Fasolli conducts Sonatori de la Gioiosa Marca. 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6701752 100 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION: Classical Calm. One excerpt from the Classics for Relaxation series, this 17-track assembly brings together classic performances from Brahms, Hungarian Dance No. 6; Puccini’s La Bohème; Mosèlt’s Waltz; Wagner’s Dreams; Ravel’s Pavane for a Dead Princess; and more. Time Life. $7.95

CD 6627781 LOTTE LENYA SINGS KURT WEILL & BERTOLT BRECHT. The divine Lotte Lenya is best remembered for her performances of music composed by her husband, Bertolt Brecht. Collected here are three original albums by the Austrian singer, two of which highlight that collaboration. Includes all of September Song and other American Theater Songs of Kurt Weill; Happy End; and Lenya Sings Kurt Weill. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $11.95
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CD 6671713 GIOACCHINO ROSSINI: II Barbiere di Siviglia. Recorded live in Milan in 1964, the Orchestra & Chorus of La Scala (Gabriele Santandrea conducting) perform Rossini’s opera, featuring performers Sesto Bruscantini as Figaro, Fiorenza Cossotto as Rosina; and Luigi Alva as Count Almaviva. Includes the complete act one. $10.95

CD 6566343 BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY NO. 9. Donald Runnicles leads the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in a performance of Beethoven’s orchestral masterpiece, joined by soprano Mary Dunleavy, mezzo-soprano Elizabeth Bishop, tenor Stephen Gould, and bass Alastair Miles, Over an hour of breathtaking classical music. $10.95

CD 6791956 GREGOR PIAZZOLLA: Milongas of a Proud Legend. Capturing the cellist’s mesmerizing playing during the most important stages of his career, this 10-CD compilation documents the talent and skill of a classical icon. Recorded across some three decades, these 12 original albums feature Piazzolla’s take on Brahms, Dvorak, Beethoven, Saint-Saëns, Debussy, Schumann, Tchaikovsky, and more. $24.95

CD 6745989 TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6. Great romantic emotion coupled with vigorous temperament was the trademark of conducting legend Herbert von Karajan. His readings of Tchaikovsky’s dramatic last symphony and the thrilling Legend Herbert von Karajan. His readings of Tchaikovsky’s dramatic last symphony and the thrilling

CD 6690555 FLAVOURS: Music for Cello and Piano. Featuring sonatas for cello and piano by Handel, Schubert, Sonata in D Minor; Beethoven Sonata No. 5 in D Op.102 No.2; Schnittke Sonata No.1 and the first recording of Eel van Breen’s score for orchestra. $6.95

CD 6161252 J. B. CHAUCER: Famous Cantatas. Presents a selection of the best loved and famous of the Bach cantatas. Featuring Ruth Holten, Marlon Struk, soprano; Sybille Buwalda, alto; Knut Schoch, Nico van der Meel, tenors; Bas Ramseelaar Bass. The Holland Boys Choir, and The Netherlands Bach Collegium conducted by Peter Jan Leusink. Five CDs. Brilliant Classics. $17.95

CD 6791387 THE MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Glinka/Tchaikovsky. Eugenia Alikhanova and Valentina Alykova (violin); Tatyana Kokhanovskaya (viola); and Olga Ograchov (cello and violincello) join a number of guests for Glinka’s Grande Suite, Tchaikovsky’s Souvenir de Florence and D major, Op. 76. Finer Art Records. $14.95

CD 6884842 IDYLLS FOR OBOE, CLARINET AND PIANO. Brings to light a collection of chamber music written for this uncommon trio combination and features two world premiere recordings—Anne Mans Stella and Idylls. Thirteen tracks. Summit Ltd $11.95

CD 6837719 ANDREA GABRIELLI: Complete Keyboard Music. This collection of the keyboard works of Gabrielli consist of free flowing toccatas, ricercars, variations and verses for mass which all constitute the bulk of his oeuvre. Performing these works is the noted musician Roberto Loreggian, $9.95

CD 6837670 CARISSIMI: Complete Motets of Antonio Romainus. This 3 CD set presents the 28 Motets which were published under the title Romainus. The Motets are of a varied structure and include motets for 2, 3, 4 and 5 voices. Alternate performed by Italian Early Music group Seicentovente, and conducted by Flavio Colussio. Over three hours of music, Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6635261 MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro.  Carlo Maria Giulini conducts the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus in Mozart’s renowned opera masterpiece, starring Giuseppe Taddei as Figaro, Anna Moffo as Susanna, Eberhard Wächter as Count Almaviva, and Ruth Schwarzkopf as Countess Almaviva, and featuring tenor Peter D’Asaro. $7.95

Over 50 tracks on three CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 6622909 BACKHAUS: Beethoven/Grieg/Chopin/Brahms. The German pianist performs a variety of breathtaking classical pieces across four CDs, including concertos, sonatas, and more. Featuring the Wiener Philharmoniker and the New Symphony Orchestra, these 1950s recordings include compositions by four classical masters. Membran. $7.95

CD 6916295 SCHUBERT: Complete Masses. Presents Schubert’s six settings to the Latin Mass, with the Parque Guemes Orchestra, Spandauer Kantorei Berlin, Cappella Vocale Hamburg. The Amsterdam Bach Ensemble, and the BBC Symphony Orchestra. LAUDARIO DI CORTONA, Evening Masses. $7.95

CD 5967848 CLASSICAL POT POURRI, VOLUME 2: London Symphony Orchestra. Under the direction of Philip Gibson, the London Symphony Orchestra performs nine compositions—Overture to Der Freischütz by Weber; Waltz from Coppelia by Delibes; Hungarian Dance No. 6 in D by Brahms; and more by Mozart, Anderson, Von Suppe, Schubert, and Mascagni. ABN $3.95

CD 6161763 JOSEPH HAYDN: Symphonies No. 53 & No. 63. Douglas Gibson conducts the Chamber Philharmonia Orchestra, accompanied by the orgues of Antonio Piricone on harpsichord for a pair of Haydn symphonies. Symphonies No.53 “Limperjale” and Symphony No.63 “La Roxelane”, both alternatively, on TIM $5.95

CD 589011X MARIO LANZA & NORMA GIUSTI: The Student Prince. Twelve tracks feature the inimitable stylings of Mario Lanza and Norma Giusti, performing pieces from Romberg’s operetta, the Student Prince. Then, ten bonus tracks provide even more Lanza treasures, including A Little Love, A Little Kiss; Where or When; My Buddy; and more. $13.99

CD 6916260 ChORAL CLASSICS FROM CAMBRIDGE. The choir of Clare College, Cambridge. Timothy Brown conductor. The Choir of St John’s College, Cambridge; Christopher Robinson conductor, and Cordy Singers, Matthew Best conductor; presents selections from Tallis, Purcell, Haydn, Faure, Brahms, Mozart, Elgar, Rutter, Bernstein, and Poulenc, moreover, five CDs. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 6905714 WOLF: Italienisches Liederbuch. Morike-Lieder. We know the Wolf as the composer par excellence of late Romantic German lieder. On Disc 1 Italienisches Liederbuch Songs on poems by Paul Heyse, sung by Christine Delze, soprano, Hans Peter Blochwitz, tenor, and Rudolf Jansen, pianist. On Disc 2 Morike-Lieder Songs on poems by Eduard Morike sung by Siegfried Lorenz, baritone, and Norman Sheffler, piano. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 664256X MARIA CALLAS: La Divina. Forty-eight tracks feature the astounding vocals of this celebrated diva of the stage. Disc One presents 15 Puccini Arias, plus three bonus tracks; Disc Two features 15 Great Opera Arias, drawn from works like Norma; 1 Puccini, and La Gioconda; and Disc Three offers 15 Verdi Arias, drawn from works like La Traviata and Aida. Not Now Music. $11.95

CD 6632153 BRUNO WALTER. Four CDs highlight the work of this respected conductor. He leads the Wiener Philharmoniker, New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Paris Conservatoire Orchestra, and NBC Symphony Orchestra in a variety of operatic, chamber music, and orchestral music of all kinds. Included in this 10 CD set are The Marriage of Figaro, Der Fliegende Holländer, Der Freischütz, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Mahler. Membran. $7.95

CD 6916279 LAUDARIO DI CORTONA, NO. 91. These 13 century songs, were written in the popular language for praise and worship. This boxed set presents the earliest examples of sacred songs in the common written in the popular language for praise and worship. This boxed set presents the earliest examples of sacred songs in the common
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**CD 4597923** THE MARCH KING: John Philip Sousa. Experience authentic recordings by the greatest figure of marching music. Though not of the highest sound quality, these 20 historic tracks preserve the work of a legend. Includes Washington Post March, Hands Across the Sea, Stars and Stripes Forever; The Beautiful Waltz; and more. Legacy. $3.95

**CD 6837654** ALBERTI: Concertino for Violin, Strings and Harpsichord; Three keyboard pieces by Antonio Vivaldi; Three only published pieces by Johann Matthias Bach. Brilliant Classics. $19.95


**CD 6871505** WILHELM BACK HAUS PLAYS BEETHOVEN. Internationally recognized and acclaimed as one of the world's leading authorities for classical-piano music, Wilhelm Back Haus is featured in a range of recordings from the 1950s and 1960s. Enjoy his performance on Beethoven's early, middle, and late sonatas. Intense. $24.95

**CD 6570135** SCHUBERT: The Song Collection. Featuring Naum Grubert, David Lisker, and Konrad Richard on piano, as well as vocal performances by Robert Hall, baritone; and Ellen Van Loo, soprano, this six-CD set explores the expansive Franz Schubert's song cycles Winterreise D911, and Schwangergesang D797; a number of Lieder based on texts by various poets; and more. Nearly 90 tracks. Brilliant Classics. $13.95

**CD 6837687** CLEMENTI: The Complete Sonatas Vol. 6. This final volume of the Clementi series is dedicated to the composer’s last and most mature works for pianoforte; the Sonatas Op. 40, 46, and 50, and the 12 Montreianas Op. 49. Performed by Costantino Mastr agrimano. About three hours of music on 3 CDs. Brilliant Classics. $24.95

**CD 6745977** THE TORONTO CONSORT: The Italian Queen of France. Since its founding in 1972, the Toronto Consort has become internationally recognized for its excellence in the performance of medieval, renaissance, and early baroque music. Under the direction of Maestro Joanne Laidler based on texts by various poets, and more. Nearly 90 tracks. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

**CD 6771246** MARCELLE MEYER: Complete Studio Recordings 1925-1957. An astonishing 17 CDs collect the entirety of this renowned French pianist's studio output, featuring works by Emmanuel Chabrier, Maurice Ravel, Claude Debussy, Jean-Sebastian Bach, Domenico Scarlatti, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Jean Francaix, Ottorino Respighi, and more. $29.95

**CD 6916317** VALENTINA LEVKO: Star of the Bolshoi. This box set features Valentina Levko in a wide variety of repertoire, ranging from Baroque arias by Bach and Handel, through the art songs of Schubert and Brahms, towards great opera scenes from Prince Igor, Ivan Susanin, Queen of Spades, Rossini, Verdi, the songs of Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninoff, to a superb collection of Russian folk songs. Eleven CDs. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

**CD 569910X** FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS: The Complete Recordings. A New York socialite who, despite being a hopelessly incompetent “singer,” believed herself to be an opera soprano and who had a fascinations among the operatic world. Her voice is a terrifying anomaly in the history of opera. In the early 1940s, she joined pianist Cosme McVloon to record a number arias from well-known operas, as well as a handful of contemporary art songs, which are presented on this nine-track disc. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6570048** O MAGNUM MYSTERIUM: Choral Classics. From Christopher Wordsworth to Sir David Willcocks, J.S. Bach, and Sir John Eliot Gardiner, this program presents Renaissance to the 20th century, with Thomas Tallis, John Taverner, William Byrd, Thomas Weelkes, Thomas Tomkins, Thomas Tomkins, and more. Double CD. Brilliant Classics. $12.95

**CD 6771106** GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO: The Charming Voice. Sicilian temperament and exuberant vitality are the audible characteristics of this tenor. Giuseppe Di Stefano, and here he is on full display in a CD capturing his extravagant vocals in extracts from I Puritani; Cavalleria rusticana; Lucia di Lammermoor; Tosca; Carmen; Rigoletto; and more. Includes collaborations with fellow opera icon Maria Callas. Intense. $24.95

**CD 6745911** ROSSINI: Il Turco in Italia. Ennio Salvadori conducts the Orchestra Coro del Teatro alla Scala di Milano, with performers Maria Callas, Nicolò Rosselli-Lenerti, Nicolai Gedda, and Franco Calabrese, for a thrilling rendition of Rossini’s opera. Two CDs. EM Ltd. Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 6745792** MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3, 4 & 5. Riccardo Muti conducts the New Philharmonic Orchestra and the Philadelphia Orchestra for a collection of classic masterpieces, including Symphonies by Felix Mendelssohn and tone poems by Franz Liszt and César Franck. Two CDs. EM Ltd. Records Limited. $11.95

**CD 6736768** CLEMENTI: The Complete Sonatas Vol. 2. Fortepianist Costantino Mas grimarino performs the earliest sonatas and establishes in this sequel to the collection of the Viennese sonatas released previously. They range from early real ones to mature and technically demanding pieces. Over three hours of music. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

**CD 6745599** BRITTEN: British Composers. Presents works by Benjamin Britten and two of his contemporaries, Sir William Walton and Michael Tippett, on five CDs. The centerpiece is Spring Symphony, an exuberant yet thoughtful masterpiece of Britten’s early maturity.EM Ltd. Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 6771447** THE TENOR HEROES OF BAYREUTH. Ten CDs boast recordings made by the most famous heroic tenors of the previous century, including Dr. Alfred von Marx, Lauritz Melchior, Franz Volker, Ludwig Scholz, Max Lorenz, and many others. Includes excerpts from Der fliegende Holländer; Tannhauser; Lohengrin; Tristan und Isolde; Parsifal; Der Ring des Nibelungen; and more. Intense. $19.95

**CD 6556302** CARL NIETZEL: The Danish Symphony. Ten CDs bring together the works of one of the greatest pre-Romantic Danish composers, performed by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and a variety of vocal and instrumental soloists. Includes the entirety of six symphonies, plus concertos for clarinet, violin, and flute and more. Membran. $19.95

**CD 6771513** YEHUDI MENUHIN: Anniversary Collection. A name synonymous with masterful violin performance, Menuhin is celebrated as one of the truly exceptional musicians of the 20th century. The centerpiece is Menuhin’s recordings of the whole of Vivaldi’s concertos, with booklet notes. Brilliant Classics. $14.95

**CD 6771492** O MAGNUM MYSTERIUM: Choral Classics. From Christopher Wordsworth to Sir David Willcocks, J.S. Bach, and Sir John Eliot Gardiner, this program presents Renaissance to the 20th century, with Thomas Tallis, John Taverner, William Byrd, Thomas Weelkes, Thomas Tomkins, and more. Double CD. Brilliant Classics. $12.95

**CD 6745784** MASSENET: Manon. The Chorus and Orchestra of the Theatre Royal de la Monnaie, Brussels is conducted by Antonio Pappano for a production of Jules Massenet’s opera in five acts. Stars include Angela Gheorghiu, Agnes Baltsa, Roberto Alagna, Chevalier Des Grieux; Elie Patriceo Lescat; and others. Three CDs. EM Ltd. Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 6792138** THOMAS BEECHAM: The Maestro. Ten CDs traverse Beecham’s conducting career, highlighting his work at the London Philharmonic Orchestra, New Philharmonic, and BBC Choir Symphony Orchestras between the 1920s and the 1940s. Includes interpretations of compositions by Mozart, Handel, Schubert, Weber, Smetana, Dvorak, Berlioz, Debussy, Sibelius, and others. Membran. $19.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/649

Franck, Schubert, Chopin, and others. Intense.

He conducts the Royal Philharmonic and London Philharmonic Orchestras. Ten CDs. EMI Records Limited.

Hayden, and more. Ten CDs. Intense.

CD 679193 ENRICO MAINARDI: Early Recordings 1953-1986. This ten CD set covers a wealth of repertoire, from Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Borodin, Rachmaninoff, and Mozart. The artistry of this renowned pianist shines through every note. Piano Classical. $39.95

CD 677126 MARIA CALLAS: Her Greatest Operas. Ten CDs capture monumental Callas performances in live full opera productions. She shares the stage with Giuseppe di Stefano in Donzetti’s Lucia Di Lammermoore; Verdi’s La Traviata, Puritani’s Tosca; and Massini’s Cavallera Rusticana; and joins co-star Mario Filibessichi in Bellini’s Norma. Membran.

$19.95

CD 6792014 JOHANNA MARTZY: Milestones of an Artist. Martin can be found around the world, his performances, and after his death, his recordings became a legend. A perfect blend of repertoire, this box features performances of Beethoven, Dvorak, Mozart, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Brahms, Schubert, Ravel, and others. Ten CDs. Intense.

$24.95

CD 6745946 SIR ADRIAN BOULT: From Bach to Wagner. This collection of Boult’s stereo recordings for EMI ranges from sprightly Bach through stylish Mozart and clear-headed Wagner, to a set of Brahms’s symphonies and serenades. Boult conducts the London Philharmonic Orchestra, New Philharmonic Orchestra, and New Symphony Orchestra on 10 CDs. EMI Records Limited.

$29.95

CD 6771521 YVES NAT: The French Piano Legend. Recorded between 1929 and 1956, the performances on these 10 CDs offer a valuable portrait of the pianist’s unique talent. Collaborating with the Orchestre des Concerts Pierre (Gaston Poulet) conducting, he plays the music of Schumann, Brahms, Franck, Schubert, Chopin, and others. Intense.

$34.95

CD 6745584 SIR THOMAS BEECHAM: Haydn & Mozart. Symphony and orchestral works are joined in this collection by a complete performance of a masterpiece the conductor retrieved from neglect, Haydn's oratorio The Seasons. Sir Thomas Beecham leads the Royal Philharmonic and London Philharmonic Orchestras. Ten CDs. EMI Records Limited.

$24.95

CD 6745512 IMAGINARY LANDSCAPES: Sounds of America. American music came of age in the 20th century, and brought together here in one box is the masterful compositions that exemplify the young nation’s inspiring vitality. Performers from Thomas Allen and Enrico Batiz to John McGinn, Ingo Metzmacher, and Christopher Warren-Green travel the world. Life notable pieces by Sousa, Gershwin, Copland, Bernstein, and others. Twenty CDs. EMI Music.

$79.95
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